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by 
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Chairman: Dan H. Cooper 
It has been the purpose of this research to : (1) 
identify demographic characteristics of the adults in 
the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program; (2) de -
termine the goals of the Appalachian ABE students and 
make an analysis of their goa l achievement satisfaction; 
and (3) explore the effect of the ABE Program on 
se lected behavioral characteristics of students . To 
achieve the purposes of the study , the thirteen Appala-
ch ian s tates were divided into three distinct re g ions 
(no rth, central and south), and the cities in these states 
we re stratified on the basis of high urbanization, medium 
urbanization, and low urbanization . Nine ABE centers, 
o n e in each region at each level of urbanizati o n, were 
t h en s elected as be in g r epresentative of respectively 
si milar populations throughou t Appalachia . An interview 
s chedule was designed , pilot tested in two different ABE 
cente r s in Michigan , revised , and th en administered by 
seve n i n terviewe r s to 217 subjects at all three educationa l 
levels in the Appalachian ABE Program. The resu l tant 
data was then returned to Th e University of Mi ch i gan, co ded, 
keyp unched , and statistically t r eated by item analysis and 
o ne-way analysis of variance computer programs. 
The s tudent dem og raphi c c hara c t e ri s tic s se le c ted fo r 
s tudy as havin g potential bearing on s tud e nt go al o rien t a -
tion were: ( 1) student age ; 
(3) s tudent emp loyment s t atus 
yea rs of current employment); 
(2) stude nt family size ; 
(hours worked per week and 
(4) yea rs o f re g ul a r schoo l 
completed; (5) years in ABE classes; 
per week in AB E classes . Comparisons 
and 
were 
(6) h o ur s 
made between 
thes e characteristics and the six base variables of geo-
graphi c region, degree of urbanization, ABE p r ogram level , 
race, sex and age . In terms of th e s tud e nt characteristics 
selected for s tudy which might make some difference for goal 
dete rminati o n amo n g Appalachian ABE st ud e nt s , i t appears 
that the r e are notable distinctions: ( 1) If a s tuden t 
attends classes in th e n orth or centra l r eg ion s , or in the 
sou thern region of Appalachia; (2) If a s tuden t is a t the 
begi nnin g, intermediate or adv an ced level in the Appalachian 
Adult Basic Education Program; (3) If a st udent is white 
o r black; (4) If a student is male o r female ; and (5) 
If a s tud e nt is in th e age bracket of 18- 25 , 26 - 35, 36-45 , 
46-5 5 , 56 - 65 , o r 66 and over . On the basis of the 
demographic charac t eristics compared in thi s analysis, it 
appears t o make little difference whethe r a s tud e nt a ttend s 
ABE c l asses in cent ers of high urbanizat i on, medium urban-
iza ti o n or l ow urbani za t ion . Most st ud e nt s in the p r ogram, 
accord ing to the sampl e st udi ed , are wh it e females over 
40 years of age who have fo ur members in their family, h a ve 
held their cur r e nt jobs for about 9 years, have comple t ed 
abo ut th e seventh grade of re g ular school , have been 
atte ndin g ABE classes for ap proximate l y two years , and have 
spen t a little ove r five hours per week in ABE classes . 
These students were asked to react to six goal state-
ments during the interview situation in an effort to 
determine if they come to ABE classes: (1) To learn to 
read and write; (2) To work for a high school diploma ; 
(3) To meet different people; (4) To qualify for job 
training; (5) To help children with school work; or 
(6) To get a job o r a bette r j o b . In mos t instances, 
it was reported that students a t tend ABE classes to 
achieve the high school completion goal; and , in most 
instances, more s t udents are satisfied with this aspect of 
the program's efforts than with any other . The achieve-
ment of the literacy goal, the social goal , the vocational 
goal, the family goal , or the employment goal is not as 
desirable, according to most students in the sample, as 
the accomplishme n t of attaining a high school diploma . 
Apparently, in most cases , the program is n ot serving a 
clientele who require " elementary education" in terms of 
literacy goal accomplishment; b u t rather , it is serving a 
clientele who req u ire " secondary education " in te r ms of 
high school completion goal achievement . 
In terms of behavioral characteristics , it appears that 
the ABE program has not significantly affected whether or 
not a student takes a newspaper at home, owns a television 
set, has a driver ' s license , receives a physical examination, 
or holds a library card and visits a public library. It 
appea r s t hat a substantial majority , nearly , if not all, of 
those who exhibit t he above characteristics have done so 
before participation in ABE classes . 
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Portions of thirteen states comprise what is known as 
Appalachia: Alabama , Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, 
Mississippi , New York , North Carolina , Ohio, Penns ylvania , 
South Carolina , Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. 
Appalachia has been described as a 
region apart - - geographically 
and statistically . . a mountain 
land boldly upthrust between the 
prosperous Eastern seaboard and t he 
industrial Middle West. . below 
its su rfa ce lie some of the nation's 
richest mineral deposits including 
the seams which have p r ovided almost 
two-thirds of the nation's coal 
supply. 1 
However, as the 1964 President ' s Appalachian Regional Com-
mission Report i n dicates, above its surface one-third of the 
Appalachian families have annual in comes of l ess t han 
$3 , 000 . Educationally, data from 1964 revealed that 
68 per cent of Appalachians over 25 years of age had not 
fi nished high school, and that 11 . 6 per cent of th ese adults 
had le ss than a fifth grade ed ucation. 
1
Appala ch ia, A Report by the President's Appalachian 
Regional Commission , 1964 (U . S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C.) , p . xv. 
-1-
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Plagued by p overty and the l ack of ed u ca t ion , ma ny 
Appalachian residents are suffering under grossly sub -
standard living conditions when compared with the rest 
of the United States . To rectify this si tuati on, the 
federal gover nment launched a concerted effort by financ-
ing many education al and economic improvement programs 
throughout Appalachia . One of th ese fede ral programs, 
Adult Basic Education , is the central focus of this 
research study . In general , adult basic education can 
be understood as a national federal program which provides 
elementary level instruction fo r adults over 18 years of 
age . 
Initially, federal funds were made available to 
Appalachian states for the development of adult basic 
education programs under the auspices of the Economic 
Oppor tun ity Act (Pub l ic Law 88-452) of 1964. Designed 
to provide basic education for unemployed or underemployed 
adults , this program was received with great demand, and 
the resultant expansion of funding and administrative 
functions led to it s transfer to the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare under the provisions of the Adult 
Basic Education Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-750). Under 
this new stru ct ure, th e Adult Basic Education Program is 
adminis tered by the United States Office of Education 
thr o u g h state departments of ed u cation and t heir local 
schoo l constituencies . The 1966 Act clea rly states the 
purposes and objec tives of its legislation (See App e ndix 
B) • 
-3-
. to e ncourage and expand basic 
education programs for adults to enable 
them t o overcome English language limit -
ations, to improve their basic ed u cation 
in preparation for occupational t rai n ing 
and more profit ab le employment and to 
become more productive and responsible 
citizens . l 
As these objectives indicate , the adult basic education 
program is funded for the primary purpose of enabling 
undereducated and underemployed adults to overcome "English 
language limitatio n s: so that " more profitable employment '' 
and " more productive and responsible citizenship" may 
result. 
PERSONAL INTEREST AND INVOLVEMENT 
In April 1969 a Task Force of prominent educators 
and a co ntingent of res earch associates met at The 
Univer s ity of Michigan to accept responsibility for an 
evaluation of the Adult Basic Educati on Program in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. As one of the research 
associates in attendance at this meeting , the writer was 
p rivileged t o be i n volved from the inception in a con-
certed attempt to assess the Kentucky ABE Program. The 
individual members on the Evaluati on Team accepted 
vario u s areas of responsibility to implemen t t he research 
design . Assignment t o the tas k of coordinating the 
resea r ch associa t es , as well as participating in the 
development and administration of t he resear ch peocedures 
and instrume ntation, led to a deep involve ment a nd in-
t e re s t in the Adult Bas ic Education Program as a 
national effo rt with particular relevance to Appala c hia. 
As a student of general educational administration , 
this writer has a l so developed an interest in analyzing 
an educational organization using the "natural system" 
1
Adult Education Act of 1966 , Public Law 89-750, 
Section 302 . 
-4-




espoused by Barnard, Selznick , and Clark . This 
strategy views the organization as a " set of inter-
dependent parts which together make up a whole because 
each cont ribut es some thin g and receives something from 
th e whole, which in turn is interdependent with some 
large r environment.
3 
The primary goal of an organiza-
tion according to thi s viewpoint is the survival of the 
organizati on and achievement of this goal i s dependent 
in part upon th e organization ' s ability t o attract a 
client ele whose goals can be adopted by the o r ganiza-
tion as its own . One of the bases for su r vival , 
the r efore , in an ed u ca ti onal o r ganization i s t he studen t 
pop ulation that th e organizatio n can find t o serve . 
It is th e intent of t h is st ud y to explo re th e n ature o f 
the s tud ent popula ti on in the Appalachian Adult Basic 
Education Program, and investigate the role that the 
student population plays in the o r ganization ' s attempt 
t o adapt and s urvive. 
1 
James D. Thompson, Organ ization in Action (New 
York : McGraw -Hill Book Compan y , 1967), pp . 6 -1 3 . 
2 
Chester I. Barnard, The Fun ctions of the Executive 
(Cambridge , Mass: Harvard Un ive r sity Press, 1938) : 
Philip Selznick , " Foundations of the Theory of Organizati o n," 
American Sociolog i ca l Review , Vo l. 13 (Feb ru a r y , 1948), 
pp . 25 - 35; Bur ton R. Clark , Adult Education in Transition 
(Berkeley , California : Universi t y of Ca lif o rni a Press , 
1956). 
3 
Thompson, op . ci t., p. 6. 
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That there are many undereducated adults in Appalachia 
is an acknowledged fact. This research received its 
genesis in a desire to contribute to the advancement of 
quality educational programming and opportunity for the 
many Appalachians who represent the untapped human re -
sources in the development of the great Appalachian states . 
Conducted under the auspices of the Adult Basic Education 
Demonstration Center at Morehead State University in 
Kentucky, this research was approved and funded through 
the efforts of Mr. George Eyster , the Centers Executive 
Director, and other members of the professional staff of 
the Ce n ter. 
NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The Adult Basic Education Program is operating in 
each of the thirteen Appalachian states . As with many 
educational enterprises, there is some controversy re -
garding the basic aim or direction the program should 
follow in offering educational opportunity for its 
constituency : Is its primary purpose to teach literacy 
as a prerequisite for job training or as Arthur Crabtree 
suggests, 
.does it have the more com-
prehensive goal of creating a 
broad base of general education to 
undergird the adult's total life 
responsibilities?l 
1 Arthur P. Crabtree, "Strengths and Weaknesses of 
the A. B. E . Program" (An unpublished artic l e) , p. 2. 
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~hen the Adult Basic Education Program in Appalachia i s 
viewed as a natural system, this issue supports the need 
for research which would seek to clarify and assess the 
orientation and ach i evement of goals by the ABE student 
population. 
In an effort to accomplis h a clarificati on and 
assessment of ABE c lientele goa l orientation and achievement 
in Appalachia, it seems apparent that research is needed: 
first , to ident i fy d emographic characteristics of the 
adults in the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program; 
second , t o determine the goals of th e Appalachian ABE 
students and make an analysis of their goal achievement 
satisfacti on ; and third, to explore the e ffect of the 
ABE Program on selected behavio r al modifications of students . 
Data from such research, while it responds directly 
to the issue of "job training vs . general education" in 
terms of st ud ent o ri e nt a ti on , does not attempt to support a 
value judgment regarding which orientation is more appro -
priate organization ally . However, this research does 
s eek to clarify and provide evidence regarding the goals 
that are being sought and achieved by different popula-
tions of Appalach i an ABE students . Data regarding 
clientele goal orientation , goal achievement satisfa c -
tion and program effect on student behavior should provide 
additional insights for ABE teachers and administrators 
confronted wi th the tasks of fo r mu l ating po li cy and 
establishing priorities for resource allocation and 
program administration in Appalachia. 
-7-
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The prob l e m of thi s research is bas i ca lly threefold : 
(1) to i dentify demographic characteris ti cs of t he adul t s 
in the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Progr am ; 
(2) to determine th e goals of th e Appalachian ABE s tudents 
and make an analysis of t hei r goa l achievement sa ti sfac ti on ; 
a nd (3) t o explo re the effec t of t he ABE Prog r am o n 
selec ted characteristics of s tuden t s . 
Mo r e specif ically , this r esearch seeks to answe r th e 
fo llowi n g questions: 
Student Demography: 
1. Wha t is the age dist ribution among 
ABE Students? 
2. Wha t a r e the family sizes of 
ABE student s? 
3 . What is the p r ese nt e mployment 
sta tu s of ABE studen t s? How long 
have they had their jobs? How 
many hours per week do they work? 
4. What i s the highest g r ade of regular 
school t h at ABE st udents hav e completed? 
S . How many years have students parti cipated 
in the ABE Program? 
6 . How many hour s pe r week do s t uden t s 
atte nd ABE classes? 
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Goal Orienta t ion and Achievement Satisfaction: 
1. Why do Appal achian adu lts at t end ABE 
classes? What i s their goal or i e nt a ti on? 
2 . Which Appalachian student goals are 
being s atisfie d most by th e ABE Pro g ram ? 
Behavi o ral Modifications: 
1 . What effect has the ABE Prog r am had 
o n se l ec ted student behavior? 
Thes e three areas of con ce rn as they relate to an 
analysis of the o r gani za ti onal s tru c tur e o f Adult Basic 
Education in Appalachia seem highly r e levant. A knowledge 
of the student demography, st ud e nt goal orientation and 
achieve ment sa tisfacti on, and program effec t on student 
beh avior is essential and pre requi si te t o a g reater 
u nders tan di n g of th e o r ganizat i o nal pos tur es of the 
Appalachian Adult Basi c Education Pr ogram as it s trives to 
se rv e it s student popul a ti o n . 
DEFINI T ION OF TERMS 
The following t e r ms are us ed wi th so me frequency 
thr o u g h ou t the study: 
Adult Basic Edu cat ion: A sequential program of 
instruction des i g n ed to teach under educa ted persons who 
are eighteen ye ars of age o r older fundame n tal comm uni c ative 
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and computational skills alo n g with auxil i a r y instruction . 
Students : Clientele in the Adult Basic Education 
Pr o gram. In this study , the term clientele is used 
synonymously with the term stud ents . 
Characteristics: Disting ui shing traits or features 
possesse d by a pe rs on or a gro up of persons . 
Goal: An ob j ective that is being sought or 
attain ed; a reason for at t endi n g ABE classes . 
Degree of Urbani zation : The extent t o which the 
comm unit y where th e ABE studen t resides o r attends classes 
is urbanized . 
High Urbanization: 
over 50 , 000 . 
Ce ntr al city with a population 
Medium Urbanization : Central city with a popula-
tio n between 10,000 and 49 , 999 . 
Low Urban iza tion : 
under 10,000. 
Central city with a population 
Program Level : The educationa l or instructional 
level a t which the ABE student pre sently participates. 
Beginning Level: Comparable to grades 0 - 2 . 
Intermedia t e Level : Comparable to g r ades 3-6 . 
Advanced Level: Student ability ranges from 
grade 7 upward. 
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Achievement Satisfaction: The extent t o wh i ch 
student s are satisfied by the ABE Program i n the achieve -
ment of their goal s . 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
METHODOLOGY 
In an effort t o implement a research design which 
wou l d ascertain demographic characteristics of Appalachian 
ABE s tud e nt s , their goal o r ient a ti on and achievement 
satisfac t ion , and explore the nature of the affect of the 
program on selec t ed behavioral c h aracteris t ics , th e 
following p r ocedu r es were followed: 
1. A proposal sanctioned by the doc t oral 
commit t ee at The University of Michigan 
was submitted to the Appalachian Adult 
Basic Education Demonstration Cen t er at 
Morehead S t a t e University in Mo r e h ead, 
Kentucky to : (a , confirm the feasibility 
of the s tu dy ; (b) formulate and refine 
further the objectives and methodology 
of the st u dy; (c) develop administra -
tive stra t egies in con tacting and in-
volving s t ate departments of education 
an d loca l school constituencies ; and 
(d) estab l ish budget priorities and 
alloca t ion procedures . 
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2 . The int e rview sche dul e wa s deve l o p e d 
p ursuant t o a n swe r i n g t he ques ti o n s of 
this resea r ch with the following 
c r i t e ri a established : (a) The in-
st r ument was t o be design ed so t h a t 
it wo uld f aci lit a t e t h e acq u is it io n a n d 
r eco r d in g of accurat e r e s po n ses a nd 
e n a ble th e in te r v i e we r s t o co ll ec t 
the da t a n ecessa r y t o accomplish t he 
objec tives of t he s tudy ; (b) The in-
s t r u men t was t o be d es i gned so tha t i t 
coul d b e understoo d fa i rly r eadily by 
t he u n dereducate d adu lt s to be in t er-
viewed ; ( c) The da t a was to be co l lected 
a n d re co rd e d so as t o facili t a t e k ey 
punchi n g a n d compute r ized stat i s t ica l 
tr e atm e nt. 
3 . A prelimin a r y and tenta ti ve i n te r view 
schedule was pilot tested in Adult Basic 
Educa t ion P r o g rams in Washtenaw County , 
Mich i gan . Shortcomin gs i n the int e r-
view schedu le and procedu r e were i den t -
i f i e d a nd correc t ed , and the r ev i se d 
inst r ume n t was adopted for use in t his 
resear c h. ( See Appe nd ix A) 
4 . I n t erv i e wers we r e selec t ed and a t ra in -
ing sess i o n was held under the le ad e r-
sh i p of Dr. Ken t Ma rqu is , an expe rt i n 
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interview methodology at The University 
of Michigan . 
5. Nine sample Appalachian ABE Centers were 
selected in nine different geographic 
locations on the basis of geographic 
region (North, Centra l and South) and 
degree of 
and low). 
urbanizati on (high, medium, 
The State Departments of 
Education with responsibility for the 
nine sample centers were requested to 
cooperate by the Appalachian Adult Basic 
Education Demonstration Center in Morehead, 
and final preparations were made for the 
field research in the different localities . 
6 . The fiel d research was conducted b y seven 
interviewers during a two-week pe ri od 
from March 23, 1970 to April 3, 1970. A 
total sample of 217 subjects were inter-
viewed , encompassing each of the th ree 
educational levels in the ABE Program at 
each of the nine sample locations . 
7. The collected data were returned to 
Michigan, coded, key-punched, and 
statistically treated by item analysis and 
one - way analysis of variance comp ut er 
programs. The resulting data was analyzed 
and interpreted, and is manifested in this 
research document . 
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SAMPLE SELECTION 
The following criteria and procedures were used in 
selecting the sample for this research: 
Geographic Re g ion - The thirteen Appalachian states 
were categorized into three geographical regions : 
No r thern Appalachia - Maryland, New York, Ohio 
and Pennsylvania; 
Central Appalachia - Kentucky, West Virginia 
and Virginia; a n d 
Southern Appalachia - Alabama , Georgia , 
Mississippi, No r th 
Carolina, South Caro l ina, 
and Tennessee. 
Degree of Ur banization - The cities in the thirteen 
Appalachian states were categorized into three levels of 
urbanization: 
High Urbanization - over 50,000 population; 
Medium Urbanization - 10 , 000-49,999 population; and 
Low Urbanization - below 10,000 pop u l ation. 
ABE Program Level - The adult basic education clientele 
in the sample cities were categorized by educational level 
in the ABE Program : 
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Beginning - grades 0 - 2; 
Intermediate - grades 3-6; and 
Advanced grade 7 and above. 
It was planned that 10 subjects would be randomly selected 
at each program level within each geographic region and 
level of urbanization with a resultant total sample of 
270 subjects . However, because of low attendance at some 
levels, the total sample achieved was 217 subjects . 
Table 1 indicates the distribution of sample centers 
selected on the basis of geographic region and degree of 
urbanization. 
Table 1 
SAMPLE SELECTION GRID 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION 
DEGREE OF NORTH CENTRAL SOUTH 
URBAN I Z AT I ON APPALACHIA APPALACHIA APPALACHIA 
High Center I Center IV Center VII 
Medium Center II Center V Center VIII 
Low Center III Center VI Center IX 
Within each of the sample centers as represented in 
Table 1, a target sample of 30 (ten at each program level) 
was sought through a random selection method . In an 
effort to achieve a random sample at each center, the 
interviewer used one of three procedures: 
ing names randomly from the class roll; (2) 
(1) by select -
selecting 
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stude nts randomly from the class setting while class 
was in session; or (3) by selecting available numbers 
of student s needed to satisfy the samp l e size criteria . 
Ge n era ll y, in the larger cente rs one of the first two 
sample selection procedures were employed; however, in 
small centers where student attendance was low at one o r 
more of th e educational leve l s, it was sometimes 
necessary to employ the third procedure and t ake all of 
the s tudent s in attendance at the time of the interview. 
This type of samp ling , at varying degrees of intensity, 
reduces the ability to generalize from the data; how-
eve r, it is a practical research problem which could not 
be alleviated in all situations . 
The distribution of the ABE students in the sample 
according to geograp hic region , degree of urb anization 
and program level is shown in Table 2 . Table 3 
indicate s the distribution of the ABE students in the 
sample according to a llp ossible two - factor combinations 
of th e samp le sub -groups. Race , sex and age distributions 
are also included in both tables because they are used as 
bases for analyz ing the data in this study. 
The sample distribution data, as reflected in Tables 
1 and 2, acquire added significance to the extent that 
they are representative of the existing distribution of 
student s in the total Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
student population . Because the clientele were sampled 
systematically on the basis of geographic re gion , degree 
of urbanizati on and program level, each sample sub-group 
in these three sample catego ries r ep res e nts approximately 
o ne-third of the total sample . However, the sampling was 
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Table 2 
NUMBER OF ABE STUDENTS I NTE RVIEWED AND PERCENTAGE 
OF TOTAL SAMPLE WHI CH EACH SAMPLE 
SUB -GROUP RE PRESENTED 
SAMPLE SUB-GROUP 
North Regi on 
Centra l Region 
South Regi o n 
High Urbanization 
Medium Urbanization 
Low Urbanizati o n 
Be g inning Level 
Intermediate Level 
Advanced Level 
Whi t e Ra ce 




26-3 5 Age 
36 - 45 Age 
46-55 Ag e 
56 - 65 Age 
Over 66 Age 























36 . 4 
30.4 
39 . 2 
37.8 
23 . 0 
27 . 2 
36 . 9 
35 . 0 
68.2 
31. 8 
3 1. 8 
68 . 2 
21. 7 
12. 4 
25 . 3 
18 . 9 
1 7 .1 
4 . 6 
Table 3 
NUMBER OF ABE STUDENTS INTERVIEWED IN ALL POSSIBLE 
TWO-FACTOR COMBINATION S OF SAMPLE SUBG ROUPS 
DEGREE OF 
REGION URBANIZATION PROGRAM LE VEL RACE SEX AGE 
N C ~ HIGH MED. LOW BEG. INT. ADV . w B M F 18-25 26-35 ~6-4 5 46-55 56-65 66+ 
'l.EGION: 
North 72 25 30 17 17 25 30 63 9 22 50 18 9 18 17 8 2 
Central 79 30 25 24 19 30 30 70 9 28 5 1 23 12 20 12 9 3 
Sou th 66 30 27 9 23 25 18 15 51 19 47 6 6 17 12 20 5 
DEGREE OF 
URBAN IZATION : 
High 25 30 30 85 25 30 30 52 33 35 50 20 11 23 13 14 4 
Medium 30 25 27 82 24 30 28 55 27 24 58 14 8 19 22 14 5 
Low 17 24 9 50 10 2 0 20 41 9 10 40 13 8 13 6 9 1 
PROGRAM LEVEL: 
Beginning 17 19 23 25 24 10 59 31 28 29 30 7 3 1 2 12 18 7 
I 
Intermediate 25 30 25 30 30 20 8 0 53 27 17 63 18 9 20 19 12 2 f-J -.;J 
Advan ced 30 30 18 30 28 20 78 64 14 23 65 22 15 23 10 7 1 
I 
RACE: 
White 63 70 15 52 55 41 31 53 64 148 47 101 43 22 4 2 27 13 1 
Black 9 ,9 51 33 27 9 28 27 14 69 22 47 4 5 13 14 24 9 
SEX: 
Male 22 28 19 35 24 10 29 17 23 47 22 69 18 9 17 11 9 5 
Female 50 51 47 50 58 40 30 63 55 101 47 148 . 29 18 38 30 28 5 
AGE: 
18-25 18 23 6 20 14 13 7 18 22 43 4 18 29 47 
26-35 9 12 6 11 8 8 3 9 15 22 5 9 18 27 
36-45 18 20 17 23 19 13 12 20 23 42 13 17 38 55 
46-55 17 1 2 12 13 22 6 12 19 10 27 14 11 30 41 
56-65 8 9 20 14 14 9 18 12 7 13 24 9 28 
66 Over 2 3 5 4 5 1 7 2 1 1 9 5 5 10 
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n ot contr o lled in t e rm s of student race, sex o r age and 
severa l interesting distribution patterns can be noted 
among th ese sample s ub- gro up s . For examp l e, r o u ghly 
two-thirds of the sample are wh ite , while one - third of 
the s tu dents samp l ed a r e black . Similarly , males 
compris ed approxima t ely one -third of th e samp l e while 
two-third s of the sample are fema l e . On the basis of 
age , one-third of th e sample are l ess than 35 while 
two-third s are over 35 years of age . Moreover, while 
most sample s tudents in the n o rth and ce ntral r egion 
ABE cl ass es a r e white, a subst anti al majority of the 
sou thern s tud e nt s in th e samp le are mu ch older th an t hei r 
northern and c entral c ounterparts. More bl ack students 
a tt e nd classes in high and med ium urbanized prog r ams than 
in low urbaniz e d pr og r ams . L i k ewise , more b lacks a r e 
e nrolled at the beginning a n d int ermedia t e program levels 
than at the advanced level. On ce agai n, it should be 
stresse d that these obse r va tions t ake o n added meaning to 
the extent that they are representative of th e t o t al 
s tudent popu l a tion in t he Appalachian Adult Basic Edu c ation 
Prog ram. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA COLLECTION 
The int erv iew sched u le was comprised of three basic 
component s : 
1. Qu estion s designed to identify th e 
demographic cha ra c t e ri stics of 
ABE s tud ents . 
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2. Ques ti o ns designed t o determine 
ABE student goal o ri e ntati on 
and achievement satisfaction . 
3. Quest i ons designed t o explore 
the effect of the ABE Program on 
selected b e havioral characteristics 
of s tudent s . 
I n all, interviewees were as k e d to respond t o 44 items, 33 
of which we r e forced-choice it ems and 11 that we r e open-
e nded. Ge n era lly, intermediate and advan ced level 
s tudent s wrote their resp onses during the inte rvi ew o n 
the form provided, whil e beginning level student r espons es 
we re re co rded by th e interviewer . 
a ll program levels were s u bjec ted 
However , students at 
t o th e same interview 
te c hnique s in terms of p re sentati on of th e questions 
asked . The interview t ook app r oximately 20 minutes 
to conduct . Beginning Level students we re interviewed 
two a t a time; Intermedia t e Level studen ts were inter-
v i ewed in g r oups o f three; a nd Advanced Level s tud e nt s 
were i nt erviewed i n groups of five . Pilot testing of 
the instrument in varying group s iz es revealed th a t this 
procedure produced the grea te s t reliabilit y and exped-
iency . 
Aft er exten sive tr a ining at Th e Unive r s ity of 
Michi gan, t he seve n interviewers, inc lud ing t his researcher, 
were deployed i n t eams of two or thre e into th e nine sample 
cen ter s . Five cent e rs were sampled during the week of 
Mar ch 23 a nd fo ur we re sampled durin g t h e week of March 30 . 
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By usi ng the t eam approach in administering the in t e r-
v i ew sc h edule , i t was p ossib l e t o conduct inte r-
views with all s tudents samp l e d in each cent e r during o n e 
nigh t ' s class session of three hour s . Also, s tagge rin g 
the sampling and admini s terin g of the inst rumentation in 
this manner pe rmitt ed ti me for travel and allowed this 
re searcher to be personally involved in more interviewing 
a n d data collection than otherwise would have been 
possib l e l og i s tically. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The fol l owing limitatio ns are in eviden ce in t h i s 
s tud y : 
1 . The period of s tu dy was d u ri ng the 1969-70 
schoo l year with data collection o ccurr ing 
durin g the last week of Ma r ch an d the 
first week of April . Thus , the data, 
like a photograph , represents a s tati c 
view of wha t, r ealistically , i s a dynamic 
o r changing si tu a ti o n . 
2 . Alt houg h every effor t was made to obtain 
t en samp l e studen t s a t each p r og ram level 
within each geographi c r egion an d d eg r ee 
of urbanization, this was imposs ible in 
some inst ances because of low at t e ndan ce 
at o ne or more of the pr og r am l e vels. 
Al so , as indicate d earli e r, it was some -
times necessary t o sample all s tudent s in 
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attendance at the time of the interview 
in orde r to satisfy the sample size cri -
teria. This type of sampling, at varying 
degrees of intensity , reduces the ability 
to gene r alize from the data ; however, it 
is a practical research prob l em which 
cou ld n o t b e al l evia ted in all situations. 
3 . There is no accoun t ability for ABE students 
who we r e not in at tend a n ce a t the time 
the interviews were conducted. 
4. Al t ho u g h every effort was made to con duct 
each interview in exactly t he same manner 
in a warm and accept in g atmosphe r e , 
thereby r educing the possibility of 
response bias throu g h interviewer behavior , 
there may have been some response bias on 
a few occasions . 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF RELATED LI TERATURE 
A BASIS FOR ANALYSIS 
I n t he study of organizations, a n d pa rt icularly of 
the pu r poses towards which organizationa l efforts are 
directed, two app r oaches are available : (1) the 
organization can be viewed, in t erms of purposes, as a 
closed system , se l f-containe d , with limited e n v i ron-
mental influence up on the purposes to be achieved ; or 
(2) the organizati on can be viewed , in te r ms of purposes , 
as an o p en or nat u ral system , its purposes co n tin u ally 
affected by environmental influen ces. The first app r oach 
is based on classical organization theory in which 
organizational effectiveness is measured in te r ms of 
attainment of sta t ed o r ganizational objectives. As 
exemplified in Taylor ' s "scientific management , 111 Gulick 
2 
and Urwick ' s "administrative man agement, " and Weber's 
" b u reaucracy, 11 3 the organization is viewed as a closed 
1Frederick W. Taylor , Scientific Management (New 
York: Harper and Row , Publishers, Inc., 1 911) . 
2 Luther Gulick and L . Urwick , eds ., Papers on the 
Science of Administration (New York: Ins t itute of Pub l ic 
Adminis t ration, 1937) . 
3 Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organ -
ization . Transla t ed by A. M. Henderson and Talcott 
Parsons . Talcott Parsons ed . (New York : The Free 
Press of Glencoe , 1 947). 
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system dedicated to the achievement of one or more goa ls 
which have been prescribed in advance and in considerable 
detail. Implicit assumptions, as described by March and 
Simon, in the classical view of organizations are that: 
(1) organizatio n s are comprised of passive aggregates of 
individuals and groups which perform work and accept 
directions, but do not initiate or exert influence in any 
meaningful way; and (2) all members of any given organ-
ization including the organizations clients , are subject 
to a common purpose or purposes toward which all activities 
of the organization are directed. 1 The organization's 
purpose is established and sta t ed by an organizational 
elite, acco rdin g t o this view, a n d all of the participants 
in the organization are enjoined to work towards or t o 
accept the achievement of this organization al objective. 
The second approach that can be used in studying 
organizations from the standpoint of purposes, and the 
one adopted for use in this study, views the organization 
as a system which is open to its social environment , its 
purposes being con t inually influenced and possibly modified 
by forces both from inside and outside its organizational 
structure. This view has the advantage of recognizing a 
multiplicity of goals for various segments of the organ -
ization's workers and clients, realistically in evidence 
throughout the organization, and continually adapted by 




G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1963) pp. 6-7, 
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behavior. Bacilious summarized the basic tenet s of this 
organizational perspective as follows : 
(1) Organizations may be conceived of 
as open systems which exist in 
interdependence with their socio -
economic and political environments; 
(2) Organizations possess multiple goals . 
Part of an organization's goal con-
stellation is instigated by forces 
within the o r ganization itself and the 
remainder by exogenous forces; 
(3) There is an inherent and inevitable 
conflict of goals in all socia l 
organizations, and differential access 
to resource s and power within organ -
izations and among organizations is 
an essential constraining factor in 
organizational life; 
(4) Administrators plan and use various 
strategies for setting goals within 
the organization itself and between 
the organization and its envi ronment. 
The choice of a particular strategy 
has important conseq uences for the 
organization's struc ture and its 
ability to maintain and achieve its 
legitimate goals .l 
GOALS AND GOAL SETTING 
An organization may be recognized as a social unit 
which is created in respons e to a perceived need and which 
is oriented toward achievement of specific goals. Burns 
1 zarif F. Bacilious, "Organizati o nal 
Canadian Administrator (Edmonton, Canada: 
Educational Administration, Univer s ity of 
No. 6, March, 1968), p. 23. 
Goals," The 
Department of 
Alberta, Vol. VII, 
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asserts that 
organizations are started 
and kept in being because of 
some demand arising either 
(a) in society at large • 
or (b) in a set of individuals 
1 
The demand for an organization may change over time, forc-
ing the organization to adjust in order to self-perpetuate 
its exis t ence , but it i s in response to an initial demand 
that an organization is conceived . As a deliberately 
contrived social unit, the main purposes of an organiza-
tion may be exµressed through a formal sta tement of 
organizational objectives; and it is through the mechanism 
of the deliberately es t ablished organization that "goals 
somehow important to the society, or to various subsystems 
2 
of it, are implemented and to some degree defined ." 
The existence of an organization, committed to the 
goals it seeks to achieve, is basically determined by the 
social system in which the organ ization functions . As 
Parsons indicates: 
. not only does an organization 
have to operate in a social environ-
ment which imposes the conditions 
governing the processes of disposal 
and procurement, it is also part of 
1 T. Burns , "Th e Comparative Study of Organizations," 
Methods of Organizational Research, ed . V. H . Vroon 
(Pittsburgh, Penn : University of Pittsburgh Press, 1967), 
p . 132 . 
2
Talcott Parsons, "Some Ingredients of a General 
Theory of Formal Organization," Administrative Theory in 
Educa t ion , ed. A. W. Halpin (Chicago: Midwest Administra-
tion Center, 1958), p. 44 . 
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a wider social system which is the 
source of the 'meaning , ' the legit-
imation, or higher level support 
which makes the implementation of 
the organization ' s goals possible. 1 
Thus , to the extent that the organization ' s goals are 
acceptable to the social environ ment and its wider socia l 
system, legitimation is granted and sufficient resources 
allocated to make the goals achievable. Viewed in this 
perspective, organizational goals are crucial in determ-
ining the degree of acceptability and support the 
o rganization can generate from it s socio-economic and 
political environment . 
Etzioni defines an organizational goal as "that 
future state of affairs which the organization as a col-
lectivity is trying to bring about. 112 Ana l ysis of 
o r gan izational behavior has shown that a difference often 
exists between stated goals and real or operational goals . 
S tat ed goals are formally stated organizational objectives 
to which the organization is formally oriented. As 
Haberstroh points out, however, "this formal statement of 
purpose is frequen t ly n othing more than ' an exp res sion of 
piety' which has little if any effect on the actual be-
havior of the members of the organizati ons . 113 
2
Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations (En glewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey : Prentice Hall, 1964) , p . 6 . 
3 J. C . 
Analysis," 
(New York : 
Habers t roh, "Organization Design and Systems 
in J . G . March Handbook of Organ izations 
Holt , Rinehart and Winston, 1965), p. 176. 
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Real or operational goals are "those future states toward 
which a majority of the organization's means and the 
major organizational commitments of the participants are 
directed, and which, in cases of conflict with goals 
which are stated but command few resources, have clear 
• • 11 1 pr1.or1.ty . In his study of prisons , Cressey documented 
the difference between stated and operational goals . 
Cressey ' s analysis revealed that although the stated goal 
in the two prisons he studied was either the protection 
of society or the rehabilitation of the inmates, the 
operational or real goal was to protect inmates from 
"the stares of organized groups of tourists. 11 2 One 
cannot , therefore , determine the purposes of an organiza-
tion, and have a c l ear understanding of its goals by 
considering only the stated objectives - the real or 
operational goals need also to be determined and analyzed . 
The setting of goals in organizations is not, then, 
a task which administrators can do by themselves; but it 
creates a heavy administrative responsibility . This 
administrative responsibility involves both the deliberate 
identification and statement of acceptable goals which are 
at a given time operational, and the conversion of accept-
able stated objectives into operational goals . As 
Thompson points out : 
1 E · · . 7 tz1.on1., _o_,_p_. _ c_1._t_ ., p . . 
2 o. R . Cressey , "Achievement of an Unstated Organiza-
tiona l Goal," Com p lex Organization s , ed. A Etzioni (New 
York: Holt, Ri n e h ar t a n d Wi n ston , 1965) , p. 176 . 
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Organizational goals do not sp ring 
automatically o u t of the col l ect ive 
perfo rman ce of non - administ r a ti ve 
t asks. In a dynamic cont ex t goa l s 
do not remain obvious , but mechan ism s 
fo r t he ir evaluation , reflec ti o n, 
implementation, a nd periodi c re-
vision must be institutionalized. 
the definition of purposes is a 
function of administrati on . l 
? 
Whether one conside r s Drucker's " managing by objectives , "-
Simon ' s "rational administration 113 or Harlow' s s u gges tion 
that th e cen tral purpose of adminis tr ation is "p urpose 
defining , 11 4 a ll indicate a consensus r egardin g the import-
ance of th e goal-set tin g behavior of administrators . 
Further , Thompson and McEwen obse r ve t ha t goa l-set tin g i s 
"a ne cessa r y and recurrin g problem facing any o rganiza-
tion. 11 5 The process of goal setting, according to 
1 
Jam es O. Thomps o n, et. a l., eds ., Comparative 
S tudi es in Adminis t ration (Pittsburgh, Penn : University 
of Pittsburgh, Administrative Science Cente r, University 
of Pitt sb ur gh Press, 1959) , p. 7. 
2
Peter Drucker, The Practice of Management (New Yo rk: 
Harper and Brothers) , 1954. 
3 
Herbert A . Simon , Administrative Behavior (New York: 
Macm illan Company, 2 nd edition) 1962 . 
4 
J ames G . Harlow , " Purpose Defining: The Central 
Function of the Sch ool Administrator," Preparing Administra-
tors: New Perspectives, eds ., Jack A. Cu l bertson a nd 
Stephen P . Hencley (Columbus, Ohi o : Univ e r si t y Council 
for Educational Administrati on , 1962) , pp . 61-62 . 
5
J. D. Thompso n and W. J . McEwen, " Organizational 
Goals and Environmen t," Complex Organizations , ed ., A. 
E t zioni (New York : Holt , Rinehart a n d Wins t on, 1 965) p . 177. 
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Thomp son a nd McEwen, is an a dmini st r ative task of 
. de t ermining a relati o n sh i p 
of the organization to the larger 
society , which in turn becomes a 
questio n of wha t the society (or 
elements within it) wants done o r 
can be persuaded to support . l 
Thus , societal approval is cri ti cal as one of the forces 
wh i ch affect admi ni st r a t ive goal-setting behavior. 
Without s u ch approval, and the resultant legitimation of 
the organization, administra t ors may be denied access to 
h um a n, financial and o t her resources so essen ti a l in the 
achievemen t of organizational objectives . 
STUDENT INFLUENCE ON GOALS FOR EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
In an educational organization, opera ti onal goals 
are of t e n r ef l ective of the needs and aspirations of the 
clientele which it se rves . That is , in o r der t o acqui r e 
the support among s tudents necessary to pursue goals , 
the organization must sa t isfy th e needs of th e st ude nt 
popu l ation availab l e t o it, even though the stated ob -
jectives s u ggest accompli shment of different goals. 
This may be especially true of educational organizations 
which have lit tle or no control over the a dmission of 
student s who participate vo lunt ar i ly in th e educational 
prog r am . Car l son developed a classification of possib l e 
two-factor r ela ti onship s between service o r ganizations 
and their cliente l e based on th e " facto r o f selectivity . " 
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Table 4 
SELECTIVITY IN CLIENT-ORGANIZATION RELATIONSHIP 














As Carlson's typology indicates, a Type II organi zation 
is one in which the organization has no control over 
admission or continuing participation , but clients have 
full control regarding whether or not they will participa t e 
in the organization. This situation suggests that the 
organization will attempt to respond rapidly to the 
clien t' s goal orientation in an effort to maintain his 
participation in the organization, perhaps even at the 
expense of not pursuing more formally stated objectives. 
Educational administrators of Type II or g anizations con -
fronted with the task of determining goals necessarily 
are inclined to consider the goal orientat ions of the 
student population so as to satisfy studen t needs within 
1 Richard O. Carlson, "Environmental Constraints and 
Organizational Consequences: The Public School and Its 
Clients," Behavioral Science and Educational Administra-
tion, ed. by Daniel E. Griffiths, The S ixty-Thi rd Yearbook 
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part 
II (Chicago , Illi l ois: The University of Chicago Press, 
1964P , p . 270. 
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the context of the educational program . Indeed, perhaps 
the grandeur of the enterprise in an educational o r gan iza-
tion , and, more s pecifically , in the administrative respons-
ib8lity for goal-setting within the organization, lies in 
the cha llenge to effectively sa tisfy the different needs, 
goa l s, and aspirational levels among the st u dent population . 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION : A CASE STUDY I N GOAL SETTING 
The Adult Basic Education Program began und er federal 
gove rnment auspices in 1964 with the passage of th e Economic 
Opportunit y Act (Public Law 88-452) . In 1966, federal 
responsibility for adult education was transfe r red to the 
Department of Health, Educati on , and Welfa re under the pro-
v isions of Public Law 89-75 0 . During its brief history, the 
adult basi c education pr og ram has expanded its efforts 
through con g ressional support so that presently each s tat e 
and the District of Co l umbi a has an ABE Program . In 1965 
the federal government spent $4,169,000 on 37,991 ABE 
stude nts; in 1968, 26 , 280,000 federal dollars supported the 
educational efforts of 406,375 c lient s of a dult basic 
d 
. 1 
e ucation. Whi le these fig ures represent co nsi derab le 
g r owth and prog ram expansion during a short three year 
pe ri od , they are but a "d rop in th e bucket" when compared 
wi th the t arget population to be se r ved by ABE. Almost 90 
mill ion U. S . ci tizens age 18 and over, have less than a 
1 Publi c School Adult Education 1968 Almanac, 
Washi n g ton, D. C. , National Association fo r Publi c School 
Adult Education, 1968, p. 27 . 
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high school education with roughly 24 mil lion of these adults 
1 not having finished elementary school. As the First Annual 
Report of the National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic 
Education pointed out: 
The Adult Basic Education Program has 
r eached only a few of the 24 million 
adults in its immediate target group. 
Each year, the group is increased 
by a million school dropouts and an 
undetermined number of foreign born 
adults.2 
Apprised of this situation, Congress has reacted through 
the e nacti on of legislation which promotes program expansion 
in an attempt to satisfy the needs of a substantial educa-
tionally disadvantaged population . For example, the 1967 
Amendments to the Adult Education Act included: ( 1) an 
extension of the adult basic e ducation program thr ough 
June 30, 1970; ( 2) an au th o rization of $150 million during 
fisca l 1969 and 1970; and ( 3) a minimum allotment of 
$100,000 to each state regardless of population. In 
addition to providing funds for program opera tion in each 
state, a portion of federal ABE funds are also allocated 
through the U. S . Office of Education to experimental pro-
jects such as the Appalachian Adult Basic Educati on Demonstra-
tion Center (AABEDC) at Morehead State University in 
Kentucky . 
1
Public Continuing and Adult Education 1970 Almanac, 
Washington, D. C. : National Association for Public 
Continuing and Adult Education, 1970, p. 37. 
2 
Adult Basic Education: Meeting the Challenge of 
the 1970's. First Annual Report of th e National Advisory 
Committee on Adult Basic Education to the President of the 
United States a nd Secretary of Health, Education , and 
Welfare . Washington, D. C. : Office of Education (DHEW), 
1968,p . 4. 
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While n o t typical of other federally-funded ABE 
Projects wi t h experimental purposes , the AABEDC is fairly 
representative of the governmen t' s efforts t o provide 
ABE funds for resear c h and experimentation as well as for 
opera tion. It is the intent and design of t he Appalachian 
Adult Basic Ed u cati on Demonstration Center to : 
. sec ure answe rs to the many ed u ca -
tional problems fac in g adults in rural 
areas, par ti cularly the section of the 
country defined as Appalachia . By 
es tab li shing an i n terrelationship 
between eight or mo r e states , the 
Appalach i an Adult Basic Educatio n 
Demonstration Center has be come a 
cataly t ic - coordination Center in ident-
ifying select rural adult basic educa-
ti on p r oblems and the re sources nece s -
sa r y i n developmental p r ograms and 
research t o demonstrate a1propriate prob l em solving activity . 
By prov i ding funds for research and demonstration ac tivities 
such as those described above , th e f ederal gove rnmen t is 
prov iding research based assistance to t he ope r ational 
aspec t s of th e ABE Pr og ram i n attracting, h oldin g a nd 
educa ting underedu cated adults. 
In the short history of the p~ogram since 1964, the 
is s u e of goa ls and the direction the organ i zation should 
take in a ttr acting and se r ving a clientele has been per -
s i sten t . Pre limin ary explorationJ in which this au thor 
1 Achievemen t s of the AABEDC Final Re p ort F . Y . 1969 , 
Appalachian Adul t Basic Education Demons tr a t ion Center, 
Morehead Sta t e Uni versity, Morehead, Kent ucky , U. S . Depar t-
ment of Health , Edu cation , and Welfare , Office of Educa t ion, 
Bu r eau of Research, 1968, p. iii. 
2 Evaluatio n Study of Ke n tucky Adult Bas i c Educat i on 
Program, Frankfort , Ke ntu cky , State Department o f Education, 
Division of Ad ult Educa t ion, 1969. 
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was involved, as well as other evaluative and descriptive 











indicated the probability that the federal l y funded Adult 
Basic Education P r ogram might be an outstan ding example 
of an organization in need of administrative attention 
from the open or natural viewpoint regarding goal settin g . 
Clearly a Type II organization according to Carlson's 
matrix , t he Adul t Basic Education Program as it operates 
through state depar tments of education exe r cises no 
con t rol over admissions for adults who have not completed 
e l emen t ary (and , more recently, secondary schooling; nor 
does i t exercise a n y con t ro l over continui n g partic i pation . 
7 
1 Survey of Adult Basic Education in New Hampshire , 
Washing t on, D. C . , National Association for Public School 
Adult Education, 1969 . 
2 Emmett T . Ko hler and Don F . Seaman, Adult Basic 
Education in Mississippi: An Evaluation . Jackson, Miss . 
The Miss i ssippi State Departmen t of Educa ti on a n d the 
Bu r eau of Education a l Research, Mississipp i S t ate University , 
1969. 
3 william D. Kirk. An Analysis of Ad u lt Educa t ion in 
Missouri . (Ed . D . thesis) Fayetteville , Arkansas: 
Unive r sity of Arkansas , 1968 . 
4 Adult Basic Education , New York Sta t e : A Two Year 
Study , 1965-67. Al bany, New York : New York State Educa-
tion Depa r tment , Bu reau of Basic Co n tinuing Ed u cation, 1968. 
5 Bruce C . Perryman, State a n d Local Adult Basic 
Education (ABE) Program Evaluation Survey for Wyoming. 
Cheye n ne , Wyoming : Wyoming State Department of Education, 
1969 . 
6 charles Divita, Jr . Adult Basic Ed u cation: A Study 
of the Backgrounds , Characteristics , Aspira t ions , and 
Att i tu des of Unde r e d ucated Ad ul ts in West Virginia , West 
Virgi n ia Research Coord i nating Unit for Vocational Educa-
tion , Hun ti n gt on , West Virginia : Marshall Un ive r sity , 1 969 . 
7 Phases of the ABE Program, such as WIN (A Work I n -
centive P r ogram) make participation in adult classes com-
pulso r y as a co n dition for continued payment of training 
stipends , but these phases are not typical . 
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The program s urviv es consequently on l y as it can appeal to 
student s t o e nt er the p r ogram and remain in it. Of neces-
sity, therefore, th e program i s sensitive to th e goals 
which prospective and cur r ent ly enrolled students themselves 
possess . Th e nati o nal ABE program has seeme d peculiarly 
s ubj ec t to goal modi fica ti on , whe n t he nati o n al purposes 
instrumental in the original establishment of ABE are 
compared wi th the purposes which have become o p erat ional 
in ef fort s to attract and hold s tudent s in the program. 
Th e operational goa l s , however , are not readily apparent 
without careful study. An e valu a ti on of ABE in Mississippi , 
for example, s tr essed that a major obs tacle to effec tive 
evaluati on was the la ck of knowledge about operational 
program objectives: 
. f irst priority ( of t he Mississippi 
ABE Program) was g iven to adults 
functioning at fifth grade level o r 
below. One of th e severes t de t errents 
to effec ti ve evaluati on of the program, 
howeve r, has bee n th e fa ilure to specify 
ope r a tional objectives . 1 
As thi s sta t eme nt implies, the operational goal(s) of th e 
Mississippi ABE P r ogram may be different than the sta ted 
objective of providing literacy education f o r Adults 
"functioning a t f i f th grade leve l or below." This could 
be tru e simply because the Mississippi ABE Program is not 
at tr ac ting c l ient s who need or require literacy educa ti on. 
As an eval uation t eam observed in New Hampshire: 
1 
(1) Rel atively few ABE s tudent s a re 
members of the 'hard core ' of u n der-
educated adults in New Hampshi re, and 
Kohler a nd Seaman, Op . Cit. 
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(2) the priorities in the New Hampshire 
state plan for ABE classes to be scheduled 
first for the lower l evel (grades 1-4) 
and next for th e higher level (grade s 
5 -8) do not seem to be met.1 
Perryman's study of the Wyoming ABE Program indicated that 
the main reason students en r o lled in the program was to 
pass the G . E.D . or high schoo l equivalency test.
2 
It 
was not sur~ri s ing to learn in another sec ti on of the 
rep or t that 80 p er cent of the total ABE enrollment in 
Wyoming had comp leted the seventh grade of regular school 
or above . 3 With evidence such as this being reported 
by seve r al state programs, it appeared that the Adult Basic 
Education Program, perhaps more than most organizations, 
seemed in need of administrative goal definition based on 
careful study of client or student characteristics, 
aspirations, and reactions through the sampling of a 
broader geographic region . 
While this study focuses upon the ABE Program in 
Appalachia because of the accessibility of the student 
population through the effor t s of the Appa lachian Adult 
Basic Education Demonstration Center in Morehead, Kentucky, 
it is suggested that this research may also have relevance 
to the national program of adul t basic educati on. 
lsurvey of Adult Basic Education in New Hampshire, 
op . cit., pp . 26- 27. 
2 
Perryman, op . cit. , p . 5 6. 
') 
-'Perryman, op. cit . , p. 99 . 
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Nationally, as well as in Appalachia, the organization 
for Adult Basic Education seeks to satisfy the needs of 
a population whose social roles are characterized by dis-
advantagement and disenfranchisement when viewed in the 
total social perspective . Yet , agreement regardin g the 
formal purposes of the organization in satisfying these 
needs has not been reached. As Liveright poi n ted out: 
A clear statement of nati onal adult 
education goals, establishing ta r gets 
and programs, must b e based u p on 
full recognition of current social 
forces and trends . neither con-
cerned federal agencies nor the 
practioner ' s associations have yet 
developed an acceptable comprehen sive 
statement of national goals. Because 
of this lack, agreement on goa ls, 
actions and r esponsibilities in the 
field has yet to be reached.l 
Loomis suggests that a clear statement of objectives migh t 
be r eached if the " interests and felt needs " of the dif -
fere nt student populations were used as a starting point : 
To be effective, adult educa ti on 
programs must begin with the in-
terests and fe lt needs of both in-
dividuals and g r o ups . Greater 
achievements could be made 
if they were incorporated in meaning-
ful and practical terms as organ iza-
tional obje c tives.2 
1 Al e xander A. Liveright, A Study of Adult Education in 
the United States (Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal 
Education for Adu l ts at Boston Universi t y, 1968), p . 115. 
2 Charles P . Lo omis , et. al. , Rural Social Systems and 
Adult Edu ca tion (East Lansing : Michigan State University 
Press , 1953), p. 332. 
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Severa l semi nar s ,
1 





in accordance with Loomis' suggestion , foc used attention 
upon the relationship of the organization to its clientele 
in terms of s tud e nt need s and program efforts t o satisfy 
these ne eds . Implicit in many of t hese seminars and 
s tudies, and in Loomi s ' suggestion, is the necessit y for 
identifying the goals of th e student population as an 
important factor to be considered in administrative goal -
se tting . The charge i s quite c l ear : administrators need 
to b e aware of the goals being sought by different s tud e nt 
populations so that : ( 1) a clear s tatemen t of o bje c tives 
which accurat ely reflec t the real purposes of the organiza -
ti on may be articulated; (2) judgements can be made re-
ga rding the s u itabi l ity of these purposes i n t erms of 
1 ohio Seminar for Administrators of Adult Basic Educa-
tion, Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State Board o f Educati o n, 1968 . 
Henry B. Adams (Ed . ) Adult Learning Seminar , Proceedings 
(Sy racuse University, New York, June 12-16 , 1967), New York: 
Continuing Educa t ion Center for the Public Service, Syracuse 
University , New York, National Council of Churche s o f Christ, 
196 7. 
2 Ronald W. Shearon and William H. Puder, A Preliminary 
Repor t on the Pi lot S tu dy : The Effec t of Adult Basic Educa-
tion o n the Occupational Ad jus tment and Acculturation of the 
Low Literate Adult . A paper pres en ted at the Adult Educa-
tion Research Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, February 
27 - 28 , 1970. 
Educationally Deficient Adult s : Their Education and 
Training Needs, New York : McG raw-Hill, Inc. Informa-
tion and Trainin g Service Division , Office of Edu cat i o n 
(DHEW), Washington , D. C. , Division of Vocational a nd 
Technical Education, 1965. 
3 J. B . Adair, (Ed.) Adult Basic Education , Priorities 
and Potential Raleigh, North Carolina : North Carolina 
University, Department of Adu l t Edu ca ti o n , 1969 . 
Inve nt ory o f Federally S upported Adult Edu cat i o n 
Program ; A Re p o rt t o the President's National Adviso ry Com-
mittee on Adult Ba s ic Education: New York: Gr eenleigh 
Assoc i ate s , Inc. , 1968. 
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generating societa l approval a nd legitimation; and (3) 
measu r ement of organizational performance can be conducted 
in terms of operational goals rather than stated, pre-
determi n ed objectives which may not accurately reflect the 
true efforts of the organization in serving its clientele. 
In part, the Adult Basic Education Program, bo th 
nationally and in Ap palachia, is legitimized to the extent 
that : (1) it sa tisfied the goals, aspirations and needs 
of its student pop ul ation; and ( 2) convinces forces in 
its environment which provide resources that these goals 
are worthy of attainment . It is, therefore, i mperative 
that th e organization for Adult Basic Ed ucati o n p o ssess an 
accurate knowledge of these goals , aspirations and needs 
for different student populations; and that it s trives to 
artic ulate them within its own organizational structure 
and among o t her organizations, especially th ose which 
determine the allocation of resources. 
CHAPTER III 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS 
Before studying the goal orientation, achievement 
satisfaction and behavioral modifications of the students 
in the Appalachian Ad u lt Basic Education Program, it is 
appropriate to exp l ore the distribution of certain demo-
graphic characteristics among the student population . 
It is suggested that it is reasonable to expect some 
relationship between student characteristics and the goals 
students seek to achieve in the ABE classes. There are 
many characteristics which may have some relationship 
with student goal orientation in the ABE Program. The 
characteristics selected for study as having potential 
bearing on student goal orientation are: 
1. Student age 
2 • Student family size 
3 . Student employment status 
a. Hours worked per week 
b. Years of current employment 
4 . Years of regular school completed 
5 . Years i n ABE classes 
6 . Hours per week in ABE class es, 
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The following six variables are used in comparing the 
demographic characteristics of ABE students: (1) Geo-
graphic region; (2) Degree of urbanization; (3) Program 
level; (4) Student race; (5) Student sex; and (6) 
Student age. Because each of these six variables is used 
as a basis for comparison, each will be referred t o as a 
Base Variable in the analysis of the data. While student 
race, sex and age were n ot used as bases for selecting the 
samp l e centers, it is also meaningful t o report the dis-
tribution of the selected charac t eristics in terms of 
these base variables. It sho uld be noted that student 
age is us ed both as a demographic characteristic and a base 
variable. This is done because it is interesting and 
relevant t o observe the distribution of the characteristics 
(family size, employment status, etc.) in terms of st udent 
age, as well as meaningful to obse rv e the distribution of 
ages among students on the basis of geographic region, degree 
of urbanization, program level, rac e and sex. Obviously, 
student age as a characteristic is not used in a comparison 
with st udent age as a base variable. Table 5 presents a 
ma tri x of the different comparisons th a t are mad e between 
the selected demographic characteristics and the six base 
variables. 
As indicated earlier , employment statu s as a demo-
graphic characteristic refers t o t he number of hours 
emp loyed per week and the years of current student employ -
ment. Statistics regarding comparisons involving emp loy-
ment s tatus r efer to only those sample students who are 
emp loyed (as in the case of hours worked per week) or 
Table 5 
A MATRIX OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN CHARACTERISTICS 
AND BASE VARIABLES 
STUDENT GEOGRAPHIC DEGREE OF PRO GRAM STUDENT STUDENT STUDENT 
CHARACTERISTICS REGION URBANIZATION LEVEL RACE SEX AGE 
Student Age X X X X X 
Student Family 
Size 
X X X X X X 
I 
Employment X X X X 
.p. 









X X X X X X 
Hours Per Week X X X X X X 
in ABE Classes 
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em pl oye d for more than o n e year (a s in the case of yea r s 
of c urre nt employment). Thi s was done to avoid skewing 
the sta tistic by including those studen t s who are un-
employe d or employed for less than one year . For this 
reason , t ab le s r e pres e ntin g employment s tatus comparisons 
a l so include data wh ich revea l th e number in t he sample 
unemp loyed, percen t employed, number emp loyed less than 
o ne yea r or un employed, a nd percent employed lon ge r th a n 
one year. S i milarly, comparisons involving th e years of 
regular school completed consi d e r s on l y those students 
who attended regular schoo l . Be cause of this, table s 
representin g comparisons invo lving yea r s of re g u la r school 
completed also report th e number of samp l e students th a t 
never attended regular sch oo l and t he percent that did 
a tt e nd r eg ul a r school . 
A o ne-way analysis of va rian ce comp ut e r pr og r am was 
app lied t o the data in an effo rt to d e t e rmin e statisti cal 
signif ican ce of difference a t the .05 leve l of conf idence 
betwee n each of the demographic charac t er i s ti cs a n d each 
of th e base va riables compared . There is n o a ttemp t 
made to explain the cau sation of statistical significance 
except t o point out that s u c h dif fe r ences are caused by 
some thin g o th e r than chance . Actually, fo r the purposes 
of this study , with its possible i mpl i cati o n s fo r ABE 
programming in Appal achia, it may be as meaningful to 
r ecogniz e where signif icant differences do not exist 
amo n g ABE s tud e nt popul a t ions , as well as where sig-
nificant di ffe rences d o exist. Recognition of such dif-
f e r e n ces or th e la ck of differences, lend s added insight 
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into the distribution of the selected demographic charac -
teristics among different student populations in Appalachian 
Adult Basic Education . 
GEOGRAPHIC REGION AS A BASE VARIABLE 
As reported in Chapter I, th e selected Appalachian ABE 
sample centers were categorized into three distinct geographic 
regions (north, centr al and sou th ) with a resultant student 
sample distribution of 72 in northern Appalachia, 79 in 
central Appalachia and 66 in southern Appalachia. The 
presentation of the data of summaries of the analysis of 
variance is between Appalachian geographic region and: 
(1) Mean st u dent age, (2) Mean student family size; 
(3) Mean student hours employed per week, (4) Mean years 
of current student employment, (5) Mean regular school 
years completed, (6) Mean years in ABE classes by students, 
and (7) Mean student hours per week in ABE classes . 
An inspection of the data presented in this section 
reveals the following information regarding the sample of 
Appalachian ABE students analyzed on the basis of geographic 
region: 
1 . There is a significant difference between 
the mean age of ABE students in t h e north 
(39 . 55) , central (38 . 39) and sout h (47.38) 
regions. The sourthern ABE student, on 
the average, is 10 years older than his 
counterpart in the northern or centr al 
regions of Appalachia (Table 6) . 
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Table 6 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPHIC REGION 
AND MEAN STUDEN T AGE 
GEOGRAPHIC MEAN 
REGION STUDENT AGE SD 
North 39 . 55 14.25 
Central 38 . 39 14 . 52 
South 47.38 14.97 
TOTAL 41. 51 15 . 02 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Between 3316 . 07 2 1658.04 
Within 45454.14 214 212.40 
TOTAL 48770 . 22 216 










2 . There is no s i gnificant difference between 
the mean family s i ze of ABE students in 
the north (3.54), central (3 . 95) a nd sou th 
(3.64) r eg ions , al thou g h families t e n d to 
b e a little larger in th e central region of 
Appalachia (Table 7 ). 
3. Wh ile a substantially greater perce ntage 
(72 .7 %) of the sou thern s tu dents are 
employed , the r e i s n o signi ficant dif ference 
be t wee n the mean hours employed per week 
by ABE s tudents in th e north (35.93), central 
(38.91) and sou th (35 . 46) region s (T able 8) . 
4 . Although a grea t er percentage o f southern 
st udents (63.6%) h a v e h e ld thei r jobs for 
more th a n one year, there is no s ignifi cant 
difference between the mean year s of current 
emp l oy ment of ABE st udent s i n the n orth 
(9 . 72) , central (8. 41) a nd south (9.40) 
regions (Table 9) . 
5 . The r e i s a signi ficant d if fe r ence between 
the mean years of regular school compl e t ed 
by ABE s tudent s in the north (7 . 68), 
centr a l (7.62) a n d sout h (5.35) regions. 
The south e rn ABE st ud e nt, on the average , 
h as comp l eted at least two years l ess 
regular school th an his co unt e rp a rt in 
n or th or centr al Appalachia (Table 10), 
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Table 7 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEO GRAPHIC REGION 
AND MEAN STUDENT FAMILY SIZE 
- - ·- ----- - -·-·-- ··--- -- -
G L 0 G E ,\ J' I! 1 C MEAN STUDENT 
_ _Rt_J~-~- 0 l~ FAMILY S IZE SD 
North 3 . 54 2 . 03 
Central 3.95 2 . 13 
South 3 .64 2.40 
TOTAL 3 . 72 2. 18 
---------------- ----









_____ _ f_<l ·1 __ 1 A_1_rn_1 s ______ _ 





S Q ll ~...::..cR=E _____ i: /\ T "l__ (\ ----
3 . 45 .7 22 
Within 10 2 2 . 95 4. 7 8 
TOTAL - 10 2 9. 86 
* Not s i gni f icant at t he .0 5 l e v e l 
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Table 8 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND MEAN 
STUDENT HOURS EMPLOYED PER WEEK 
MEAN 
STUDENT HRS . 
GEOGRAPHIC NUMBER PER CENT EMPLOYED 
REGION UNEMP LOYED EMPLOYED PER WEEK 
North 30 58 . 3 35.93 
Central 47 40 . 5 38.91 
South 18 ll.J.. 35 . 46 
TOTAL 95 56 . 2 36 . 52 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Between 251. 01 2 125.50 
Within 17561.42 119 147.58 
TOTAL 17812.43 121 
* Not significant at the .05 level 
SD N 
10.30 42 
33 . 93 32 
12 . 37 48 






SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND MEAN 
YEARS OF CURRENT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBER EM- PER CENT MEAN 
PLOYED LESS EMPLOYED YEARS 
THAN ONE YR. LONGER OF 
GEOGRAP HIC OR THAN CURRENT 
REGION UNEMPLOYED ONE YEAR EMPLOYMENT 
North 54 25 . 0 9. 7 2 
Central 52 34 . 2 8.41 
South 24 63.6 9 . 40 
TOTAL 130 40.1 9. 1 6 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Between 23 . 49 2 11.75 
Within 5700.24 84 67 . 86 
Total 5723.73 86 
* Not Significant at the .05 level 
SD 
8 . 7 0 
7 . 81 
8 . 31 










SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND MEAN 
REGULAR SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED BY STUDENTS 
NUMBER 
THAT NEVE R 
ATTENDED 









Within 1462 . 83 




















7. 6 2 
5.35 





Significant a t the .05 level 
SD 
3.09 
2. 3 8 
2 . 52 










6 . There is a significant difference between 
the mean years in ABE classes by students 
in the north (1 . 49), central (1.33) and 
south (2 . 2 1 ) regions. The southern ABE 
student , on the average, has spent almost 
twice as many years in ABE classes as the 
student in northern or central program 
(Table 11). 
7. The r e is a significant difference between 
the mean hours per week in ABE classes by 
students in the north (5 . 42), central (5.64) 
and south (4 . 36) regions . Northern and 
central ABE students, on the average, spend 
over one hour more per week in instruction 
t han do southern students (Table 1 2) . 
It is interesting to note that ABE students in southern 
programs are generally older, more employed quantitatively, 
have less regular schooling, have spent more years in 
classes, and receive less classroom instruction per week 
than students in northern or central Appalachian regions. 
In most instances, where statistical significance has 
occurred, the reason for such occurrence is the deviation 
of southern student sample . Generally, northern and 
central ABE students are quite similar in terms of the 
demographic characteristics analyzed. 
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Table 11 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND MEAN 
YEARS IN ABE CLASSES BY STUDENTS 
- --- ---- -- - -
GEOC.Rf,L'l! lC MEAN YEARS IN 
RCCT Q'.'l --··-----·· ABE ____ CLASS ES SD 
North 1. 49 . 90 
Cen tral 1. 33 . 71 
So uth 2 . 21 1. 14 
TO TAL 1. 65 . 99 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQ..11._ARt_S DF _ _§_QY._11 RE 
Between 30 . 92 2 15. 4 6 
Within 182.45 2 14 . 85 
TOTAL 213 . 37 216 













SUMM ARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
APPALACHIAN GEOGRAPH IC REGION 
AND MEAN STUDENT HOURS PER WEEK 
I N ABE CLASSES 
--·-•-- ·-·--- ------ ·-·---------·- - ----- ·-----
GEO !; RJ\P ll l C MEAN HOURS PE R WEEK 
____ J< F. GT ON _ ___ ____ __ .!__N ___ ABE - ~1:_AS~~~- - --- SD _ ______ N ________ _ 
North 



















* Significan t at the . 05 leve l 
1. 20 





32 . 57 







39 . 86* 
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DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AS A BASE VARIABLE 
As reported in Chapter I, the selected Appalachian 
ABE sample centers are located in cities or towns which 
were categorized into three distinct levels of urbaniza-
tion (High - over 50 ,0 00 popu lati on ; Medium - 10,000-
49,999 population; and Low - under 10,000 population) 
with a resultant student sample distribution of 85 in 
highly urbanized centers, 82 in medium urbanized centers, 
and 50 in low urbanized centers. The presentation of 
the data of summaries of the a nalysis of variance is 
between degree of urbanization and (1) mean student 
age; (2) mean student family size; (3) mean student 
hours employed per week; (4) mean years of current 
student employment; (S) mean regular school years 
comple t ed by students; (6) mean years in ABE classes by 
st udents; and (7) mean student hours per week in ABE 
classes . 
An inspection of the data presented in this section 
reveals the following information regarding the sample of 
Appalachian ABE students analyzed on the basis of the 
degree of urbanization : 
1. Although students, o n the average, 
tend to be a little older in medium 
urbanized ABE centers , there is no 
significant difference between the 
mean age of students in centers of high 
urbaniza ti on (40 . 37), medium urbani-
zation (44 . 07) and low urbanization 
(39.24) ~able 13). 
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Table 13 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGRE E OF URBANIZAT I ON AND 
MEAN STUDENT AGE 
DEGREE OF MEAN 
URBANIZATION STUDENT AGE 
High 40 . 37 
Medi u m 44.07 
Low 39 . 24 
TOTAL 41. 51 
SUM OF 
SQUARES DF 
Between 905.99 2 
Wi t hin 47864 . 63 214 
TOTAL 48770 . 22 214 
* Not Significant at the . OS level 
SD 
15 . 06 
15 . 17 










2 1 7 
F 
RATIO 
2 . 02* 
2. There is no significant difference 
between the mean family size of ABE 
students in centers of high urbaniza-
tion (3 . 81), medium urbanization (3.47) 
and low urbanization (3 . 96). Students 
in low urbanized ABE centers do tend to 
have larger families, b u t not signi f -
icantly so (Table 14). 
A substant ia l ly higher percentage (70 . 6%) 
of ABE students in highly urbanized 
cen t ers are employed . However , there 
is no significant difference between the 
mean hours employed per week by ABE student 
in centers of high urbanization (37 . 90) 
medium urbanization (35 . 83) and low 
urbanizat i on (33.95) ( Table 15) . 
Although a greater percentage of highly 
urban ized ABE students are employed, a 
larger percentage (46 . 3%) of students in 
cente r s of medium urbanization have held 
their jobs for more than one year . There 
is no sign ificant difference between the 
mean years of current employment of ABE 
students in centers of high urbanization 
(8. 73), medium urbanization (10. 3 9 ) and 
low urbanization (7 . 13) . On the average, 
sample students in low urbanized centers 
have held jobs one to three years less 
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Table 14 
S UMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND 
MEAN STUDENT FAMILY SIZE 
MEAN STUDENT 
DEGREE OF FAMILY 
URBANIZATION SIZE SD 
High 3.81 2 . 29 
Medium 3 . 47 2.08 
Low 3 .96 2 . 17 






SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES OF _____ S_,Q~U_A_R_E _ __ g_A T_I_O 
Betwee n 8 . 49 2 4 .2 5 . 889* 
Within 1021.36 214 4. 77 
TOTAL 1029.85 216 
* Not Significant at the . 05 l eve l 
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Tab l e 15 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIAN CE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS EMPLOYED PER WEEK 

















272 . 27 
17540.16 
17812.43 








37 . 90 










1 3 . 10 
12 . 13 
MEAN 
SQ UARE 
1 36 . 13 
147 .39 










than students in ABE centers of high or 
medium urbanization (Table 16) , but 
these differences apparently do not 
represent statistically assured dif -
ferences between the population groupings . 
5 . There ts no significant difference be t ween 
the mean years of regular school completed 
by ABE students in centers of high 
urbanization (7.35), medium urbanization 
(6.49) and low urbanization (7 . 08) 
(Table 17). 
6. There is n o significant difference between 
the mean years in ABE classes by students 
in centers of high urbanization ( 1. 47), 
medium urbanization (1 . 80) and low urbani-
zation (1 . 70). On the average, students 
in highly urbanized centers have spent 
fewer yea r s in classes, but not significantly 
so (Table 18). 
7. There is a significant difference between 
the mean hours per week in ABE classes 
by students in centers of high urbaniza-
tion (5 . 81), medium urbanization (4.85) 
and low urbanization (4.64). Students 
in highly urbanized centers, on the 
average, receive about an hour more of 
ins t ruction per week (Table 19) . 
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Table 16 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND MEAN YEARS 
DEGREE OF 
OF CURRENT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBE R 
EMP LOYED PER CENT 
LESS THAN EMPLOYE D 
ONE YR. OR LONGER 




URI3J\NJZATION UN EMP LOYED THAN 1 YR . MENT SD N -----'---------
High 













13 0. 37 
55 93.37 
5723 . 74 
38 . 8 
46 . 3 






8 . 7 3 
10.39 
7 . 13 
9. 16 
No t Significant at the . 05 level 
8 . 22 
8 . 62 
6. 7 4 
8 . 16 
ME AN 
SQUARE 
65 . 19 










SUMMARY OF THE ANALYS I S OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND MEAN REGULAR 
SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED BY STUDENTS 
NUMBER PER CENT 
THAT NEVER THAT 
ATTEMDED ATTENDED 
DEGREE OF RREGULAR REGULAR 
URB ANIZATI ON SCHOOL SCHOOL 
High 4 95 . 3 
Medium 5 93 . 9 
Low 1 98 . 0 
TOTAL 10 95.4 
S UM OF 
SQUARES DF 
Between 29.52 2 
Within 1663 . 24 204 





COMPLETED S D 
7 . 35 2 . 83 
6.49 3 . 01 





8 . 15 









Table 1 8 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND MEAN YEARS 
IN ABE CLASSES BY STUDENTS 
MEAN YEARS 
DEGRE E OF IN 
UR RAN IZ AT10N ABE CLASSES 
High 1.47 
Medium 1. 80 
Low 1. 70 
TOTAL 1. 65 
SUM OF 
SQUARES DF 
Betwee n 4 . 83 2 
Withi n 208 . 55 214 
TOTAL 213.38 2 1 6 





. 9 9 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
2 . 41 









SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS PE R WEEK IN ABE CLASSES 
MEAN HOURS 
PER WEEK 
DEGREE OF ABE 
URB ANIZ ATION CLASSES SD 
High 5 . 81 . 9 6 
Medium 4. 85 .88 
Low 4. 6 4 . 9 4 
TOTAL 5 .18 1.05 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOU/\.RE S DF SQ UARE 
Between 57 . 24 2 28.61 
Within 182.75 214 .85 
TOTAL 239 . 99 216 
** 







RAT I O 
33.51** 
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Except for mean student ho ur s per week in AB E classes , 
degree of urbanization as a base variable revealed no 
differences of sign ificance among the Appalachian 
ABE student population. The level of urbanization in 
which an ABE c lass is located does not appear t o be 
signif i cant in affecting the student demography in the 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program . 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AS A BASE VARIABLE 
Th e adult basic education students i n the sample 
centers were selec t ed according to the three educationa l 
levels in the Appalachian ABE pr ogram (Beg inning - grades 
0 - 2 , Int ermediate - g ra des 3 - 6 , and Advanced - grades 
7 and above) with a resultant s tud e nt sample distribution 
of 59 at the beginnin g level, 80 at the intermediate 
level and 78 at the advanced level. The presentation of 
the data of summa ries of the analysis of variance is 
betwee n program l evel and: (1) mean student age; 
(2) mean s tu dent family size ; (3) mean student hours 
employed per week ; (4) mean years of cur rent student 
emp l oyment; 
by students; 
and (7) mean 
(5) mean re gu l a r school years completed 
(6) mean years in ABE classes by stude nt s; 
stu d ent hours per week in ABE classes. 
An inspection of t he data presented in this section 
reveals the fo ll owing information regarding the sample 
of Appalachian ABE st u dents analyzed on the bas i s of 
program l evel : 
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1. There is a significant difference between 
the mean age of ABE students at the 
beginning level (49 . 4 7), intermediate 
level (40 . 96) and advanced level 36.05) . 
Beginning level student s, on the average, 
are 10 to 13 years old er than inter-
mediate and advanced l evel students 
(Table 20). 
2. There is n o significan t difference 
between the mean family size of ABE 
students at the beginning level (3.59), 
intermediate l eve l (3.57) and advanced 
level (3 . 96) (Table 21). 
3. Although a larger percentage (68 .8%) of 
intermediate level students are employed, 
there is no significant difference 
be t ween the mean hours employed per week 
by ABE students at the beginning l evel 
(35 . 36) , intermediate level (34 . 87) and 
advanced level (39.69) . On the average, 
advance d l evel student s in the sample 
work more hours per week than do students 
at the lower level, but not significantly 
so (Table 22). 
4. There is no significant difference between 
the mean years of cur r ent employme nt of 
ABE s tudent s at the beginning level (10.13), 
intermediate level (7.36) and advanced 
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Table 20 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND 
MEAN STUDENT AGE 
PROGRAM MEAN 
LEVEL STUDENT AGE SD 
Beginning 49.47 15 . 36 
Intermediate 40 . 96 13 . 67 
Advanced 36 . 05 13 . 59 
TOTAL 41. 51 15.03 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQ UARES DF SQUARE 
Between 6090.83 2 2045.41 
Within 42679.39 214 199 . 43 
TOTAL 48770.22 216 
** 








15 . 27* * 
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Table 21 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND MEAN 
PROGP-AM 
LEVEL 
Beg i n nin g 












7 . 18 
1022 . 67 
1029.85 
3 . 59 
3 . 57 
3 . 96 





Not Significant at the .05 level 
SD 
2. 0 3 
2.24 
2 . 23 
2 . 1 8 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
3 . 59 










SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND 
MEAN STUDENT HOURS 




PROGRJ\M UNEM- PER CENT EMPLOYED 
LEVEL PLOYED EMPLOYED PER WEEK SD N 
Beginnin g 31 47.5 35 . 36 12.93 28 
Intermediate 25 68 .8 34 . 87 12 . 95 55 
Advanced 39 50 . 0 36 . 69 9. 83 39 
TOTAL 95 56.2 36 . 52 12.13 12 2 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RAT IO 
Between 5 7 9 . 85 2 289 . 79 2 .0 0* 
Within 17232.85 119 144.81 
TOTAL 17812. 43 121 
* Not Significant at the . 05 level 
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level (10.68). Beginning level students, 
on the average, have held their job 
about as long as advanced level students 
(Table 23). 
5 . There is, understandably, a significant 
differe n ce between the mean years of 
regular school completed by ABE students 
at the beginning level (4 . 04), intermediate 
level (6.95) and advan ced level (8.82) . 
The number of regular school years 
completed by students increases about two 
years at each educational level i n t he 
program (Table 24). 
6. There is a significant difference between 
the mean years in ABE classes by s tudents 
at the beginning level (2 . 10), inter-
mediate level (1.68) and advanced level 
(1.28) . Beginning leve l students , on 
the average, have spent more years in 
ABE classes than have intermediate or 
ad v an c e d 1 eve 1 s tu dents ( Tab 1 e 2 5 ) . 
7 . Th e r e is no signifi c ant difference between 
the mean hours per week in ABE classes 
at the beginning level (5 .14), in t er-
mediate level (5 . 24) and advanced level 
(5.15) (Table 26). 
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Table 23 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND MEAN YEARS OF 
CURRENT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBER MEAN 
EMPLOYED PER CENT YEARS OF 
LESS THAN EMPLOYED CURRENT 
PRO GR AM ONE YEAR OR LONGER THAN EMPLOY-
LEVEL UNEMPLOYED 1 YEAR MENT SD 
Beginnin g 36 39 .0 10. 13 8.48 
Intermediate 44 45.0 7.36 6 . 71 
Advanced 50 35.9 10.68 9 . 36 
TOTAL 130 40 .1 9. 16 8 . 16 
SUM OF ME/IN 
SQUARES DF SQUJ\RE 
Between 202 . 73 2 101.36 
Within 5521.02 84 6 5 . 7 3 
TOTAL 5723.75 86 








1 . 54* 
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Table 24 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND MEAN 
REGULAR SCHOOL YEARS 
COMPLETED BY STUDENTS 
NUMBER PER CENT 
THAT NEVER THAT MEAN 
ATTENDED ATTENDED SCHOOL 
PROGRAM REGULAR REGULAR YEARS 
LEVEL SCHOOL SCHOOL COMPLETE D SD 
Beginning 10 83. 1 4.04 2.39 
Intermediate 0 100 . 0 6 . 95 2 . 48 
Advan ced 0 100 . 0 8.82 1. 7 7 
TOTAL 10 95 .4 6.97 2 . 8 7 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Betwee n 687 . 56 2 343.78 
Wi thin 1005 . 21 204 4.93 
TOTAL 1692.76 206 
** 











SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE PROGRAM LEVEL AND MEAN 
YEARS IN ABE CLASSES 
BY STU DENTS 
MEAN YEARS 
PROGl'. AM I N ABE 
LEVEL CLASS ES SD 
Beginning 2.10 1. 08 
Intermediate 1. 68 1. 03 
Advanced 1.28 . 7 2 
TOTAL 1. 65 . 9 9 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARE S DF SQUARE 
Be tween 22 . 6 5 2 1 1 . 32 
Wi thin 190 . 73 214 . 89 
TOTAL 2 13 . 38 216 
** 








12 , 71** 
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Table 26 
S UMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
ABE P ROGRAM LEVEL AND MEAN 
STU DENT HOURS PER WEEK 
IN ABE CLASSES 
MEAN HOURS 
PER WEEK 
PROGRAM IN ABE 
LEVEL CLASSES 
Be ginn ing 5. 1 4 
Intermediate 5 . 2 4 
Advanced 5 . 15 
TOTAL 5 . 18 
SUM OF 
SQUARES DF 
Between .43 2 
Withi n 239.56 214 
TOTAL 239 . 99 216 
* Not Significan t at the . 05 level 
SD N 
1. 06 59 
1.08 80 
1. 03 78 
1. 05 217 
MEAN F 
SQUA R_E ____ R~A_'_J' _IO 
. 22 
1. 12 
* . 1 94 
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Program level appears to be a meaningful factor in 
analyzing the demographic characteristics of students. 
Interestingly, beginning level students, on the 
average, are considerably older, have comparable 
employment status, and have spent more years in ABE 
instruction when compared with intermediate and 
advanced level students . 
STUDENT RACE AS A BASE VARIABLE 
While student race was not used as a basis for 
selecting the sample centers, blac~and whites were 
selected for interviews at each sample center in pro-
portion to their numbers in attendance. Of the 217 
students in the sample, 148 were white and 69 were 
black. The presentation of the data of summaries of 
the analysis of variance is between student race and: 
(1) mean student age; (2) mean student family size; 
(3) mean student hours employed per week; (4) mean 
(5) mean regular 
(6) mean years in 
mean student hours 
years of current student employment; 
school years completed by students; 
ABE classes by students; and (7) 
per week in ABE classes. 
An inspection of the data presented in this section 
reveals the following information regarding the sample 
of Appalachian ABE students analyzed on the basis of 
student race: 
1. ~here is a signi f icant difference between 
the mean age of white students (36.93) 
and black students (51.33) (Table 27). 
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Table 27 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT RACE AND MEAN 
STUDENT AGE 




















Significant at th e .05 l evel 
SD 













** 5 3. 7 9 
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2. There is n o signif i cant di fference between 
t he mean family size of white stu d en t s 
(3 . 83) a nd black st udents (3.48) (T able 28) . 
3 . Although a greater percentage (69 . 6%) of 
black stud ents in the samp l e are employed, 
there is n o significan t di fference b etween 
the mean h o ur s employed per week by wh i te 
studen t s ( 37 . 92) and black st u den t s (34.38) 
(Table 29). 
4. There is n o significant difference between 
the mean years of current employment of 
white student s (8 .4 8) a nd black st udents 
(9 . 93), although a grea t er percentage of 
black st udents (59 . 4% ) have been emp l oyed 
for lon ge r than one year (Table 30). 
5 . There is a significant d i fference be t ween 
the mean years of regular school completed 
by white students (7.79) and black students 
(5.08) . On the average , black students in 
the samp l e are almost three full y ears 
behind whit e students in terms of grade 
level comp leted in regular schoo l (Table 31). 
6. There is a significant difference between 
the mean years in ABE c l asses by white 
studen t s (1.3 6) and b l ack students (2. 28) . 
Sample white students , o n the ave rage , hav e 
spent one less yea r in ABE classes than 
black students (Table 32) . 
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Table 28 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 















3 . 48 









Not Significant at the .05 level 
SD 
2 . 09 
2 . 37 











* 1. 23 
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Table 29 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT RACE AND MEAN 
STUDENT HOURS 
EMPLOYED PER WEEK 
MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS 
NUMBER PER CENT EMPLOYED 
RACE UNEMPLOYED EMPLOYED PER WEEK SD 
White 74 50.0 3 7. 9 2 11. 84 
Black 21 69.6 34.38 12.39 
TOTAL 95 56.2 36.52 12.13 
SUM OF ME AN 
SQU/\RES DF SQUARE 
Between 365.66 1 365.66 
Within 17446.76 120 145.39 
TOTAL 17812.42 121 










SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT RACE AND MEAN YEARS 
RACE 
Whi t e 
Black 
TOTAL 
OF CURRENT STUDENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBER PER CENT 
EMPLOYED EMPLOYED 
LESS THAN LONGER 
ONE YEAR OR THAN 
UNEMP LOYED ONE YEAR 
102 31. 1 
28 59 . 4 









9 . 93 
9.16 
8.35 
7 . 97 
8 .1 6 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
Between 45 . 49 1 45 . 49 
66.~0 Wit h in 5678.25 85 
TOTAL 5723 . 74 86 







* • 6 8 
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Table 31 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEE N 









REGULAR S CHOOL YEARS 
COMPLETED BY STUDENTS 
NUMBER PER CENT 
THAT NEVER THAT 
ATTENDED ATTENDED 
RE GULAR REGULAR 
SCHOOL SCHOOL 





322 . 41 
1370 .-35 








7. 7 9 
5 . 08 
6 . 97 
S i gnificant at the .0 5 l e vel 
S D 
2.54 
2 . 69 
2. 8 7 
MEAN 
SQ UARE 








48 . 23* * 
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Table 32 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 



















3 9. 5 9 1 
173.79 215 
213.38 216 
Significant at the .05 level 
SD 
. 7 7 
1.12 













7. There i s a significan t difference between 
the mean h o ur s per week in ABE classes 
by white students (5 . 38) and black students 
(4 . 74) (Table 33). 
Both b l ack and white student s possess comparable 
employmen t status on the basis of years worked and hours 
worked per week . However, white students are con-
siderably younger, 15 years on th e average, with mo re 
yea r s of regular school comple t ed and mo re h o u rs of ABE 
instruction per week . 
STUDENT SEX AS A BASE VARIABLE 
Li ke student r ace, student sex was not used as a 
basis for selecti n g sample cen t ers; howeve r, it is 
meaningful in terms of the purposes of this resear ch to 
utiliz e student sex (male and female) as a base variable 
in analyzing the d emographic c h aracteristics of students 
in the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program. Of 
the 2 1 7 students in the sample , 69 were ma l e and 148 
were fema l e . The presentation of the data of summaries 
of the analysis of variance is be t ween stude nt sex and : 
(1) mean student age; (2) mean student family size ; 
(3) mean student h ours employed per week; (4) mean 
years of cur r e nt s tudent employment; (5) mean re g ular 
school years completed by students; (6) mean years in 
ABE c l asses by st ude nt s; and (7) mean student hours 
per week in ABE c lasses. 
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Tab l e 33 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARI ANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT RACE AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS PER WEEK IN 
ABE CLASSES 
MEAN HOURS 
PE R WEEK 
IN ABE 
RACE CLASSES SD 
White 5 . 38 1. 07 
Black 4 . 7 4 _:_fil 
TOTAL 5. 18 1.05 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Between 19 . 64 1 19 . 64 
Wi t hin 220.35 2 1 5 1. 02 
TOTAL 239 . 99 216 









An inspection of the data presented i n this sectio n 
reveals the following information regarding the sample 
of Appalachian ABE studen t s analyzed on the basis of 
student sex: 
1. There is no significant difference between 
the mean age of male s t udents (40 . 39) and 
female st ud ents (42 . 03) although , on the 
average, female students t end to be a 
littl e older (Table 34). 
2 . There is no significant difference between 
mean family size of male students (3 . 55) 
and female students (3 . 80) (Table 35). 
3. There is a significant difference between 
the mean h ours employed per week by male 
students (41. 78) and female students 
(33.00) . Also, a greater percentage 
(71 . 0%) of the male students are employed 
(Table 36) . 
4 . Although a greate r percentage (55 . 1%) 
of male students have held their jobs for 
longer than one year, there is no sig-
nificant difference between the mean years 
of curren t employment by male students 




SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
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126.95 
226 . 25 
* .561 
Not Significant at the .05 level 
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Table 35 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT SEX AND MEAN 
SEX 
Ma l e 
Fema l e 
TOTAL 
STUDENT FAMILY SIZE 
MEAN STUDENT FAMILY SIZE 
SUM OF 
3.55 
3 . 80 
3 . 72 
SD 
2 . 14 








SQUARES DF ____ S~Q~U_A __ R_E ___ J_AT_I_O __ 
Between 2 . 86 1 
Within 1026 . 99 2 1 5 
TOTAL 1029.85 2 1 6 
* Not Significant at the .05 level 
2.86 




SUMMARY OF THE ANALY SIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT SEX AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS EMPLOYED PER WEEK 
NUMB ER 






Be tw ee n 2257 . 90 






































SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT SEX AND MEAN YEARS OF 
CURRENT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBER 
EMPLOYED PER CENT 
LESS THAN EMPLOYED MEAN YEARS 
ONE YEAR OR LONGER THAN OF CURREN T 
SEX UNEMP LOYED ONE YEAR EMPLOYMEN T SD 
Male 31 55.1 10 . 47 8.03 
Female 99 33 . 1 8 . 14 8 .1 9 
TOT AL 130 40.1 9 . 16 8. 16 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Betwee n 116 . 27 1 116 . 27 
Wit hin 5607.47 85 65 . 97 
TOTAL 4723 . 74 86 







* 1. 76 
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5. There is a significan t difference between 
the mean re gular school years completed 
by male s tudents (6 .28) a nd female students 
(7.27). Male studen ts, on the average, 
are one full year behind female students in 
terms of grade level completed in regular 
school (Table 38). 
6. There is no significant difference between 
the mean years in ABE classes by male 
students (1.64) and female studen ts (1.66) 
(Table 39) . 
7. There is no significant difference between 
the mean hours per week in ABE classes by 
male stµdent s (5.37) and female students 
(5.09) (Table 40) . 
Male and female Appalachian ABE students possess comparable 
mean ages and family sizes, and have spent about the same 
number of years and hours per we ek in ABE classes. How-
e ver, male st ud en t s are employed more hours per week, with 
a greater percen tage of males holding their jobs for more 
than o n e y e ar. Female studen ts, on the average, have 




SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT SEX AND MEAN REGULAR 





































7 . 2 7 
6 . 97 
3 . 02 
2. 7 5 
2 . 87 
MEAN 
SQ UARE 
43 . 46 
8.05 







** 5. 40 
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Table 39 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALY SIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 









IN ABE CLASS ES 
BY STUDENTS 








2 13. 36 
2 1 3.37 
DF 
1 
2 1 5 
216 















* . 014 
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Table 40 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 









HOURS PER WEEK IN 
ABE CLASSES 
MEAN HOURS PER WEEK 
IN ABE CLAS SES 
5. 3 7 
5 . 09 



























STUDENT AGE AS A BASE VARIAB LE 
Student age , like student race and sex, was not used 
as a basis for selecting sample centers; however , it is 
meaningful in terms of the purposes of this research to 
uti l ize student age as a base variable in a n alyzing all 
of the demographic characteristics except student age . 
The age ranges used in this aspect of the research are: 
18-25 years old ; 26-35 years old; 36 - 45 years old; 46 - 55 
years o l d; 56 - 65 years old; and 66 years of age and over. 
Of the 217 students in the samp l e, 47 were 1 8-25; 27 
were 26-35; 55 were 36-45; 41 were 46-55; 37 were 56 - 65 ; 
and 10 were 66 and over . The presentation of the data of 
summaries of the a n alysis of varia n ce is between studen t 
age and: (1) mean student family size; (2) mean 
student hours employed per week; (3) mean years of 
current student employment; (4) mean regular school 
years completed by students; 
classes by students; and (6) 
in ABE classes . 
(5) mean years in ABE 
mean student hours per week 
An inspection of the data presented in this section 
reveals the following information regarding the sample 
of Appalachian ABE students anal yzed on the basis of 
student age: 
1 . There is a significant difference 
between the mean family size of ABE 
s t udents 1 8 - 25 (3 . 85); 26-35 (4.70) 
36-45 (4.44); 46-55 (3.05); 56-65 
(2 . 89); and 66 and over (2 . 30) . 
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The peak mean family sizes of 4 . 70 and 
4.44 are in evidence in the 26-35 and 
36-45 age brackets, respectively 
(Table 41) . 
2. There is a significant difference 
between t h e mean hours employed pe r 
week by ABE students 18-25 (38.50); 
26-35 (40.91); 36-45 (37 . 29); 46-55 
(36.73); (33.59); and 66 or over 
(19.00). The peak mean hours employed 
per week of 38.50 and 40.91 are in 
evidence in the 18- 25 and 26 - 35 age 
brackets, respectively (Table 42) . 
3. There is a significant difference 
between the mean years of current 
employment by ABE students 18-25 (2.62); 
26-35 (6.71); 36-45 (9.56); 46-55 
(10.85); 56-65 (11.55); and 66 and over 
(13 . 00). The mean years of current 
employment increase almost incrementally 
from the youngest age bracket to the 
oldest bracket (Table 43). 
4. There is a significant difference 
between t h e mean regular school years 
completed by ABE students 18-25 (8.02); 
26-35 (8 . 46); 36-45 (7 . 55); 46-55 
(6 .17); 56-65 (4.83); and 66 or over 
(4 . 57). With the exception of the 
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Table 41 
SUMMARY OF THE AN ALYS IS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN 
STUDENT FAMILY SIZE 
AGE MEAN STUDENT FAMILY S I ZE S . D. N 
18- 25 3. 85 2.26 47 
26 - 35 4 . 7 0 2 . 15 2 7 
36-45 4 . 44 2 . 1 0 55 
46-55 3.05 2 . 01 41 
56-65 2 . 89 1. 99 37 
Over 66 2 . 3 0 1. 16 10 
TOTAL 3. 72 2.18 2 1 7 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RATIO 
Between 119 . 17 5 23 . 83 5 . 52 ** 
Within 91 0. 68 211 4.32 
TOTAL 1029.85 216 
** Si gnificant at the .05 l evel 
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Table 42 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS EMPLOYED PER WEEK 
MEAN 
STUDENT HRS. 
NUMBER PER CENT EMPLOYED 
AGE UNEMPLOYED EMPLOYED PER WEEK SD N 
18-25 19 59 . 6 38.50 12 . 93 28 
26 - 35 16 40.7 40 . 91 13.55 11 
36-45 20 63 . 6 37.29 10 . 55 35 
46 - 55 19 53.7 36 .7 3 10 . 21 22 
56 - 65 15 59.5 33 . 59 13.14 22 
Over 66 6 40.0 19 . 00 7. 3 9 4 
TOTAL 95 5 6. 2 36 . 52 12.13 122 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RATIO 
Between 1759 . 69 5 351.94 2. 5 4 ** 
Within 16052.73 116 138 . 38 
TOTAL 178 1 2 . 43 121 
** Significant at the . 05 l evel 
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Table 43 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN YEARS 
OF CURRENT STUDENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
NUMBER 
EMPLOYED PER CENT MEAN YEARS 
LESS THAN EMPLOYED OF 
ONE YEAR OR LONGER THAN CURRENT 
AGE UNEMPLOYED ONE YE AR EMPLOYMENT SD N 
18- 25 34 2 7 . 7 2 . 62 1. 7 5 13 
26 - 35 20 25 . 9 6 . 71 3 . 20 7 
36 - 45 30 45 . 5 9.56 7.70 25 
46-55 21 48 .8 10.85 9.06 20 
56 - 65 19 4 8. 6 11. 55 8. 5 2 18 
Over 66 6 40 . 0 13.00 13.97 4 
TOTAL 130 40 . 1 9 . 16 8.16 87 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RATIO 
-Jc-le 
Between 822 . 08 5 164.41 2 . 72 
Withi n 4901. 66 81 60 . 51 
TOTAL 5723 . 74 86 
** Significan t at the . 05 level 
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26 - 35 age group, the mean regular 
school years completed decrease 
almost incrementally from the 
youngest age bracket to the oldest 
bracket (Table 44) . 
5. There is a significan t difference 
between mean years in ABE classes by 
students 18- 25 (1 . 10) ; 26-35 (1 . 26); 
36-45 (1 . 45); 46-55 (2.00); 56 - 65 
(2.30) ; and 66 or over (2 . 50) . The 
mean years in ABE classes increase 
almost incrementally from the youngest 
age bracket to the oldest bracket 
(Table 45). 
6 . There is no significant difference 
between the mean hours per week in 
ABE classes by students 18- 25 (5 .49); 
26 - 35 (5 . 25) ; 36-45 (5. 1 8); 46-55 
(5.04); 56-65 (4.95); and 66 or over 
(4.90) (Table 46) . 
Student age appears to be a highly significant factor 
in analyzing the demographic characteristics of students . 
Interestingly, the mean score distributions tend either 
to increase or decrease at about the same rate, with 
significant differences in evidence in every case except 




SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN REGULAR 
SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 
NUMBER PER CENT 
THAT NEVER THAT MEAN 
ATTENDED ATTENDED YEARS OF 
REGULAR REGULAR SCHOOL 
AGE SCHOOL SCHOOL COMPLETED SD N 
18- 25 0 100.0 8 . 02 2 . 35 47 
26 - 35 1 96 . 3 8 . 46 2 . 15 26 
36-45 1 98 . 2 7 . 55 2 . 37 54 
46 - 55 2 95.1 6.17 3.28 39 
56 - 65 3 91. 9 4 . 82 2.65 34 
Over 6 6 3 70 . 0 4 . 57 2 . 22 7 
TOTAL 10 95 . 4 6 . 9 7 2 . 87 207 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RATIO 
Between 349 . 59 5 69.92 10.46** 
Within 1343.17 20 1 6 . 68 
TOTAL 1692.76 2 06 
** Significan t at the .05 l evel 
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Table 45 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN YEARS 
IN ABE CLASSES BY STUDENTS 
AGE MEAN YEARS IN ABE CLASSES SD N 
18-25 1. 10 . 38 47 
26-35 1. 26 .59 27 
36-45 1.45 .90 55 
46-55 2.00 1. 20 41 
56-65 2.30 1. 07 37 
Over 66 2.50 . 85 10 
TOTAL 1. 65 . 9 9 217 
SUM OF MEAN F 
SQUARES DF SQUARE RATIO 
Between 4 7 . 86 5 9.57 12 . 20** 
Within 165.52 211 .78 
TOTAL 213.38 216 
** Significant at the . 05 level 
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Table 46 
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN 
STUDENT AGE AND MEAN STUDENT 
HOURS PER WEEK IN 
ABE CLASSES 
MEAN HOURS PER WEEK 
AGE IN ABE CLASSES SD 
18-25 5 . 49 1. 27 
26-35 5.25 1.06 
36-45 5.18 1.06 
46-55 5 . 04 . 9 7 
56-65 4.95 .81 
Over 66 4.90 . 8 8 
TOTAL 5.18 1. 05 
SUM OF MEAN 
SQUARES DF SQUARE 
Be tw ee n 8 .18 5 1. 64 
Withi n 231.81 211 1. 10 
TOTAL 239 . 99 216 











* 1. 59 
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Table 47 (Summary Table of Demograph ic Means) 
and Table 48 (S ummary Table of Significant Di ffe r ences) 
present s ummary inf o rmation regarding the d emographic 
data compiled in thi s p hase of the research . The 
means for all samp l e students in t he Appalachian ABE 
Program are : (1) s t uden t age - 41 . 51 ; (2) s t udent 
fami l y s iz e - 3 . 72 ; (3) st udent hours worked pe r week 
36 . 52; (4) years of current s tudent employment - 9 . 16; 
(5) regular sch oo l years comple t ed by student - 6 . 97 ; 
(6) years in ABE classes by students - 1.65; and (7) 
hours per week in AB E classes by s t udents - 5.18 . Sig -
nificant differences exist : (1) Between geographic 
regio n and mean student age, mean school year s completed , 
mean years i n ABE c lasses , a nd mean studen t hours pe r 
week in class; (2) Between degree of urbanization and 
mean s tud en t ho ur s p er week in class ; (3) Be tween ABE 
program level a nd mean student age, mean s choo l years 
comple ted, a nd me an years in ABE c l asses; (4) Between 
student r ace and mean student age , mean sch ool years 
comp l e t ed , mean years in ABE classes , and mean student 
hou r s per week in class; ( 5) Between student sex and 
mean hour s emp l oye d per week , and mean schoo l yea r s 
comple t ed ; and (6) Between s tud e nt age a nd mean s tud ent 
family size , mean hours emp l oyed per week, mean years of 
student employment , mean school years comp l eted , a n d mean 
years in ABE classes. 
In t e r ms of demographic characteristics which might 
make some diffe r ence for goa l dete r mination among 
Appalachian ABE s tud e nt s , it a ppear s th at ther e are notable 
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Table 47 
SUMMARY TABLE OF DEMOGRAPHIC MEANS 
STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
HOURS YEARS YEARS HEAN HRS. 
WORKED ON SCHOOL I N PER WEEK 
BASE FAMILY PER CURRENT YEARS ABE IN 
VARIABLES AGE SIZE WEEK JOB COMPLETED CLASSES CLASS 
North 
Region 39t55 3.54 35.93 9. 7 2 7. 68 1.49 5.42 
Centra l 
Region 38.39 3 . 95 28 . 91 8 . 41 7.62 1.33 5.64 
Sou th 
Region 47 . 38 3.64 35.46 9.40 5 . 35 2.21 4.36 
High Urban-
ization 40.37 3.81 37.90 8 . 73 7.35 1. 47 5.81 
Medium Urban-
izati on 44.07 3 . 47 35 . 83 10 . 39 6.49 1.80 4 . 85 
Low Urban-
ization 39.24 3.96 33.95 7 . 13 7.08 1. 70 4.64 
Beginning 
· Level 49.47 3.59 35.36 10.13 4 . 04 2.10 5.14 
Intermediate 
Level 40.96 3.57 34.87 7.36 6.95 1.68 15.24 
Advanced 
Level 36.05 3.96 36.69 10.68 8.8 2 1. 28 5.15 
White 
Race 36 . 93 3.83 37.92 8.48 7.79 1. 36 5.38 
Black 
Race 51. 33 3.48 34.38 9.93 5 . 08 2.28 4.74 
Male 
Sex 40.39 3.55 41. 78 10.47 6.28 1. 64 5.37 
Fe ma le 
Sex 42.03 3.80 33.00 8.14 7.27 1. 66 5.09 
1 8-25 Age 21. 23 3.85 38.50 2 . 62 8.02 1. 10 5.49 
26-35 Age 30.19 4.70 40.91 6. 71 8.46 1.26 5.25 
36-45 Age 40.54 4.44 37.29 9 . 56 7.55 1. 45 5.18 
46-55 Ag e 50.10 3.05 36.73 10.85 6.17 2.00 5.04 
56-65 Age 59.62 2.89 33 . 59 11 . 55 4.82 2.30 4.95 
Over 66 70.50 2.30 19 . 00 13.00 4 . 57 2.50 4.90 
A e 
TOTAL MEANS 41. 51 3 . 7 2 36.5 2 9.16 6.97 1. 65 5. 18 
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Table 48 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIGNI FICANT DIFFERENCES 
STUDENT 
BASE VARIABLES CHARACTERISTICS 
Geograph i c Region X Mean S t udent Age 
Geog r aphic Regio n X Mean School Ye ar s 
Comp l eted 
Geog raphi c Region X Mean Years in ABE 
Classes 
Geographic Region X Mean Student Hours 
Per Week in Class 
Degree of X Mean Stu den t Hour s 
Urban ization Per Wee k in Class 
Program Level X Mean Stu dent Age 
Program Level X Mean School Years 
Completed 
Program Level X Mean Yea r s in ABE 
Classes 
Student Race X Mean S t udent Age 
Student Race X Mean Sc ho o l Years 
Comp l eted 
S tudent Race X Mean Years in ABE 
Classes 
St ud e nt Race X Mean S t udent Hours 
Per Week in Class 
Student Sex X Mean Hours Employed 
Per Week 
St u de nt Sex X Mean Sc h oo l Years 
Completed 
Student Age X Mean Student Family 
Size 
Stu dent Age X Mean Hours Emp l oyed 
Per Week 
Student Age X Mean School Years 
Completed 
St ud e nt Age X Mean Years in ABE 
Classes 
** Significan t at the .05 level 
F RAT Io:lrk 
7 . 91 
16 . 03 
18 .1 3 
3 9 . 86 
33 . 51 
15 . 27 
6 9. 7 6 
12.71 
53 . 79 
48.23 
48 . 98 
19 . 16 
17.42 
5 . 40 
5 . 52 
2 . 7 2 
10 . 46 
12 . 20 
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distinctions: (1) If a student attends classes in the 
north and central regions, or in the southern region of 
Appalachia; (2) If a student is at the beginning, 
intermediate, or advanced level in the Appalachian Adult 
Basic Education Program; (3) If a student is white or 
black ; (4) If a student is male or female; and (5) 
If a student is in the age bracket of 18-25, 26 - 35, 
36-45 , 46 - 55, 56 -65, or 66 and over . On th e basis of 
the demographic c h aracteristics compared in this 
analysis, it appears to make little difference whether a 
student attends ABE classes in centers of high urban-
ization, medium urganization, or low urbanizat ion . 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDENT GO AL ORIENTATION , ACHIEVEMENT 
S ATISFACTION AND BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATIONS 
Chapter IV has two basic divisions: th e first deals 
with g oal orientation and achievement satisfaction of 
Appalachian ABE students; a n d th e second with ABE Program 
effec t o n selec t ed behavioral characteristics of students. 
In addition, information is include d r egarding student 
attitudes towa rd ce rtain aspec ts of th e program, a nd 
st ude nt use of lei su r e time . 
Student goal orientation and achievement satisfaction, 
it i s suggested, are relevant conside r ation s for Appalachian 
ABE admi ni s tr a tors. A know led ge of t he goals s t udents 
seek to achieve , and an understanding abo ut which s tud en t 
goals are b e in g satisfied mos t by the ABE Pr og r am , seem 
t o be prerequisite bef ore : ( 1 ) a clear statement of 
objectives which accurately reflect th e real purposes 
of the organi za tion may be articulated; ( 2) jud gments 
can be made rega rding the suitabi l ity of organizati onal 
purposes in terms of gene r ati n g socie t al appr oval a n d 
l egi timation; and (3) meas ure me nt of organizati onal 
pe rf o rm ance ca n be co nd uc t ed in terms of operat i onal 
goals rather than s tat ed, prede t e r mined ob je ct ives which 
may n o t accurat e ly reflect the true effor t s of the 
organizat ion in serving it s c lientele . 
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An explora ti o n of program effect on se l ected behav -
ioral c h a racteris tic s is presen t ed i n this chapter as a 
possible app ro ach t o measuring o r ganiza ti onal p erfo rman ce 
in t e rms of st udent behavioral change . Admittedly, the 
behavioral characteri s ti cs se l ec t ed fo r analysis in this 
study may not be th e most desirable in terms of addit i o n al 
insigh ts gai n ed ; however, it is s ug gested that a similar 
app r oach be u sed in future studies which foc u s more 
direc tly o n th e instructional program an d it s effect on 
s tude nt behavior. 
S tudent use of leisure time, as a fo rm of studen t 
behavio r, appears t o have some relevancy in understanding 
t he ki nds of adu lt s who participate in ABE c l asses . For 
this reason, and because other st udi es may choose t o focus 
more directly on lei sure time utili za ti o n as a manif esta -
tion of student behavior, a bri e f a nalys is is pre se nt e d 
re garding the samp l e s tudents wh o participated in this 
study . No at t empt is made , however, to document t he 
effec t of the ABE Program on s tudent use of leisure time . 
STUDENT GOAL ORI ENTATI ON AND ACHIEVEMENT SATISFACTION 
The same six v ariab l es of geographic r egion , deg r ee 
of urbanization, program level, r ace , sex and age are 
used as t he bases for analysis in this phase of the 
r esea r ch . Relationsh i ps are so u ght between these variables 
and goal s t a t emen ts which st ud en t s reacted t o durin g the 
interview si tu a tion . These goal s t atements are: 
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I. To l earn to read and write 
II. To work for a high school diploma 
III. To meet different people 
IV. To qualify for job training 
v. To help children with schoolwork 
VI. To get a job or a better job 
These six goal statements are also used as a basis for 
determining goal achievement sati sfaction among student 
populations in the Appalachian ABE Program. An i tern-
analysis computer program was applied to the data from 
the 217 respondents in an effo rt to determine and r ecord 
student responses which relate to student goal orientation 
and achievement sa ti sfaction. 
An inspection of the data presented in this section 
reveals the following information regarding the goal 
orientation and achievement sa tis faction of the sample of 
Appalachian ABE students analyzed on the basis of geographic 
region, degree of urb anization, program level, race, sex 
and age: 
I. Literacy Goal: To Learn to Read and Write 
(Tables 49 and 50) 
1. While only about half of the north 
and central region students claim 
an orientation toward the literacy 
goal of learning to read and write, 
94 % of the southern region students 
exhibit a literacy goal orientation . 
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Tab le 49 
STUDENT ORIENTATION TO LITERACY GOAL 
QUE STION : II I s the reason you come to these 
c l asses to learn to read and write? " 
N AND % IN EACH RESP ONS E CATEGORY 
TOTAL 
SAMPLE YES NO N. R. NUMBER OF 
SUB-GR OU PS N % N % N % RESPONDENTS 
North Region 36 50 36 50 72 
Central Region 39 49 40 51 79 
South Re gion 62 94 4 6 66 
High Urban- 53 62 32 38 85 
ization 
Medium Urban- 57 70 25 30 82 
ization 
Low Urba n- 27 54 23 46 50 
ization 
Beginning 56 95 3 5 59 
Level 
Int ermediate 51 64 29 36 80 
Level 
Advanced 30 38 48 62 78 
Leve l 
White Race 70 47 78 53 148 
Black Race 67 97 2 3 69 
Male Sex 52 75 17 25 69 
Fema l e Sex 85 57 63 43 148 
18-25 Age 21 45 26 55 47 
26 -35 Age 13 48 14 52 27 
36-45 Ag e 33 60 22 40 55 
46-55 Age 28 68 13 32 41 
56 - 65 Age 32· 86 5 14 37 
66 + Age 10 100 10 
ALL STUDENTS 137 63 80 37 217 
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Table 50 
STUDENT SAT ISFACTION WI TH ACHIE VEMENT 
OF LITERACY GOAL 
QUEST I ON : " Are you satisfied with th e 
way these classes help people 
t o l earn to read and wri t e? " 
N AND % IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT NUMBER 
SAMPLE SATISF I ED SATISFIED SATISF I ED N. R. OF RE-
SUB - GROUPS N % N % N % N % SP ON DENTS 
North Region 59 82 11 1 5 2 3 72 
Centra l Re g ion 69 87 9 11 1 1 79 
South Region 61 92 3 4 1 2 1 2 66 
Hi g h Urban- 72 85 9 11 2 2 2 2 85 
izati on 
Medium Ur ban - 71 87 11 13 82 
i zation 
Low Urban- 46 92 3 6 1 2 50 
iz ation 
Beginning L 52 88 5 8 1 2 1 2 59 
Level 
Interme di ate 70 88 9 11 1 1 80 
Lev el 
Advan ce d 67 86 9 12 2 2 78 
Level 
White Race 1 27 86 18 12 2 1 1 1 148 
Bla c k Race 62 90 5 . 8 1 1 1 1 69 
Male Sex 59 86 8 12 1 1 1 1 69 
Female Sex 130 88 1 5 10 2 1 1 1 148 
18-25 Age 36 77 9 19 2 4 47 
26-35 Age 24 89 3 11 27 
36-45 Age ' 5 1 93 J 5 1 2 55 
46 - 55 Age 37 90 4 1 0 41 
56 - 65 Age 33 89 3 8 1 3 37 
66 + Age 8 80 1 10 1 10 10 
ALL STUDENTS 189 87 23 11 3 1 2 1 217 
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In terms of achievement satisfaction, 
the north region students have the 
largest percentage (18%) which 
express some dissatisfaction with 
the program ' s assistance in achieving 
the literacy goal . 
2. On the basis of urbanization , the 
medium urbanized students exhibit the 
grea t est orientation (70% of t h e 
respon dents) goal . Low urban i zed 
students (46 %) express the least 
orientation to the literacy goal . A 
substan tial majo r ity at all levels of 
urbanization (85% to 92 %) express 
satisfaction with their literacy goal 
achievement . 
3 . Beginn ing leve l students (95 %) 
exhibit the greatest orientation to 
the li teracy goal ; intermedia t e 
level students are next with 64%; and 
advanced level students have the least 
literacy goal orie n tation at 38% . A 
substantial majority at all program 
levels (86 % to 88%) express satis -
faction with the program ' s ass i stance 
in achieving the literacy goal. 
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4. While only 47% of the white students 
express a literacy goal orien t ation, 
97% of the black students are oriented 
toward the goa l of learning to read 
and write. Both white and b l ack 
students have a high literacy goal 
achievemen t satisfaction, 86% and 
90% respectively. 
5. Three - fourths of the male students 
exhibit an orientation towards 
achievement of th e literacy goal, 
while only about half (57%) of the 
female students express the same 
orientation. A substantial majority 
of both males and females (86% and 
88% respectively) are satisfied with 
the program ' s assistance with literacy 
goal achiev eme nt . 
6 . The percentage of students exp r essing 
literacy goal oreintation increases 
as student age increases: 18-25 
(45%) ; 26-35 (48% ) ; 36-45 (60%); 
46-55 (68%); 56-65 (86%); and 66 or 
over (100 %) . Not only are the 18- 25 
year old students l east orien t ed 
toward the literacy goal , 23% of the m 
(more than any other age group) exhibit 
some dissatisfaction with the program's 




7. In all , appr o ximat e ly two-third s (63%) 
of the Appalachian ABE students exhibit 
a literacy goal 
one-third (37%) 
orientation, while about 
do not . In terms of goal 
achievement satisfaction, 87% are very 
satisfied, 11% are somewhat satisfied, 
and about 1 % are dissatisfied . 
High School Completion Goal : To Work for a 
High School Diploma (Tables 51 and 52) 
1 . Only 18% of north and central region 
students do not have a high school com-
pletion goal orientation; h oweve r, 44 % of 
the southern Appalachian students are not 
oriented toward working for a high school 
diploma or its equ ivalency. In terms of 
goal achievement satisfaction, a substantial 
majority in all three geographic regions 
(86 % to 91%) are satisfied with the program ' s 
assistance with achievement of the high 
school completion goal. 
2 . Hi gh urbanized s tude nt s (58%) exhibit th e 
l eas t orientation tow a rd comp leting high 
school, while a greater percentage of 
medium (84%) and low (86 %) urbanized s tuden t s 
express an orientation toward the high school 
completion goal. Also, hi g h urbanized 
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Tabl e 51 
STUDENT ORIENTATION TO HIGH SCHOOL 
COMPLETION GOAL 
QUESTION : " Is th e reason you come to 
these classes to work for a 
high school diploma?" 
N L\ND % IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL 
SAMP LE YES NO N.R. NUMBER OF 
.::.S-=U-'-'B'---'C'-': R:..:.'-.::.0..:.U-=--P-'S _ _ _ _ ..:.t '-'' _ _ .:.:c% _ __ N1:... _ _ .:::% _ _ __ __:_:_N __ _;%.::...• ___ --=.R.:..::,E::..:S::..:P:......:::.O.::...N-=D-=E:.c.N.:....;T::...::..S 
No r th Region 
Ce ntr a l Region 
Sou t h Re~ i on 
Hi gh Urban -
iz a tion 
Med i u m Urb a n-
i za tion 
Low Urban -
i za tion 
Begi nning 
Leve l 




Whit e Ra ce 
Black Ra ce 
1'·1a l e Sex 
Female Sex 
18- 2 5 Age 
26- 3 5 AgE! 
3 6 -4 5 Ag e 
4 6 -55 Age 
56- 65 Age 
















23 8 5 
39 71 
30 7 3 
2 3 • 6 2 
6 60 
161 74 










































STUDENT SAT I SFACTION WITH ACHIEVEMENT 
OF HIGH SCHOOL COMPLE TION GOAL 
QUESTION: "Are you sa t is f ied with t h e way 
these classes help people t o 
work for a high schoo l dip l oma? " 
N AND % I N EACH RESPONSE CATEGO RY TOTAL 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT NU:'-1BER 
SAMPLE SATI SFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED N. R. 
OF RE-
SUB -GROUP S 
N % N % N % l\ z SP ON DE NTS 
Nort h Re g i on 62 86 9 13 1 1 72 
Central Regi on 69 87 8 1 0 2 3 79 
So ut h Reg ion 60 91 2 3 4 6 66 
Hi gh Urban- 71 84 9 11 5 6 85 
ization 
Medium Urba n- 77 94 5 6 82 
ization 
Low Urban- 43 86 5 10 2 4 50 
ization 
Beg inning L 50 85 4 7 5 8 59 
Level 
Int e r mediate 7 3 9 1 7 9 80 
Le ve l 
Advanced 68 87 8 10 2 3 78 
Level 
Whi te Race 132 89 1 4 9 2 1 148 
Black Race 59 86 5 7 5 7 69 
Male Sex 61 88 4 6 4 6 69 
Fem a l e Sex 1 30 88 1 5 10 3 2 1 48 
1 8-25 Age 43 91 4 9 47 
26-35 Age 21 78 5 1 9 1 4 27 
36 - 45 Age ' 5 2 95 2 4 1 2 55 
46 - 55 Age 3 8 93 2 5 1 2 41 
56 - 65 Age 30 81 5 14 2 5 37 
66 + /'.~ 7 70 1 10 2 20 - 10 
/\LL STUDE NTS 19 1 88 19 9 7 3 217 
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students have the largest percentage (17 %) 
which express some dissatisfaction with the 
program ' s assistance in high school 
completion goal achievement . 
3 . While 86% and 82%. respectively, of the 
intermediate and advanced le vel stu dents 
are oriented toward the high school 
complet ion goal , only 47% of the beginning 
l evel st ud ents have the same orientation. 
A substantial majority at all three 
program levels (85% to 91%) are satisfied 
with the program's assistance in high 
school completion goal achievement ; 
however , 15 % of the beginning level s tudent s 
do exhibit some dissatisfaction . 
4 . A greater percentage of white student s 
(80%) than black st ud e nts (62%) are oriented 
toward achi evement of the high school 
completion goal; however, a greate r per-
centage of black students (14%) exp r ess 
some dissatisfaction with the program ' s 
assistance in its achievement . 
5 . More females (78%) than males (67%) are 
orien t e d t oward ach ieveme nt of the 
high school completion goal . Bot h males 
and females , however , exhibit the same 
degree (88%) of sa tisfacti on with th e 
program ' s efforts to help students complete 
high school . 
III . 
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6 . With few exceptions , the orientation 
toward the high school completion goal 
decreases as the student age increases: 
18-25 (85%) 
46-55 (73%) 
26-35 (85%); 36-45 (71%) 
56 - 65 (62%); and 66 and 
over (60%) . Twenty- t h r ee percent of 
the 26-35 age group , 19% of the 56 - 65 
age gro u p , and 30% of the 66 p l us age 
group exhibit some dissatisfaction with 
the prog r am ' s assistan ce with high 
school completion goal achievemen t . 
7 . About three - fourths (74%) of all 
appalachian ABE students exhibit a high 
school completion goal o r ientation, 
while approximately one - fourth (26%) 
do not. In terms of goal achievement 
satisfac t ion, 88% are very satisfied , 
9% are somewhat satisfied, and 3% are 
dissatisfied . 
A Social Goal : To Meet Different People 
(Tables 53 a n d 54) 
1 . Only 22% of the north region students, 
18% of th e south region students , and 
11% of the central region students 
exhibit an orientation toward the social 
goal of meeting different people. In 
terms of goal achievement satisfaction, 
24% of t h e north students , 23% of the 
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Table 53 
STUDENT ORIENTATION TO SOCIAL GOAL 
OF MEETING DIFFERENT PEOPLE 
QUESTION : 
S ANPLE 
SU 3 - GR OUP S 
No rth Reg j on 
Ce ntral Reg i o n 
South Re gi o n 
Hi g h Urb a n-
iz a ti o n 
Me dium Urban-
ization 
L ow Urb a n-
iz a ti o n 
Begi nnin g 
Le v e l 
Int e r me diate 
Lev e l 
Ad vanc e d 
Le vel 
Wh it e Race 
Bl ack Ra ce 
Ma l e S e x 
Fem a l e Sex 
18-25 Age 
26-35 Age 
36-45 Ag e 
46-55 Ag e 
56-65 Age 
66 + Ag e 
ALL STUDEN TS 
"Is the reason you come to these 
classe s to meet different people?" 
N AND % I N EACH RESPONSE CATE GORY 
YES 
N % 
16 2 2 
9 11 











































NU MBER OF 










1 4 8 
6 9 
69 










STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH ACHIEVEMENT 
OF SOCIAL GOAL 
QUESTION: "Are you satisfied with the way 
these c las ses help people to 
meet different people?" 
N AND % EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL NO. 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT OF 
SAMPLE SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED N. R. RESPONDENTS 
SUB-GROUPS N % N % N % N % 
North Region 55 76 13 18 4 6 72 
Central Re gio n 61 77 12 15 6 8 79 
South Region 60 91 6 9 66 
High Urba n- 65 76 15 18 5 6 85 
ization 
Medium Urban- 70 85 11 13 1 1 82 ization 
Low Urban- 41 82 5 10 4 8 50 ization 
Beginning 51 86 3 5 5 8 59 
Level 
Inte rmediate 62 78 17 2 1 1 1 80 Leve l 
Advanced 63 81 11 14 4 5 78 Level 
White Race 114 77 26 18 8 5 148 
Black Race 62 90 5 7 2 3 69 
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Table 54 (Continued) 
N AND % EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL NO. 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT OF 
SAMPLE SATISFI ED SATISFIED SATISFIE D N. R. RESPONDENTS 
SUB-G ROUPS .N % N % N % 
Male 57 83 9 13 3 4 69 
Sex 
Female 119 80 2 2 15 7 5 148 
Sex 
18-25 Age 31 66 14 30 2 4 47 
26-35 Age 21 78 3 11 3 11 27 
36 - 45 Age 45 82 9 16 1 2 55 
46 - 55 Age 39 95 2 5 41 
56-65 Age 33 89 1 3 3 8 37 
66 + Ag e 7 70 2 20 1 10 10 
All 176 81 31 14 10 5 217 
STUDENTS 
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central students and 9% of the south 
students express some dissatisfaction 
with the program ' s assistance in achiev-
ing the social goal. 
2. A substantial percentage of the high 
urbanized students (86%) , medium ur-
banized students (80%), and low urbaniz-
ed students (82 %) do not exhibit an orien-
tation towards achievement of the social 
goal of meeting diffe r ent people . How-
ever, 76% of the high urbanized students, 
85 % of the medium urbanized students and 
82% of the low urbanized students do ex-
press satisfaction with the way A . B.E . 
classes help them to meet different 
people. 
3. Almost a third (29%) of the beginning 
level students express an orientation 
towards achievement of the social goal . 
A lesser percentage of the students at 
the intermediate level (11 %) and advanc-
ed level students (14%) exhibit t he 
same goal orientation. In terms of 
goal achievement satisfaction, 86% of 
the beginning level students, 78% of 
the intermediate level students, and 
81 % of the advanced level students are 
satisfied with the program's assistance 
in achieving the goal of meeting differ-
ent people. 
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4. A g r ea t e r percentage of black stud e nt s 
(22 %) than whi t e st udent s (15%) ex -
hibit a social goal o ri e nt ation . Sim-
ilarly, 90 % of the black s tud en ts and 
77% of the whit e s tuden t s are sat i s -
fied wi th the program's assistance with 
th e soc ial goal achievement. 
5 . A g r ea t e r percentage of t he ma l e stu-
dents (87 %) th a n the female s tud e nt s 
(81%) are n o t oriented toward soc ial 
goa l achiev ement . However, 20% of 
th e fema l es and 17% of t he males ex-
hibit some dis sa tisfaction with the 
program's assistance in achieving th e 
goa l of meetin g dif f e rent people. 
6 . With th e except i on of th e 18-25 age 
g rou p , th e pe r cen t age of s tud en t s 
o rient e d towa r ds achievement of th e 
soc i al goal increases as s tud e nt a ge 
increases: 18-25 ( 21%) ; 26 -35 (0%); 
36 -4 5 (13 %); 46 - 55 (15 %); 56 -65 (27%); 
a nd 66 or over (40 %) . Students in 
t he 46 -5 5 age gro up exh ibit t he g r ea t-
est pe r centage (95%) who are sa tisfi ed 
with the prog r am ' s assistance with 
ach i e v e me nt of the socia l goa l . 
7. In al l, only 17% of th e Appalachian 
Ad ult Bas i c Education s tud e nt s are 
oriente d t owa rd the soc ial goa l, whil e 
83% are not . In t e rms of goa l achieve -
me nt satisfaction, 81% are v e r y satisfied, 
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14 % are somewhat satisfied, and 5% 
are dissatisfied. 
IV. ~ Vocational Goal: To Qualify for Job 
Training (Tables 55 and 56) 
1. While only about half of the sout h 
region students (56 %) are oriented 
toward th e vocational goad of quali-
fying fo r job training, 62% and 74%, 
respectively, of the central and 
northern students exhibit a voca-
tional goal orientation . 22% of 
the northern students , 32% of the 
central students and 14 % of th e 
southern students express some dis-
satisfaction with the pro g r am ' s 
assistanc e in achievement of the 
vocational goal . 
2. Approximately a third of the high 
and medium urbanized students (34%) 
a r e not oriented toward s achievement 
of the vocational goal, while 42% 
of the low urbanized students do 
not exp r ess vocational goal orient-
a tion. About three-fourths of high, 
medium a n d low urbanized s tudents 
(74 %, 79% a nd 76 % respectivel y) 
exhib it high goal achievement satis-
faction . 
3 . Wh ile only half of the beginning level 
studen t s ( 49%) exh ibit vocational goal 
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Table 55 
STUDENT ORIENTATION TO VOCAT IONAL GOAL 
OF QUAL IFYING FOR JOB TRAINING 
QUESTION : II Is the reason you come to th ese 
classes to q ualify for job 
training? " 
-----
N AND % IN Ei\CH RESPONSr: CATEGORY TOTAL 
SAMPLE YES NO N. R. N UMRF.R OF 
SUR - GROUPS N % N % N % RESPmrnENTS 
North Re gio n 53 74 19 26 72 
Central Region 49 62 30 38 79 
South Region 37 56 29 44 66 
High Urban- 56 66 29 34 85 
ization 54 66 28 34 82 
Medium Urban- 54 66 28 34 82 
ization 
Low Urban- 29 58 21 42 50 
ization 
Beginning 29 49 30 51 59 
Level 
Int ermediate 58 73 22 28 80 
Lev e l 
Advance d 52 67 26 33 78 
Level 
White Race 103 70 45 30 14 8 
Black Race 36 52 33 47 1 1 69 
Male Sex 41 59 28 41 69 
Female Sex 98 66 50 34 1 48 
1 8 - 25 Age 32 68 15 32 47 
26-35 Age 15 56 1 2 44 27 
36 - 45 Age 45 82 10 1 8 55 
46 - 55 Age 29 71 12 29 41 
56-65 Age 15 ' 41 22 59 37 
66 + Ag e 3 30 7 70 10 
ALL STUDENTS 139 64 78 36 217 
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Table 56 
STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH ACHIEVEMENT 
OF THE VOCATIONAL GOAL 
QUESTION: "A r e you satisfied with the way 
t hese classes qu alify peop l e for 
job training?" 
N AND % IN EACH RE SPONS E CATEGORY TOT AL ---- ------
VERY SONEIWAT NOT NU MliE R 
S A'. i? LE SATI S FI ED SATTS FJ ED SATI SFIED N.R. OF RE-
SUB-GROllPS N % I~ % N % N % SP ON DEN TS 
No r th Rc p, ion 55 76 10 14 6 8 1 1 72 
Ce ntr a l Ree i o n 54 68 23 29 2 3 79 
South Re gi o n 57 86 6 9 3 5 66 
Hig h Urban- 63 74 20 24 2 2 85 
ization 
Me dium Urban- 65 79 14 17 2 2 1 1 82 
izati o n 
Low Urban- 38 76 5 10 7 14 50 
izati.on 
Beg inn i n g L 46 78 9 15 4 7 5 9 
Le vel 
Interme diat e 64 80 16 20 80 
Lev e l 
Advan ce d 56 72 14 18 7 9 1 1 78 
Lev e l 
\,' hit e Race 107 72 33 22 8 5 148 
Bl a c k Race 59 86 6 9 3 4 1 1 69 
i-: a l e Sex 50 72 16 23 3 4 69 
Fem al e S e x 116 78 23 16 8 5 1 1 148 
1 8-25 Age 32 68 14 30 1 2 47 
26-3 5 Ag e 17 63 7 26 3 11 27 
36- 45 Age ' 45 8 2 8 15 2 4 55 
46-55 Age 37 90 2 5 2 s 41 
56-65 Ag e 27 73 6 16 3 8 1 3 37 
66 + Ag e 8 80 2 20 10 --·--
ALL STUDENTS 1 66 76 39 18 11 5 1 1 217 
--- -
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orienta ti on , 73% and 67% respectively, 
of the intermediate and advanced l evel 
st udents indicate s uch an o r ien tati on . 
About one-fourth of t he advanced level 
student s (27%) express some dissa t is -
faction with the pr ogram ' s assis tan ce 
in ach ieving the vocationa l goa l of 
q u alifyi n g for job training . 
4 . A greater percentage of whi t e st ud en t s 
(70%) th a n black students (52%) are 
orien t ed t oward voca ti onal goal achieve-
ment . However, 27% of the white st udent s 
a nd o nly 1 3% of the black stude nts have 
some dissatisfaction with vocat i ona l goal 
achievement in the Appala chian ABE p r og r am . 
5 . Two -thirds of t he fema l e students (66%) 
and 59% of th e male s tuden t s exhibit an 
o ri en tati o n t owar d s a chievement of the 
vocation al goal . Twenty - seven per cent 
of the males and 2 1 per cen t of the 
fema l es express some dissatisfac t ion 
with the program's assistance with 
vocational goal achievement . 
6. A grea t e r percentage of s tud e nts in th e 
36 - 45 age g r oup (82%) are oriented 
toward vocational goal achievement than 
in a ny o ther age g roup. At l eas t about 
two-thirds of the st u dents are sati sfied 
v. 
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with the program's assistance in 
achieving the vocational goal . 
Thirty-seven per cent of the 26-35 
aged students and 32% of the 18-2 5 aged 
stude nt s exhibit some dissatisfac ti on . 
7 . Le ss than two-thirds of all Appalachian 
ABE st ude nts (64%) exhibit vocat i onal 
goal o ri entation , while 36% d o n ot . 
In terms of goal achi evement sat i sfac-
tion, 76% are very satisfied, 18% are 
somewhat satisfied , and about 5% are 
dissa ti sfied . 
A Family Goal: To Help Children With 
Schoolwork (Table s 57 and 58) 
1. A third of the southern students (33%) 
exhibit a family goa l orienta ti on of 
helping t hei r children with schoolwork , 
while 24% of the northern students and 
27% of th e centra l st udents express the 
same goal orien t ation. Ninety-two per 
cent of the southern students are 
satisfied with the program's assistance 
in achieving th e family goal, but o nl y 
71% of th e northern students and 75% 
of the cen tr al studen t s exhibit the 
same sati sfaction . 
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Table 57 
STUDENT ORI ENTATION TO FAMILY GOAL 




























66 + Ag e 
ALL STUDENTS 
" I s th e reason you come to 
these classes to help your 
children wi th schoolwork? " 
N AND% JN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
YES 
N % 































11 3 76 
43 62 
54 78 










































STUDENT SATISFACTION WITH ACHIEVEMENT 




North Regi on 























" Are you sat isfied with the 
way these classes help people 
to help their children wi t h 
schoolwork?" 
N AND % IN EACH RESP ONSE CATEGORY TOTAL 
NU1-ll3ER VERY SOMEI-JHAT NOT 
SATISFI [D SATISFIED SATISFIED N. R . OF RE-





























































111 75 25 17 9 6 3 2 148 
60 87 8 12 1 1 69 
53 77 10 1 4 5 7 1 1 69 
118 80 23 1 6 5 3 2 1 148 
33 70 7 15 5 1 1 2 4 47 
20 74 7 26 27 
"42 76 9 16 3 5 1 2 55 
37 90 4 10 41 
31 84 4 11 2 5 37 
8 80 2 20 10 66 + /'._;;~ --------------------------
ALL S'J'UIJENTS 171 79 33 15 10 5 3 1 217 
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2. As degree of urbanization decreases, 
the s tudent orien tation t o achieve -
ment of th e family goal increases : 
high urbanizati on (22%); Medium 
urbanization (28%) ; and low urban-
ization 36%). Twe nty- eight per cen t 
of the hi gh urbaniz e d s tu dents and 
14 % of th e medium and low urb anized 
s tud e nts express some di ssat i sfacti o n 
with the program' s assistanc e in 
achievi n g the family goal of helping 
child r e n with schoo lw ork . 
3 . Advanced level st udents exhibit th e 
least orientation t owa rd s t he fam ily 
goa l (23%) while abo ut the same per -
centage of interme diate and beginning 
leve l students express th e same goal 
orientation (31% and 29% r espective l y). 
In terms of goal achievement sati sfac t ion , 
ab ou t 80% of the students at all thre e 
p r ogram level s are satisfied wi th t he 
program ' s assistance with achievemen t of 
th e family goal . 
4. A grea t e r percentage of black s tudent s 
(36%) than white s tudent s (24%) express 
a fami l y goa l orient a ti on . S imil a rly , 
more black students E87%) th a n white 
st uden ts (75%) exhibit satisfacti o n with 
th e program ' s assistance in achieving 
the family goal . 
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5. More female students (30 %) than male 
students (22 %) are oriented toward 
achievement of the family goal. 
Nineteen per cent of both males and 
females express some dissatisfaction 
with the way the ABE classes he lp 
people to help t heir child r en with 
schoolwork . 
6. The percentage of st ud ents expressing 
a fami l y goal orientation is highest 
in the age groups 26 - 35 (37%) and 
36 -4 5 (35%). Twenty-six per cent of the 
18-25 and 26-35 aged s tudents , as well 
as 21% of the students in the 36 - 45 age 
group, expres s some dissatisfaction with 
th e program ' s assis tan ce with ach ievement 
of the family goal . 
7. A substanti al majori t y (71%) of th e 
Appalachian ABE students are not oriented 
toward achievement of the family goal , while 
only 28% are. However, 79% are very 
satisfied , 15 % somewhat satisfied and 
about 5% dissatisfied with the way the 
program assists people in family goal 
achievemen t . 
VI. 
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An Employment Goal : To Get a Job or a 
Better Job (Tables 59 and 60) 
1. A similar percentage of north (72%), 
cent ral (72%) and south (70%) re gion 
students express an orientation toward 
ach ievement of th e employment goal 
of getting a job or a better job . 
Satisfaction with the program 's 
assis tance in achieving the employment 
goal is highest among southern students 
(94%), with a comparable perce nt age of 
n or th (83%) and cen tral (82%) students 
expressing satisfaction. 
2 . High urbanized, medium urbanized, and 
l ow urb anized s tud ents express 
comparable orien tati on toward achieve-
ment of the employment goa l (72%, 72% 
and 70%, respectively). Similarly, 
89% of the low urbanized students and 
82% of the high urbanized students are 
satisfied with the assistance with 
achievement of the employment improve-
ment goal . 
3 . While 83% of the intermediate l evel and 
71% of the advanced level students 
exhibit an employment goal orientation, 
only 58% of the beginning level students 
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Table 59 
STUDENT ORIENTATION TO GOAL OF 




























66 + Age 
ALL STUDENTS 
" Is the reason you come to 
these classes to ge t a job 
or a better j ob? " 





































































2 1 7 
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Table 60 
STUDENT SATI SFACTION WITH ACHIEVEMENT 
OF EMPLOYMENT IMPROVEMENT GOAL 
QUESTION : 
SUB-GROUPS 
" Are you satisfied wi th the 
way these c lasses help people 
to get a _iob or a better j ob?" 
N AND% IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL 
VERY SOMEWHAT NOT NUMBER 
SATISFIED SATISFIED SATlSFIEU N. R. OF RE-
N % N % N % N % SPONDENTS 
Norlh Region 60 83 8 11 4 6 72 
Central Re gion 65 82 13 16 1 1 79 
South Reg i O . ..c.i~l ____ 6_2 ___ 9_4 ___ 3 _ __ 5_______ 1 __ 2____ 6 _6 __ 















Femnl e Sex 
73 89 6 7 2 2 1 1 82 
44 88 3 6 3 6 50 
53 90 6 10 59 
71 89 9 11 80 
63 81 9 12 5 6 1 1 78 
124 84 19 13 4 3 1 1 148 
63 91 5 7 1 1 69 
57 83 12 17 69 
130 88 12 8 5 3 1 1 148 
18-25 Age 37 79 10 21 47 
26-35 Age 22 81 3 1 1 2 7 27 
36-45 Age ' 49 89 4 7 2 4 55 
46-55 Age 39 95 2 5 41 
56-65 Age 33 89 3 8 1 3 37 
66 + Age 7 70 2 20 1 1 0 10 ~--:..::.,:,. __.::._ ______________________________ _ 
ALL STUDENTS 187 86 24 11 5 2 1 1 217 
have the same orientation . Eighteen 
per cent of the advanced level students, 
and a lesser percentage of beginning 
and intermediate level students express 
some dissatisfaction with the program's 
assistance in helping people to get a 
job or a better job. 
4 . While 76% of the white students have an 
employment goal orientation, only 62% 
of the black student s express the same 
desire to improve their employment status . 
However, more black students (91%) than 
white students (84%) are satisfied with 
the program's assistance with achievement 
of the employment goal. 
5 . More male students (75%) than female students 
(70%) exhibit an employment goal orientation. 
However,fewer male students (83%) than female 
students (88%) are satisfied with the 
program's assistance in improving their 
employment status . 
6 . On the basis of student age , the 
following percentage of students express 
an empl oyment goa l orientation: 18-25 
(79%); 26-35 (70%); 36-45 (85%) ; 4~-55 
(73%); 56 - 65 (51%); and 66 or over (30%). 
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The highest percentage is evidenced in 
the 36-45 age group. The highest 
perce n tage of students expressing some 
dissatisfaction with the program's 
assis t ance with achievement of the 
employment goal is in the 18-25 age group 
( 2 1 %) . 
7 . In all, 71% of the Appalachian ABE 
st ud e nt s are oriented towards achieve -
men t of t he employment goal of getting 
a job or a better job . In te r ms of 
goal achievement satisfaction , 86% 
are very satisfied , 11% are somewhat 
sa t isfied and only about 2% a r e 
dissatisfied. 
The rank order of goal preference by Appalachian ABE 
students (Table 6 1 ) and the rank order of their goal 
achi evement satisfaction (Tab l e 62) r eveal some interesting 
information in te r ms of the goal orientation and achieve -
ment satisfaction of the different sample subgroups used 
in this analysis . Achievement of the literacy goal is 
the first goal preference of the south region students, 
the beginning level students, the black students , the male 
student s , and the students in t he age gro ups of 56-65 and 
66 or over . However , in terms of sa t isfaction with the 
program ' s assistance in achieving the lite r acy goal, it 
is selected first by the central region students, high and 
Region 
GOAL STATEMENT N C s 
To Learn to Read and Write 4 4 l 
To Work for a High School 
Diploma 1 1 3 
To Meet Diffe r ent People 6 6 6 
To Qualify for Job Training 2 3 3 
To Help Children with School-
work 5 5 5 
To Get a Job or a Better Job 3 2 2 
Table 61 
RANK ORDER OF GOAL PREFERENCE BY 
APPALACHIAN ABE STUDENTS 
SAMPLE SUBGROUPS ' RANK ORDER OF GOAL PREFERENCE 
Degree of 
Urbani- Program 
zation Level Race Sex Age 
H M L B I A w B M F 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 
3 3 4 2 4 4 4 l l 4 4 4 4 4 
4 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 l 
6 6 6 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 
2 4 3 6 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 





















To Learn to Read and write 
To Work for a High School 
Diploma 
To Meet Different People 
To Qualify for Job Training 
To Help Children with School-
work 
To Get a Job or a Better Job 
Table 62 
RANK ORDER OF GOAL ACHIEVEMENT SATISFACTION BY 
APPALACHIAN ABE STUDENTS 
SAMPLE SUBGROUPS I RANK ORDER CF GOI\L ACHIEVEMEm' SATISFACTION 
Degree of 
Urbani- Program 
Region zation Level Race Sex Age 
N C s H M L B I AW B M F 1 8-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56- 65 66+ 
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 4 1 1 
1 1 4 2 l 3 4 1 1 1 6 1 l l 3 1 3 5 4 
4 4 4 4 4 5 3 5 3 4 2 3 4 6 3 4 1 1 4 
4 6 6 5 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 4 4 6 1 
6 5 2 6 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 6 4 4 1 















low u r bani ze d s tudent s , fema l e students, and students in 
the age g r oups 26-3 5 , 56-65 and 66 o r ove r. 
The high school complet ion goa l is the f irst goal 
preference o f mo r e sample s ub g roups than any o th er : north 
a nd central r eg ion students , me diu m and low urbaniz ed 
s tudents, intermediate and a d vanced l evel s tudent s, white 
s tudents, female s tu dents, and students in the age g r oups 
18-25 , 26 - 35 , and 46-55 . In terms of goa l a ch i evemen t 
sa ti sfaction , the high school completion goal was c hose n 
fi r s t by n o rth a nd central re g ion students , medium 
urbanized st ud en t s , intermedia t e and advanced level studen t s , 
white students , male a nd fema l e students , a n d studen ts in t he 
age g roup s 18-2 5 a nd 36-45 . More samp l e Appalachi a n ABE 
subg r o ups , then , a ttend ABE classes t o achieve th e high 
school completion goal, and more subgr o up s are satisfied 
with the program ' s assistance i n achievin g the hi gh schoo l 
comp letion goa l than with any other . 
The employment improvement goal i s the first goal 
preference of high urbani zed students, mal e students , and 
s tuden ts in th e age groups of 36-4 5 and 46 -5 5. Sou th 
region students, beginning leve l students , bla ck s tud e nts 
a nd st ud en t s in the age groups 46-55 and 56-65 se l ec t ed th e 
employment goa l as th e one which t hey are most satisfied 
wi t h in terms of the program ' s achieveme nt assistance . 
The rank o rd e r of goal preference by the t o t al ABE 
s tude nt population i s as fo llows : 
1. To wo rk for a high school dipl om a 
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2 . To get a job or a better job 
3 . To qualify for job training 
4. To learn to read and write 
5 . To help children with schoolwork 
6 . To mee t different people 
While students appear to exhibit the g r eatest orienta-
tion toward achievemen t of the high school completion goal , 
th e empl oymen t improvement goa l, and th e vocational goa l; 
they a re most satisfied with the program's assistan ce in 
achievin g the high school comp l e ti on goal , t he literacy goal 
and the employment goa l. The most drastic discrepancy 
between goal preference and goa l achievement satisfact i on 
is i n terms of the vocational goal : ranked th i rd in 
t e rm s of goa l prefe r ence , the vocat i ona l goa l is six t h 
in terms of goal achievement satisf ac ti o n. Similarly, 
the li t eracy goa l with a goa l preference ranking of fourth 
is ranked second on the bas is of the program 's assistance 
in goa l achievemen t. In the final analysis , however , the 
most significant conclusi on is that more students attend 
ABE classes t o complete a high school education th an fo r 
any ot her reason ; and more s tuden t s are sa ti sf ied with 
this aspect of the program's efforts than with a n y other . 
Students who attend Appalachian Adult Basic Education 
classes g enerally hav e a very hi g h regard fo r the instr u c -
tional program . Table 63 (St u dent Attitudes Regarding 
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Table 63 
STUDENT ATTITUDES REGARDING 
ABE CLASS ATTENDANCE 
QUESTION: " Do you like to come t o 
these classes? " 
N AND % IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
LIKE TO LIKE TO DON' T TOTAL 
SAMPLE VERY SOME- LI KE TO NUMBER OF 
SUB-GROUPS MUCII WHAT VE RY MUCH N. R. RESPO:~DENTS 
i~ 
., 
lo N % N % N % ···----· 
North Rc.>gion 65 90 5 7 2 3 72 
Centra) Region 74 94 5 6 79 
South Re sion 64 97 2 3 66 
Hi g h Urban- 80 94 3 4 2 2 85 
i zat i on 
Medium Urban - 77 94 5 6 82 
ization 
Low Urban - 46 92 4 8 50 
ization 
Beginnin g 57 97 2 3 59 
Leve l 
Intermediate 75 94 5 6 80 
Leve l 
Ad vanced 71 91 5 6 2 3 78 
Level 
White Race 13 6 92 1 0 7 2 1 148 
Black R.-:ice 67 97 2 3 69 
Male Sex 67 97 1 1 1 1 69 
Fema l e Sex 136 92 11 7 1 1 148 
1 8 - 25 Age 39 83 6 13 2 4 47 
26 - 35 Age 24 89 3 1 1 27 
3 6 - 45 Age 55 100 55 
46-55 Age 41 100 41 
56-65 Age 34 92 3 8 37 
66 + Ag e 10 1 00 10 
ALL STUDE NTS 203 94 1 2 6 2 1 217 
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ABE c lass Attendance), Table 64 (Student Attitudes 
Regardi n g Interest Level of ABE Classes), Table 65 
(Student Attitudes Regardin g Va lu e of ABE Class Part-
icipation) and Table 66 (Student Appraisal of ABE 
Classes) will reflect that a s ub stantial majority of 
ABE students have positive attitudes regarding the 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program. In 
response to the question : " Do you like to come to these 
classes? " 94% replied that they liked to very much, 6% 
said they liked to somewhat , and less than 1 % indi cated 
that they did not like to very mu ch . Eighty-nine 
per cent of all Appalachian ABE students thin k their 
classes are very i n teresting , 10% think they are some -
what interesting, and about 1% d on ' t think t hey are 
interesting . In terms of class participation, 94 % of 
the st udent s feel that the classes are wor th the time 
and effo rt expended , while 5% a r e n o t su r e and less than 
1 % think they are time wasted . In appraising their 
ABE classes on a scale of excel l ent, good , fair o r poo r , 
a similar percentage spread i s generally in evidence 
regardless of the independent variable used as the basis 
of analysis . Thirty-seven per cent of all students 
rated their classes as "excellent," 50% said they a re 
" goo d, " 12% gave the classes a " fair " rating, and less 
than 1% r a ted them as "p oo r." Generally , Appala ch ian 
ABE students enjoy attending classes, think th e ir classes 
are very interesting, feel that ABE class participation 
is wor th their time and effort , and extend an "exc e llent" 




STUDENT ATTI TUDES REGA RDI NG I NTEREST 
LEVEL OF ABE CLAS SES 
QUESTION : 
SAMPLE 














Advanc e d 
Level 
White Race 
"D o you thin k your classes are : 
ve r y interes ting , somewha t 
int eres ti ng , o r not in t ere s ting? " 
N AND % IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY TOTAL 
NUMBER 
VERY OF RE-
SATISFI ED SATISFIED SATISFIED N. R. 
SOMEHHAT NOT 




















































129 87 1 8 12 1 1 148 
Black Ra~c~e::_ _____ 6~4 _ ____,,9~3"--_ _::i:4 __ ~6.,___-=l:.,.._ _ ___:::.l _____ __,;::;6~9 __ _ 
Male Sex 69 91 6 9 69 




46 - 55 Age 
56 - 65 Age 
66 + Age 
ALL STUDENTS 
37 79 9 19 1 2 47 
25 93 2 7 27 
52 95 3 5 55 




6 16 1 3 37 
10 
22 10 2 1 217 
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Table 65 
STUDENT ATTIT UDE S REGARDING VALUE 
OF ABE CLASS PARTICIPATION 
QUESTION : " Do you fee l th at these classes 
ar e worth vo ur time and effort? " 
N AND % IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
TOTAL 
SAMPLE NOT SURE YES NO N. R. NUMBER OF 
SUB -GROUPS N % N % N % N ~ RESfQNDENJ'S 
North Region 7 10 64 89 1 1 72 
Cen tral Regl on 1 1 78 99 79 
South Region 3 5 63 95 66 
High Urban - 7 8 77 91 1 1 85 
izat ion 
Medium Urb an - 4 5 78 95 82 
ization 
Low Urban- 50 100 50 
iz .-:it ion 
Begi nning 4 7 55 93 59 
Leve l 
Int ermed iate 3 4 77 96 80 
Level 
Adv ance d 4 5 73 94 1 1 78 
Leve l 
White Race 8 5 139 94 1 1 148 
Black Race 3 4 66 96 69 
Mal e Sex 6 9 63 91 69 
Female Sex 5 3 142 96 1 1 148 
18-25 Age 5 11 41 87 1 2 47 
26-35 Age 27 100 27 
36-45 AgQ 2 4 53 96 55 
46-55 Age 1 2 40 98 41 
56 - 65 Age 3 8 34 92 37 
66 + Age 10 100 10 
ALL STU DEN TS 11 5 205 94 1 1 217 
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Table 66 
STUDEN T APPRAISAL OF AB E CLASSES 
QUESTION : " I n general , h ow wo u l d yo u ra t e 
yo u r classes? " 
N AN D % I N EACH RESPONSE CATEG ORY 
TOT AL 
SAMP LE EXCE L . GOO D FAIR P OOR N. R. NUMBER 
SUB - GROUP S N % N % N % N % N % 
North Region 22 3 1 40 56 8 11 2 3 72 
Centr a l Region28 35 42 53 9 11 79 
South Rc13ion 3 0 45 26 39 10 1 5 66 
High Urban - 30 35 39 46 1 4 1 6 2 2 85 
ization 
Medium Urban - 36 4 4 36 44 1 0 1 2 82 
izat i on 
Low Urban - 1 4 28 33 66 3 6 so 
izati on 
Beginning 2 1 36 27 46 11 1 9 59 
Level 
Intermediate 32 40 38 48 9 1 1 1 1 80 
Level 
Advanc e d 27 35 43 55 7 9 1 1 78 
Level 
White Race 47 32 85 57 14 9 2 1 148 
Black Race 33 48 23 33 1 3 1 9 69 
Ma l e Sex 21 30 4 3 62 4 6 1 1 69 
Female Sex 59 4 0 65 44 23 1 6 1 1 148 
18- 25 Age 15 32 27 57 3 6 2 4 47 
26 - 35 Age 1 2 4 ~ 1 3 48 2 7 27 
36-45 Age 1 8 33 30 55 7 13 55 
46-55 Age 19 46 16 39 6 15 41 
56-65 i\ge 11 30 18 49 8 22 37 
66 + Ag<! 5 5 0 4 40 1 1 0 10 
ALL STUDENTS 80 37 108 so 27 1 2 2 1 217 
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BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATIONS OF STUDENTS 
The two basic questions which this phase of the 
study seeks to answer are: (1) What effect has the 
Appalachian ABE Program had on selected student behavior? 
and (2) How do Appalachian ABE s tu dents u se their leisure 
time? In attempting to answer th e firs t q u estion, the 
student sample was asked to respond to the following items: 
(1) Do you take a newspaper at home? (2) Do you 
have a T. V. set at home? (3) Do you have a driver's 
license? (4) Did you vote in th e last national election? 
(5) When did you last have a physical examination? 
(6) Do you have a library card? and (7) When did you 
last visit a public library? Where appropriate , the 
response categories to these items were designed to see if 
behavior in these areas had changed since ABE class 
par ti cipation. For example , the response ca t egories for 
the last item are : I have never visited a public library 
before I started these classes and after I started these 
classes . As Table 67 (Selecte d Behavioral Characteristics 
of Students) indicates, the six variables of geographic 
region , degree of urbanization, program level, race, sex , 
and age are employe d as the bases for analysis in this 
aspect of the st udy. 
An inspection of the data presented in Table 67 
reveals the follow in g information regarding the selected 
behavioral characteristics of Appalachian ABE students . 
1. While 25% of the north region students , 





( 1) 1'ake a Newspaper at 
Home 
(la) No 25 
(lb) Yes (Before 
these classes) 69 
(le) Yes (After 
these classes) 6 
( 2) Ha ve a T.V. Set at 
Home 
(2a) No 4 
(2b) Yes (Before 
these classes) 90 
(2c) Yes (After 
these classes) 6 
( 3 ) Have a Dri ver ' s 
License 
(Ja) No 54 
(3b ) Yes (Before 
these classes) 4 4 
(Jc) Yes (After 
these classes) l 
(4 ) Vote in Last 
National El ecti o n 
(4a) Yes 57 
(4b ) No 4 3 
(5 ) Last Have a 
Physical Exam 
(Sa) Never 7 
(Sb) Before these 
classes 72 
(Sc) After these 
class e s 21 
Tab l e 6 7 
SELECTED BEHAVIO RAL CHARACTE RISTICS OF STUDENTS 
PER CENT OF SAMPLE SUBGROUPS IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
Degree of 
Urbani- Program 
Reaion zation Level Race Sex Aqe 
C s H M L B I A w B M F 18- 25 26- 35 36-45 46- 55 56- 65 66+ 
19 20 28 13 22 31 19 17 21 22 25 20 34 19 11 15 22 50 
72 68 66 72 74 51 75 79 72 65 5 9 75 57 78 84 75 65 30 
9 12 6 15 4 19 6 4 7 13 1 6 5 9 4 5 10 13 20 
4 11 4 11 2 5 1 0 3 4 10 4 7 2 4 4 10 11 10 
92 85 91 85 94 90 86 92 92 84 87 91 87 93 95 90 84 80 
4 5 6 4 4 5 4 5 4 6 9 2 11 3 l 0 5 10 
30 38 4 8 34 38 51 48 26 36 49 29 46 5 3 22 27 37 51 80 
67 58 51 61 60 4 2 so 74 61 48 7 0 51 43 78 71 5 9 46 20 
3 5 l 5 2 7 2 0 3 3 l 3 4 0 2 4 3 0 
70 65 58 7 0 66 68 66 59 59 74 59 66 26 5 9 78 73 81 80 
30 35 4 2 3 0 34 32 34 41 4 1 26 4 1 34 74 41 2 2 27 1 9 20 
6 6 9 6 2 8 4 8 7 6 9 5 11 15 4 2 5 0 
87 86 73 85 92 75 84 86 83 80 84 81 83 81 75 88 86 80 





















(Ta ble 67 Continued) 
PER CENT OF 
BEHAVIORAL Degree of 
CHARACTERISTICS Urbani- Program 
AND RESPONSE Region z ation Level 
CATEGORIES N C s H M L B I A 
(6 ) Have a Library card 
(6a) No 83 72 88 75 88 78 90 80 74 
(6b) Yes (Before 
these classes) 14 23 5 22 5 16 8 13 21 
( Ge ) Yes (After 
these class es) 3 5 8 2 7 6 2 7 5 
(7) Last Visit a Public 
Library 
(7a) Never 29 32 59 35 48 32 5 3 36 32 
(7b) Defore A . B.E. 
Participation 61 56 24 53 38 56 27 50 62 
(7c) After A.B .E. 
Participation 10 13 17 12 15 12 20 14 6 
SAMPLE SUBGROUPS I N EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
Race Sex Aqe 
w B M F 1 8- 25 126- 35 36- 45 46- 55 56- 65 
76 90 83 80 85 85 75 73 84 
19 4 9 17 13 4 22 17 14 
5 6 9 3 2 11 3 10 2 
30 59 39 39 30 4 8 35 32 54 
60 22 43 so 62 33 58 46 32 





















31% of the beginning level students , 
25% of the male students, 34% of the 
18-25 aged st udent s a nd 50% of the 
studen ts 66 or over do not take a 
newspaper, a substantial majority of 
the ABE students do take a newspaper 
and have taken it before their in -
volvement in ABE classes . Nineteen 
of the beginning level students and 
20% of the students 66 or ove r in a ge 
have started t aking a newspaper since 
they started ABE instruction . Overall , 
21 % of the students do not take a new s -
paper , 70% took a newspaper af t e r they 
started ABE class participation . 
2 . Overwhelmingly, appriximately 95% of 
all Appalachian ABE studen t s own a 
television set with only 5% getting 
theirs after ABE class participation. 
3. Fifty-four per cent of north region 
student , 48 % of high u rbanized s tu dents, 
51% of beginning level students, 49% 
of black students, 46% of female students, 
53 % of st udents 18-25, 51% of students 
56065, and 80 % of s tudents 66 or over 
do not have a driver ' s license. The 
highest percentage of students r eceiving 
their driver ' s license after starting 
ABE class participation i s evidence at 
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the beginning level (7%) of the in -
structional program. Fifty - seven 
pe r cent of all stude n ts had thei r 
driver ' s l icense befo r e coming to 
ABE classes , only 2% of all studen t s 
got the irs af t er ABE pa r ticipation,. 
and 41% of all studen t s do no t have 
a driver ' s license . 
4 . Approximately 80% o f all studen t s h ad 
their last physical examination before 
ABE class participation . Fifteen 
pe r cent o f students 26 - 35 have n eve r 
had a physical examina t ion . Ove r all , 
however, only 6% have never had a 
physical examinat i on , 82% had the ir 
last examin a ti on befo r e becomi n g ABE 
studen t s , and 12% have had one si n ce 
the ABE invo l vement s t a rt ed . 
5 . Eighty - o n e per cent of all students do 
not have a library card with 90% of 
beg i n ni ng level and b l ack studen t s n o t 
owning one . Only 5% of all studen t s 
have acquired a library card since 
becoming involved in ABE classes . 
6 . Fifty - n ine per cent of the south 
region s tu dents , 48% of t he medi u m 
urbanized s tu dents , 53% of the begin-
ning level students , 59% of the b l ack 
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students , 48% of students 26 - 35 , 54% of 
stude nt s 56-65 , and 60% of students 66 
or over have never visited a public library . 
Overall, 39% of the Appalachian ABE students 
have never visited a public library, 48% 
visited a public library befo r e ABE participa-
tion , and on l y 1 3% of all Appalachian AB E 
s tudents have been in a library since they 
star t ed the ABE instructional program . 
From data reported in Table 67, it appears that the ABE 
Program has not significantly affected whether or not a 
student takes a newspaper at home , owns a T . V . set , has 
a driver's license, receives a physical exami n ation, and 
owns a library card or visits a public library. It 
appears that a majority of those who exhibit the above 
cha racteristics have done so befo r e participation in ABE 
classes. Also, ma n y still do not exhibit these behavioral 
cha racteristics in spite of ABE participation. 
In attempting to determine how students use their 
leisure time , the s tudent samp le was asked how much time 
they spend : (1) Re ad in g , ( 2) Watching T . V. , 
(3) Participating in sports activities, (4) Working with 
a hobby, (5) Participating in community or church ac ti v-
ities , and (6) Traveling for pleasure . The six variables 
of geographic r egio n, degree of u rban izat i on, program 
level, race, sex, a n d age are used in analyzing the r esu lt-
ant data. An inspection of the data presented in Table 68 
r eveals t h e followi n g information regarding Appalachian 
student use of leisure time: 
USE OF LEISURE 
TIME AND 
RESPONSE Region 
CATEGORIES N C s 
(l) Reading 
(la) a lot 33 28 29 
(lb ) some 40 53 so 
(le) very little 22 18 18 
(ld) none 5 l 3 
(2) Watching T.V. 
(2a) a lot 22 15 14 
(2b) some 51 41 39 
(2c ) very little 24 41 39 
(2d) none 3 3 8 
(3) Sports Activities 
(3a ) a lot 6 8 5 
(3b) some 19 22 21 
(3c) very little 26 34 29 
(3d) none 49 36 45 
Table 68 
STUDENT USE OF LEISURE TIME 
PER CENT CF SAMPLE SUBGROUPS I N EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
Degree of 
Urbani- Program 
zation Level Race Sex Aqe 
H M L B I A w B M F 18-25 26-35 36- 45 46-55 
34 29 24 25 25 38 30 29 26 32 26 1 9 35 37 
39 49 62 44 53 4 6 50 43 39 52 45 63 47 46 
21 21 14 25 20 14 16 26 29 15 19 19 16 17 
6 1 0 5 3 l 3 l 6 1 11 0 2 0 
20 15 16 27 10 17 16 20 16 18 23 19 9 22 
44 43 46 29 40 59 46 39 45 43 47 56 40 44 
36 33 34 39 43 23 35 33 36 34 28 19 49 27 
0 10 4 5 8 l 3 7 3 5 2 7 2 7 
9 5 2 3 8 6 5 7 13 3 15 4 5 2 
21 18 24 19 15 28 24 13 30 16 26 26 22 17 
24 34 34 10 36 38 30 29 25 32 36 44 24 34 
46 43 40 68 41 27 40 51 32 49 23 26 49 46 































(Table 68 Continued) 
USE OF IEISURE Degree of 
TIME AND Urbani-
RESPONSE Region zation 
CATEGORIES N C s H M L 
(4) Working with a 
Hobby 
(4a ) a lot 22 16 29 29 21 12 
(4b ) some 25 34 33 25 29 44 
(4c ) ve ry little 22 24 26 20 27 26 
(4d ) none 31 25 12 24 23 18 
(5) Community or Church 
Activities 
(Sa) a lot 33 24 64 40 39 38 
(Sb) some 39 _43 23 29 43 34 
(Sc) very little 11 16 5 13 5 18 
(Sd ) none 17 17 8 15 13 10 
(6) Traveling for 
Pleasure 
(6a) a lot 31 4 12 12 4 10 
(6b) some 56 46 30 39 43 28 
(6c) very little 11 33 36 27 30 42 
(6d ) none 2 17 22 22 23 20 
PER CENl' OF SAMPLE SUBGROUPS IN EACH RESPONSE CATEGORY 
Program 
Level Race Sex Aqe 
B I A w B M F 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 
25 20 22 16 36 17 24 17 19 11 29 
25 31 35 35 22 28 32 32 30 36 27 
17 25 28 26 20 25 24 30 30 27 17 
29 24 15 23 20 29 19 19 22 25 27 
56 43 23 22 77 36 41 15 19 40 39 
32 26 47 45 14 38 34 30 48 4 2 49 
3 16 12 15 3 9 12 30 7 7 1 
5 15 18 18 4 17 11 25 26 11 10 
8 5 12 8 9 9 8 13 7 4 5 
41 38 36 41 30 39 37 43 37 31 46 
27 34 33 31 33 36 30 28 37 40 29 
24 24 19 20 28 16 25 17 19 25 20 

































1. Most st udent s , regardless of sample 
s ub g r ouping, reported that they e ither 
re ad " a lot" or " some , " while a pproxi m-
ately o ne-fi f th of th e s tu dents say that 
they r ead " very little " and only 1% to 
11% report that they never read . 
2 . Approximately a third of the stude n t s in 
most s ample subgr 0 ups spend "very little" 
time wa tching tel~v i s ion, while most 
studen ts rep ort ti,at the y spend a con -
siderable amount of l e i s ur e time before 
th e television set. Only 1% to 10 % 
rep o rt that they never watch T. V. 
3 . Sixty-eigh t per cent of be g inning level 
students, 51% of black students, 49 % 
of stude nts 36 -45, 62% of students 56 - 65, 
and 70% of st udent s 66 o r over indicate 
that they n eve r participate in any form 
of spo rts activities. Only 6% of all 
students r epor t that they spen d a l ot of 
time participating in sports activities. 
4. The time spent worki n g with a hobby is 
reported at about 25% in all response 
catego ries among all subgroups in the 
student population . 
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5 . S ixt y-fo ur per cent of south region students, 
56% of beginning level s tudent s , 77% of 
black s tud e nt s, 70% of stude nt s 56-65 , and 
90% of s tuden t s 66 or over report that they 
spend a lot of time participating in com-
munit y o r ch ur ch activities. 
6. The grea te s t percentage of st udents who 
travel a lot for pleas u re is in e viden ce 
among north region st udents (31%) . Most 
studen t s indicate t h at th ey trave l for 
pleasure either " ve r y little " o r "non e ." 
Among Appalachian ABE st ud e nts, most leisure t ime is 
spent: (i n orde r of their preference) 
1. Reading 
2 . Participa t ing in Community or chur c h activities 
3 . Watch ing t e l evision 
4. Worki n g with a hobby 
5 . Traveli n g for pleas ure 
6. Participating in spo rt s ac t ivities 
The above ranking of leisure time u sage is b ased upon the 
pe r cent age of students who r eported each activity in terms 
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of " a lot" or "some " tim e spent rath e r than " very little" 
o r " none." Th e Appalachian ABE Pr og ram appears to 
attract students who s pend a great deal of time readin g 
o r participating in community or church activities, and 
very little time participating in spo rts ac tiviti es, 
and ve r y little time parti c ipating in spo rts activities 
o r travelin g for pleasure . How a studen t uses his 
leisure time a ppears to be more a function of age than 
geographic region, d egree of urbanization, pro g ram level, 
race or sex. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLU SIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY ----
It has been the purpose of this research to: 
(1) identify demographic characteristics of t he adults 
in the Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program; 
(2) determine the goals of the Appalachian ABE students 
and make an analysis of their goal achievement satis-
faction; and ( 3) explore the effect of the ABE Program 
on selected behavioral characteristics of st ud ents. To 
achieve the purposes of the st udy, the thirteen Appalachian 
states were divided into three distinct regions (north, 
central and south), and the cities in these states were 
stratified on the basis of high urbanization, medium 
urbanization, and l ow urbanization. Nine ABE centers, 
one in each region at each level of urbanization, were 
then selected as being representative of respectively 
similar populations throughout Appalachia. An interview 
schedu l e was designed, pilot tested in two different ABE 
centers in Michigan, revised, and then administered by 
seven interviewers to 217 subjects at all three educa-
tional levels in the Appalachian ABE Program. The 
resultant data were then returned to The University of 
Michigan, coded,keypunched, and statistically treated by 
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item analysis and one-way analysis of variance computer 
p r o g r a rn s . The r e s u 1 t s o f these an a 1 y s e s a r e re p o r t e d in 
this research document. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The student demographic characteristics selected 
for study as having potential bearing on student goal 
orientation were : 
family size; (3) 
(1) student age; (2) student 
student employment status (hours 
worked per week and years of cu rrent employment); (4) 
yea r s of regular school completed ; (5) years in ABE 
classes; and (6) hours per week in ABE classes. 
Comparisons were made between these characteristi cs and 
the s ix base variables of geographic region, degree of 
urbanization, ABE program level, race, sex and age. 
In terms of the st ud en t charac teristics selected for 
s tudy which might make some difference for goal determina -
tion among Appalachian ABE studen ts, it appears that 
there are notable distinctions: ( 1) If a student 
attends c l asses in the north or central regions, or in 
the southern region of Appalachia; ( 2) If a student is 
at th e beginning, intermediate or advanced level in the 
Appalachian Adult Basic Education Program; ( 3) If a 
student is white or black; (4) If a student is male o r 
female; and (5) If a student is in the age bracket of 
18-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56 -65, or 66 and over. On 
the basis of the demographic characteristics compared in 
this analysis, it appears to make little difference 
whethe r a student attends ABE classes in centers of high 
urbanization, medi um urbanization or low urbanizati o n. 
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Most st udents in th e program , according to th e sample 
s tudi ed , are white females over 40 years of age who have 
four members in their family , h ave held their cur r ent 
jobs fo r about 9 years , have comp le t ed abou t the seventh 
grade of regular school , have been attending ABE classes 
for approximately tw o years, and have spent a little 
over five hours per week in ABE classes. 
These student s were asked t o rea ct to six goa l 
statement s during th e interview si tuat ion in an effort 
to determine if they come t o ABE c l asses: (1) To learn 
to read and write; (2) To work for a high school diploma ; 
(3) To meet different people ; (4) To qualify for job 
training; (5) To h e lp chi ldren with schoo l wo r k; or 
(6) To get a job or a better job . In mos t instances, 
it was r eported that s tudents attend ABE c las ses to achieve 
t he hig h s ch o o 1 comp 1 e t i o n go a 1 ; and, in mos t ins tan c es , 
more s tudents are sa t isfied wi th th is aspec t of the 
program ' s efforts than with any o ther . The achievement 
of the literacy goal, the social goal, the vocational goal, 
the family goal , or the employmen t goal is not as desirable , 
a c co rd in g t o mos t s t u den t s in t he s amp 1 e , as is the a c comp 1 i s h -
me nt of a tt ai ning a high schoo l diploma. Act u ally , in 
most cases , lhe high school comp l e ti on goa l, the employ -
ment goal, and the vocational goa l ranked 1, 2, and 3 
respectively in terms of goal preference ; while the literacy 
goal, the family goal and the social goal ranked 4, 5, and 6 
respec tive l y . On th e basis of goal achievement satisfaction, 
t hese six goals were r anked : (1) high sc h oo l complet i on 
goal ; (2) literacy goal ; (3) employment goal; (4) soc i al 
goal; (5) family goal ; a nd (6) vocational goal. It i s 
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interesti n g to note that while one of the sta t ed obje c tives 
of the ABE Program i s " to improve their basic edu c ati o n in 
preparation for occupational training," in terms o f go al 
preference, the literacy goa l was ranked fourth and in 
terms of the program's assistance with goal achievement , 
the vocational goal of "to qualify for job training" ranked 
sixth or last . This appears to indicate t h at the ABE 
prog ram is serving a c l ientele who are concer n ed more wi th 
the accomplishment of a high school diploma th an with 
either the literacy or the vocational goal. Moreover, 
the ABE Program , i n terms of s tudent satisfaction, bette r 
enab l es students to get a high school diploma than qua lify 
for job trainin g . Apparently, in most cases , the p r og ram 
is not serving a c l ientele who require " elementary educa-
tion " in terms of literacy goa l accomplishment ; but rather, 
it is serving a clientele who require " secondary education" 
in terms of hi gh school comple tion goal achievement. 
More specifically the fi ndings of this investigation 
indica t e that the following co n cl u sions are in order : 
1. In terms of the demographic characteristics 
analyzed in t his study, n orthe rn and 
central ABE s tud ents are quite similar; 
however, students i n southern ABE classes 
are ge nerally o lder, more employed , have 
less regular schooling , have spen t more 
years in ABE c lasses , and receive less 
class room instruction per week than their 
northern or central co unt erpar ts. In 
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most instance s where statistical sig -
nificance occurred for differences 
between sub-samples in demographic 
characteristics, the reason for such 
occur rence was the deviation of the 
southern student samp le from the remainder 
of the sample . 
2 . With the exception of mean student hours 
per week in ABE classes, degree of urbani-
zation as a variable revealed no sig-
nificance of differences among the 
appalachian ABE student population . It 
appears to make little difference, in 
terms of the student characteristics 
studied, whether a student attends ABE 
classes in centers of high urbanization, 
medium urbanization, or low urbanization . 
3. Students, at the different ABE program 
levels were found to be significantly 
different with respect to certain other 
demographic characteristics. Beginning 
level students, on the average, are con-
siderab ly older, and have spent more 
years in ABE instruction when compa red 
with intermediate and advanced level 
students. 
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4. While a g reater percenta ge of black 
students ar e emp l oyed, bla ck a nd 
white students exhibi t comparable 
employment status. However, whi te 
students are considerably yo unger, 15 
years on the average, with mo r e years 
of re g ular school completed and more 
hours of ABE instruc tion per week. 
5. Male and f em ale Appalachian ABE st udents 
exhibi t comparable me an ages a nd family 
s izes , and have spent about t he same 
number of years and hours pe r week in 
ABE classes. However , male students 
are employed more ho urs per week , with a 
greater percentage of males holding 
th e ir j obs for mo r e th a n one year . Female 
students, on th e average , have comp leted 
one full year more of re g ular scho ol than 
th e ir male counte rp art s. 
6. Vari a ti ons in s tu de nt age i s signif i cantly 
associated wi th variati o n s in ce rtain 
o t her demographic characte ri stics of 
studen t s : ( a) St udent s 26 - 35 a nd 36-45 
have larger families; (b) 18-25 and 26-35 
yea r o ld s tudent s are employed mo re hour s 
per week th an other age gr o ups ; ( c) th e 
mean ye ars of current employment increases 
f r om the youn ges t age group (2 . 62) to the 
oldest age group (13 .0 0); (d) the mean 
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years of regular school years completed 
decreases from the youngest age group 
(8.02) to the oldest age group (4.57); 
and (e) the mean years in ABE classes 
increases steadily from the youngest 
age group (1.10) to the oldest age 
group (2.50) . 
7 . Achievement of the literacy goal was 
the most frequent l y expressed goa l 
preference of the ~outh region students, 
the beginning lev ~ l st u dents , the b lack 
students, the mal 2 st u dents, and students 
in the age groups 56-65 and 66 or over. 
However, in terms of satisfaction with 
the program's assistan ce in achieving 
the literacy goal, it was proportionately 
the most frequently ap p reciated among 
those who sought it by the the central 
region stu dents, high and low urbanized 
studen t s, female students, and st u dents 
in the age groups 26-35, 56-65 and 66 
or over . 
8 . The high school completion goal is the 
most frequently selected goal preference 
by more sample sub-groups than any other: 
north and central region students, medium 
and low urbanized students, intermediate 
and advanced level students, white students, 
male and female students , and students in 
the age groups 18-25 and 36-46 . Also, a 
greater proportion of students in more sample 
sub-groups expressed satisfaction with the 
program's assistance in achieving t he high 
school completion goal. 
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9. The employment improvement goal is the 
first goal preference of high urbanized 
students, male students, and students 
in the age groups of 36-45 and 46-55 . 
South region students, beginning level 
students, black students and studen ts in 
the age groups 46-55 and 56 - 65 selected 
the employment goal as the one which they 
are most satisfied with in terms of the 
program ' s achievement assistance. 
10 . Achieveme n t of the social goal (to meet 
different people), the vocational goal 
(to qualify for job training), and the 
family goal (to help children with school-
work) were not selected as the first goal 
preference by any sample sub-groups . 
The orientation towards these three goals 
ranked third to sixth among all student 
populations in the sample. 
11 . The most significant conclusion in terms 
of goal orientation and achievement 
satisfaction is that more students attend 
ABE classes to complete a high school 
education than for any other reason; and 
more students are satisfied with this 
aspect of the program ' s efforts than with 
any other . The ABE program, then, 
attrac t s more students who are oriented 
toward the high school completion goal 
than adults who are concerned with 
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literacy goals, vocational goals , social 
goals , family goals , o r employmen t goals. 
12. Generally, Appalachian ABE students 
enjoy a ttend ing classes , th ink t heir 
classes a r e very interesting, feel th at 
ABE class participation is worth their 
time a nd effort , and extend an " excellen t" 
or " good " r a ting in their app r aisal of 
th e i n s tr u ctional program . 
13 . In terms of behavioral characte ri s ti cs , it 
appea r s that the ABE p r og r am has not 
significantly affected whether o r not a 
studen t takes a n ewspape r at home , owns 
a t elevi sio n set , has a driver ' s li ce n se , 
re ceives a physical examina tion , o r hold s 
a library card and visi t s a pub li c library. 
It appea r s that a substan t ial majo rit y , 
n early , i f not all , of those who exhibit 
t he above characterist i cs have done so 
before participation in ABE classes . 
14 . The Appalachian ABE P r og ram appears to 
a ttrach st u dents who use a considerable 
amount of leisure time reading or 
participating in communit y or churc h 
activities , and very littl e time part-
icipati ng in spo rt s ac ti vities o r tr aveli n g 
for p l eas ur e . How a s tude nt u ses hi s 
leis u re time appears t o be more a fun c ti on 
of age than geograph i c r eg i on , degree of 
u r bani za ti o n, program l evel , race o r 
sex . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF ABE PROGRAMS 
Based o n thi s investigation r egardi n g the studen t 
popula tion in the Appalachian Adult Basic Educ ation 
P r og ram, the following r ecommen da ti ons are made : 
1. The Appalachian Adult Basic Ed ucat ion Program 
is se r ving s ub s t antially more females than males, more 
wh ites than blacks, more a dult s over 35 ye ar s of age than 
under 35, and more advanced l e v e l s tudents t han be g inning 
level students . The literacy goal was the f irst goa l 
choice of males , bl ack student s , and beginning l evel 
s tu dent s ; while th e high schoo l complet i o n goal was the 
f irst goal choice of females, white st udent s , a nd advan ced 
level students. The ABE p r og r am has responded t o th e 
o rientation of th e majori t y of its s tud en ts in directing 
the educational program t owards accomplishment of high 
school completion for its s tudent s . Howe v e r, i f the 
males, black students, and beginning leve l students were 
clear l y in th e majority in terms of studen t s served, the 
o r gani zation would probably be directing much more of 
its efforts toward accomplishment of th e literacy goal . 
S u ch is the n a tur e of c li e nt i n fluence on organizational 
go al s in s o me educational o r service o r ganizati o n s . The 
ABE pr o gram i s se rvin g a student population th e majori t y 
of whom are o ri e nt ed towards th e high school comp l e ti o n 
g oal ; thu s , the o r ganiz ation ha s become o rient ed towards 
helpi n g studen t s to achieve the hi g h schoo l completion 
goal . 
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While the ABE Pro g ram should be commended for bein 
responsive t o s tudent n e ed s a nd goa ls, admini strative 
decis ion s need to be made regarding o r ganizational goal 
determination in terms of the student pop ul ation which 
the ABE Pr og ram is serving . One way administrat ors of 
ABE may in f luence the d e t ermination of goals is in t he 
selec tion of c lientel e to be se rved by the program. If 
it is the desi r e of the organizati o n, through legislative 
inten t, t o se rve a student pop ul ation with lit e r acy needs 
"in p r eparation for o ccupational tr a inin g and more pro-
" 1 f itable emp l oyment, then it will be n ecess ary t o attrac t 
a c lient e l e who requ ire occupati o n al training , desi r e 
more profitable employment , a nd ne e d literacy e ducat i o n 
in order to accompli sh e ither o r both . To successfully 
accompli sh recruitment of such a c lientele requires more 
o r gani zational effo rt than p r oviding a place for other , 
more educated adults t o study for their hi g h school 
d iploma. The organization must exe rt leadershi p and 
di r ec ti o n in definin g t he s tuden t populat i on it will 
se rve; otherwise , the o r ganization may ultimatel y lack 
con trol ove r its own destiny in t he goa ls it seeks t o 
achieve . Mo re re sour ces , both human and finan c ial, as 
we ll a s more effe ctive s trategies, need to be dev e loped 
a nd allocated for th e specific purpose of r eachin g and 
teaching the beginn ing l eve l student, th e ma l e st u dent, 
a nd th e black s tudent. Administrators cannot expect 
these a dult s to come flockin g to th e ir doors ask i ng for 
a n e ducati o n, they mu st go ou t and bring them in or teach 
them where they are through wh ateve r incenti ve-rewa rd 
sys t e m can be effec t ively imp l emented . 
1 
Adu lt Ed ucat ion Act of 1 966, Public Law 89 - 750 , 
Se cti on 30 2 . 
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2 . Although the high school completion goal tends 
t o dominate the ABE Program , the organization actually 
seeks to achieve a multiplicity of goals, includin g 
literacy,vocational, employment, family and social goals . 
Due in part to t h e diversity of the student populati on 
which the organization serves , the goals are different 
for different segments of the program in relation to 
the target population tha t is attracted by the program . 
There is little doubt , as illustrated by this study as 
well as other st u dies conJucted at the s t a t e level, tha t 
genera lly the organizatio~ is serving the already more 
educated and more amployed adults in its target popula t ion. 
However , while these adults represent the major thrust 
of the ABE Program at one end of the continuum, at the 
other end of the continuum is a potential population of 
young underemployed and undereducated adult s who offer 
a greater organ i zationa l orienta t ion toward li t eracy, 
vocational and employment goals. 
There have been many descriptive and evaluative 
s tudies of state Adult Basic Education Programs, and to 
some degree, all of these studies have recognized the 
inability of the organization to attract a n d retain its 
" orime " target population of beginning level students . 
Generally, this inability has been interpreted as being 
an example of organizational goal displacement or the 
need to specify operational objectives . Perhaps the 
major obstacle to reachin g the ABE organization ' s potential 
population or "un r eached target population" is the lack of 
know-how in recruiti n g and re t ai n ing this segment of the 
targe t population . How to successfully accomplish the 
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conti nuin g participation of more males , black students, 
and beginning level s tudents is a prime question con -
fronting ABE admin istrators and tea che rs. Educationally, 
if not organiza tionally , the answer t o this question must 
be found and art i c ulated th r o u ghout the ABE organ izational 
s tructure. It is, theref ore , recomme nded that greate r 
emphasis and s upport be given demonstration, research, 
and experimentat i on in the field of ad ult education 
through such agenci es as the Appalachian Adult Basic 
Ed u cation Demonstration Cente r at Mo r ehead , Kentucky. It 
i s o nly thour g h these effor t s that answe r s to questions 
o r solut ions t o problems which plague the ope r ators of 
the day - to - day ABE classes may be reasonably recognized 
and meaningfully understo od . Mo r e research is ne eded 
regarding the adult student popu l ation , bo t h po t ential 
and pa rti cipating , and th e problems wh i ch tend to stultify 
t he ABE Pro g r am in its effor t s t o serve these popula t ions . 
3. In t he development of state p l ans and gu ide -
lines fo r prog r am administrat i on , differences in the 
s tud e nt popu l a tion should be rec og nized and accounted for 
thr o u gh the development of separate plans for separate 
populations . By utilizing research f ind in gs regardi n g 
adults in ABE, s tat e plans ca n begin to refle c t innovation 
withi n th e contex t of the ABE Program . It is recommende d 
that s t ate plan objectives be clearly def ined and stated 
in behavioral te r ms for each segment of the target pop u-
la ti on , and that teachers and adminis tr ato r s manage the 
ed u cational ope r a ti o n in terms of these objectives with 
organi zat i ona l pe rf ormance measu r ed in te rm s of the ac hieve -
ment of these ope rati o nal goals . Basical l y, o r ganizational 
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performance can be equated wi t h s tuden t performance, and 
organiza t io n a l eva lu a t ion, in part, can b e conducted in 
terms of student behavioral change and/or goal attainment . 
Organiza t io n a l accountability a nd cost determinants 
should have so me r elationship with expec ted pr ogram effect 
on s tudent s a nd the ex t e nt t o whi ch thi s effect is achieved. 
4 . A review of the litera ture in adult educa tion 
has r evea l ed that the research a nd experiment al aspects 
of the adult basic education program appear, at times, to 
be fragmented and often duplicated f r om one r eg i on of 
th e countr y t o ano ther . To allevia t e this problem, it is 
recommended that the o r ganizt ion' s processes inv o lv ing 
demo n st ration , experime ntat ion, research, and dissemina-
tion be nationalized thro u gh one age n cy . This agen cy 
wo uld h ave r espo n s ibility fo r systema ti cally encouragi n g 
ABE p r oblem-solvin g ac tivity across the co untr y and pro -
viding sta t e departments of e du cation with input s re-
ga r ding findi n gs f r om such ac ti v ities . The need is 
g r ea t for program expansion of bo th operational and 
experimen t al activities i n se rvin g the potential tar ge t 
pop ul a tion of ABE . However, such expansion should be 
accompanied with a centralization of those activities 
which could g ive direction fo r the national prog ram. 
5. It is r ecommended in th e study of organ izations, 
espec i ally service organization s with p urp oses of a b-
solvi n g socia l problems, that a modified perspective based 
on harmonizing the closed and n at ural approac h es to 
organi zationa l ana l ys i s be utilized . The o r ganization 
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shou ld be viewed as an open structure , capabl e of being 
affected by external and internal forces, within a 
c l osed framework oriented towards the achievement of 
stated objectives. Formal organizationa l purposes 
remain important and sought by the o r ganizati on , but 
acknowledgement of o ther goals that influence organiza-
tional purposes at the ope rati onal level are also con-
sidered. Thro ugh this modified perspective, deviations 
in organizational goal orientation a nd achievement, from 
the stated to the opera ti onal, are r ecognizable and 
measu rable. This information, utilized b y administrators 
responsible for organizational performance, should be 
invaluable in evaluating existing programs as well as in 
developing new programs o ri e nted towards the achievement 
of the forma l purposes of the organization. 
APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SELECTED CLIENTELE 
IN APPALACHIAN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CLASSES 
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AD ULT EDU CATION PROG RAM IN TER VI EW 
Introduction: We are interested in finding out how people feel about 
their adult basic education classes . He have some questions which we 
\•1ould like you to answer. Your name will not appear anywhere on the 
form , and will not be used in the s tudy in any way. The strictest 
confidence will be ma intained , so p l ease be as honest and straight-
forward as possible . I f you have any questions at any time, please 
don ' t hesitate to ask . 
We appreciate the time and effort you are giving to this survey, 
and , in advance of your starting, we say, ''Thank you ! " 
Code Number: 
1. HOO OLD WERE YOU ON YOUR LAST BIRTHDAY? 
-----ears 
2 . ARE YOU NOW: (Check one ) 
Married ---
___ Singl e (never been married) 
___ Divorced or Separated 
Widowed ---
3 . HOW MANY MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY ARE NOW LIVING WITH YOU? 
4 . HOW MANY HOURS A ,-1EEK 00 YOU USUALLY WORK FOR WAGES OR SALARY? 
hours -----
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5 . HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD YOUR MAIN JOB? 
__ _,.years 
6. DOES SOMEONE ELSE IN YOUR FAMILY PROVIDE INCOME? (Check one) 
__ ...,.yes 
no 
7 . WHAT WAS THE HIGHEST GRADE OF REGULAR SCHOOL YOU ATTENDED? 
___ grade 
C. DID YOU COMPLETE THAT GRADE? (Check one) 
--~yes 
no ---
9 . HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN COMING TO ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES? 
this is my first year ---
__ _,.years 
10 . HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU NOW SPEND HERE IN CLASSES? 
hours ---
11. 00 YOU PLAN TO COME TO ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES NEXT YEAR? (Check one) 
__ ...,.yes 
no ---
12. IF YES, WHY? IF NO, WHY NOT? _________________ _ 
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13 . 00 YOU LIKE TO COME TO THESE CLASSES? (Check one ) 
___ Like to very much 
Like to somewhat ---
___ Don't like to very much 
14 . 00 YOU THINK YOUR CIASSES ARE: (Check one ) 
Very interesting ---
Somewhat interesting ---
Not interest ing ---




16 . ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CIASSES HELP PEOPLE TO LEARN 
TO READ AND WRITE? (Check one ) 
Very satisfied ---
Somewhat satisfied ---
Not s a tisfied ---
17. I S THE REASON YOU COME TO THESE CLASSES TO WORK FOR A HIGH SCHOOL 




18 , ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CLASSES HELP PEOPLE TO WORK 




19 . IS THE REASON YOU COME TO THESE CLASSES TO MEET DIFFERENT 
PEOPLE? (Chee )~ one) 
___ y es 
no ---
20 , ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CLASSES HELP PEOPLE TO MEET 
DIFFERENT PEOPLE? (Check one) 
___ very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied ---
Not satisfied ---
21 , IS THE RFASON YOU CCME TO THESE CLASSES TO QUALIFY FOR JOB 
TRAINING? (Check one) 
__ _.ye s 
no ---
22 . ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CLASSES QUALIFY PEOPLE FOR 
J OB TRAINING? (Check one) 




23 . IS THE REJ\SON YOU COME TO THESE CLASSES TO HELP YOUR CHILDREN WITH 
SCHOOL WORK? (Check one) 
__ _,.yes 
no 
24. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CLASSES HELP PF.OPLE TO HELP 
THEIR CHILDREN WITH SCHOOL WORK? (Check one) 
___ Very satisfied 
Somewhat satisfied ---
Not satisfied ---
25. IS THE REASON YOU COME TO THESE CLASSES TO GET A JOB OR A BETTER 
JOB? (Check one) 
--~yes 
no 
26. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE WAY THESE CLASSES HELP PEX>PLE TO GET 
A JOB OR A BETTER JOB? (Check one) 
___ Very satisfied 
Somewhat s atisfied ---
Not satisfied ---
27. WHAT OTHER REASONS 00 YOU HAVE FOR COMING TO THESE CLASSES? 
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2G. DO YOU FEEL THAT THESE CLASSES ARE WORTH YOUR TIME AND EFFORT? 
(Check one) 
I am not sure. ---
__ _,.yes 
no 
29. IN A SHORT PHRASE, WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT YOUR CLASSES? 
30. IN A SHORT PHRASE, WHAT DO YOU LD(E LEAST ABOUT YOUR CIASSES? 
31. DO YOU TAKE A NEWSPAPER AT HOME? (Check one) 
no ---
__ _,.yes (before I s tarted these classes) 
__ _,.yes (afte r I started these classes) 
32. DO YOU HAVE A T.V. SET AT HOME? (Check one) 
no ---
___ yes (before I started these classes) 
__ _,.ye s (after I started these classes) 
33. DO YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE? (Check one) 
no ---
___ yes (before I started these classes) 
__ _,.yes (after I started these classes) 
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34. DID YOU VOTE IN THE LAST NATIONAL ELECTION? (Check one) 
__ _,.yes 
no 
35. WHEN DID YOU LAST HAVE A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION? (Check one ) 
I have never had a physical e:<arnination. ---
Before I started these -classes. ---
After I started these classes. ---
36. DO YOU HAVE A LIBRARY CARD? (Chee]~ one) 
no ---
__ ..,.yes (before I started these cla sses) 
__ _,.yes (after I started these classes) 
37 . WHEN DID YOU LAST VISIT A PUBLIC LIBRARY? (Check one) 
___ I have never visited a public library . 
Before I started these classes. ---
___ After I started these classes . 
3 8 . HOW MUCH LEISURE TIME DO YOU SPEND READING? (Check one) 
a lot ---
some ---
___ very little 
none 
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39. HOO MUCH LEISURE TIME 00 YOU SPEND WATCHING T.V.? (Check one) 
a lot 
some ---
___ very little 
none ---









___ very little 
none ---
42. HOW MUCH LEISURE TIME DO YOU SPEND IN COMMUNITY OR CHURCH 



















PUBLIC LAW 89-750 
ADULT EDUCATION ACT OF 1966 
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PUBLIC LAv, 8 9- 750 
AN ACT 
To strengthen and improve programs of assistance for elementary 
and secondary schools , and for other purposes . 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled , That this Act may be 
cited as the "Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966 " 
TITLE III - ADULT EDUCATION 
SHORT TITLE 
Sec. 301 . This title may be cited as the "Adult Education Act 
of 1966 ". 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
Sec . 302. It is the purpose of this title to encourage and expand 
basic educational programs for adults to enable them to overcome 
English language limitations , to improve their basic education in prep-
aration for occupational training and more profitable employment, and 
to become more productive and responsible citizens . 
DEFINITIONS 
Sec . 303 . As used in this title --
(a ) The term "adult " means any individual who has attained the 
age of eighteen. 
(b) The term "adult education" means services or instruction 
below the college level (as determined by the Commissioner), for 
adults who --
(1) do not have a certificate of graduation from a 
a school providing secondary education and who have 
not achieved an equivalent level education, and 
(2) are not currently enrolled in schools. 
(c ) The term "adult basic education" means education for adults 
whose inability to speak , read , or write the English language con-
stitutes a substantial impairment of their ability to get or retain 
employment commensurate with their real ability , which is designed 
to help eliminate such inability ana raise the level of education of 
such individuals with a view to making them less likely to become 
dependent on others, to improving their ability to benefit from occupa-
tional training and otherwise increasing their opportunities to more 
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productive and profitable employment, and to making them better able 
to meet their adult responsibilities. 
(d ) The term "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Education. 
(e ) The term "local educational agency " means a public board of 
education or other public authority legally constituted within a State 
for either administrative control or direction of publ ic elementary or 
secondary schools in a city, county , township , school di strict , or other 
political subdivision of a State , or such combination of school district s 
or counties as are recognized in a State as an administrative agency 
for its publ ic elementary or secondary schools; except that if there is 
a separate board or other legally constituted local authority having 
administrative control and direction of adult education in public 
schools therein , such term means such other board or authority. 
(f ) The term "State " includes the District of Columbia, and 
(except for the purposes of section 305 (a )) the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico , Guam, American Samoa , the Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands , and t he Virgin Islands. 
(g ) The term "State educational agency " means the State board of 
education or other agency or officer primaril y responsi ble for the State 
supervision of public elementary and secondary schools , or if there is 
a separate State agency or officer primarily responsibl e for supervision 
of adult education in public schools then such agency or officer may be 
designated for the purposes of this title by the Governor or by State 
law . If no agency or officer qualifies under the p receding sentence , 
such term shall mean an appropriate agency or officer designated for 
the purposes of this title by the Governor. 
GRANTS TO STATES FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATI ON 
Sec . 304 . (a ) From the sums appropriated pursuant to section 314 , 
not less than 10 per centum nor more than 20 per centum shall be 
reserved for purposes of section 309 . 
{b ) From the remainder of such sums , the Commissioner is author-
ized to make grants to States , which have State plans approved by him 
under section 306 for the purposes of this section , to pay the Federal 
share of the cost of the establishment or expansion of adult basic edu-
cation programs to be carried out by local educational agencies. 
ALLCYI'MENT FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION 
Sec . 305. (a ) From the sums available for purposes of section 
304 {b ) for any fiscal year , the Commissioner shall allot not more than 
2 per centum thereof among Puerto Rico , Guam, American Samoa , the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the Virgin Islands 
according to their respective needs for assistance under such section . 
From the remainder of such sums he shall allot to each State an 
amount which bears the s ame ratio tn such remainder as the number 
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of adults who have completed not more than five grades of school (or 
have not achieved an equivalent level of education) in such State bears 
to the number of such adults in all Stat es . 
(b ) The portion of any State ' s all otment under subsecti on (a ) for 
a fiscal year which the Commissioner determines will not be requir ed , 
for t h e period such a llotment i s availabl e , for carrying out the portion 
of the State p l an relati ng to adult basic education approved under 
this t i tle sahll be avail able for reall otment from time to time , on such 
dates during such period as the Commissi oner may fix , to other States 
in proporti on to the ori g i nal allotments to such States under subsection 
(a ) for such year , but wi th such proportiona te amount for any of 
the Commissioner esti mates such State needs and will be able to use 
for such period for carr ying out such portion of its State plan 
approved under this title , and the total of such reducti ons shall be 
simil arl y r eallotted among the States whose proportionate amounts 
a re not so reduced. Any amount r eal lott e d to a State u nd e r thi s sub-
section duri ng a year shall be deemed part of its a llotment under sub-
section (a ) for such year . 
STATE PLANS 
Sec . 306. (a ) Any State desiring to r eceive its a l l otment of Fed -
eral funds for any grant under this t i t l e shal l submit t hrough its State 
educational agency a Stat e p l an. Such State plan shal l be in such 
d etail a s the Commissioner deems necessary , and shall --
(1 ) set fo r th a progr am for the use of g r ants , in accordance 
with secti on 304 (b ), whi ch affords assu r ance of substantial prog-
ress , wi th respect to a ll segments of the adul t population and a l l 
a r eas of the State , towa rd carrying out the pur poses of such 
section; 
(2 ) provide for the administration of such p l an by the State 
educa tional agency; 
(3 ) provide for cooperative arr a ngements between the State 
educational agency and the State heal th aut hority aut horizing 
the use of such health information and services f o r adults as 
may be avai l abl e from such agencies and as may reaso nably be 
necessary to enabl e them to benefit from the instruction 
provided pursuant to this title; 
(4 ) provide for grants to publi c and private nonprofit agencies 
for speci al projects , teacher- training and research; 
(5 ) provide for cooperation with Community Acti on p r ograms , 
Work Experience programs , VISTA , Work Study , and other pro-
grams relating to the anti- poverty effort; 
(6 ) provide that such agency wil l make such reports to the 
Commissioner, in such form and containing such inf ormation , as 
may reasonably be necessary to enab l e the Commi ssi oner to per-
form his duties under this title a nd wi l l keep such recor ds and 
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afford such access thereto as the Commissioner find necessary to 
assure the correctness and verification of such reports; 
(7) provide such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures 
as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of and account-
ing for Federal funds paid the State under this title (including 
such funds paid by the State to local educational agencies ) ; and 
(8 ) provide such further information and assurances as the 
Commissioner may by regulation require . 
(b ) The Commissioner shall not finally disapprove any State plan 
submitted under this title, or any modification thereof , without first 
affording the State educational agency reasonable notice and oppor-
t unity for a hearing. 
PAYMENTS 
Sec . 307. (a ) Except as provided in subsection (b), the Federal 
share of expenditures to carry out a State plan shall be paid from a 
State ' s allotment availabl e for grants to such State. For the fiscal 
year ending June 30 , 1967 , and the succeeding fiscal year , the Federal 
share for each State shall be 90 per centum. 
(b ) No payment shall be made to any State from its allotment for 
any fiscal year unless the Commissioner finds that the amount avail-
able for expenditure by such State for adult education from non-
Federal sources for such year will be not less than the amount expended 
for such purposes from such sources during the preceding fiscal year . 
(c ) Payments to a State under this title may be in installments and 
in advance or by way of reimbursement with necessary adjustments on 
account of overpayments or underpayments. 
OPERATION OF STATE PLANS ; HEARINGS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW 
Sec . 308. (a ) Whenever the Commissioner after reasonable notice 
and opportunity for hearing to the State educational agency admini-
stering a State plan approved under this title, finds that 
(1 ) the State plan has been so changed that it no longer 
complies with the provisions of section 306, or 
(2) in the administration of the plan there is a failure to 
comply substantially with any such provision. 
the Commissioner shall notify such State agency that no further pay-
ments will be made to the State under this title (or in his discretion, 
that further payments to the State will be limited to programs under 
or portions of the State plan not affected by such failure), until he 
is satisfied that there will no longer be any failure to comply. Until 
he is so satisfied , no further payments may be made to such State under 
this title (or payments shall be limited to programs under or portions 
of the ftate plan not affected by such failure ) . 
(b) A State educational agency dissatisfied with a final action of 
the Commissioner under section 306 or subsection (a ) of this section 
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may appeal to the United States court of appeals for the circuit in 
which the State is located , by filing a petition with such court within 
sixty days after such final action. A copy of the petition shall be 
forthwith transmitted by the clerk of the cour t to the Commissioner 
or any officer designated by him for that pur pose. The Commissioner 
thereupon sha l l file in the court the record of the proceedings on which 
he based his action , as provided in section 2112 of title 28 , United 
States Code . Upon the filing of such petition , the court shall have 
jurisdiction to affirm the action of the Commissioner or to set it aside, 
in whole or in part, temporarily or permanently , but until the filing of 
the record , the Commissioner may modify or set aside his o r der . The 
findings of the Commissioner as to the facts , if supported by substantial 
evidence , shall be conclusive , but the court , for good cause shown , may 
remand the case to the Commissioner to take further evidence , and 
the Commissioner may thereupon make new or modified find i ngs of 
fact and may modify his previous acti on , and shall file in the court the 
record of t he further proceedings. such new or modified findings 
of fact shall likewise be conclusive if supported by substantial evi-
dence. The judgment of the court affirming or setting aside , in whole 
or in part , any action of the Commissioner shall be final , subject to 
the review by the Supreme Court of the United SLates upon certiorari 
or certification as provided in section 1254 ot title 28 , United States 
Code . The commencement of proceedings under this subsection shall 
not unless so specifically ordered by the court oper ate as a stay of the 
Commissioner ' s action . 
SPECIAL EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AND TEACHER TRAINING 
Sec. 309. (a ) The sums reserved in section 304 (a ) for the purposes 
of this section shall be used for making special project grants or 
providing teacher- training grants in accordance with this section . 
(b ) The Commissioner is authorized to make grants to local educa-
tional agencies o r other public or private nonprofit agencies , including 
educational television stations , for special projects which will be 
carried out in furtherance of the purposes of thi s titl e , and which --
(1 ) involve the use of innovative methods , systems , materials , 
or programs which the Commissioner determines may have national 
significance or be of special value in promoting effective 
programs under this title, or 
(2 ) involve programs of adult education, carried out in 
cooperation with other Federal, federally assisted , SLate , or 
local programs which the Commissioner determines have unusua l 
promise in promoting a comprehensive or coordinated approach 
to the prob lems of persons with basic educational deficiencies . 
The Commissi oner shall establ ish procedur es for making grants under 
this subsection which shal l require a non- Federal contr ibution of at 
leas t 10 per centum of the costs of such projects wher eever feasible and 
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not inconsistent with the purposes of this subsection . 
(c ) The Commissioner is authorized to provide (directly or by con-
~ract ) , or to make grants to colleges or universities, S ~ate or local 
educational agencies , or other appropriate public or private nonprofit 
agencies or organizations, to provide training to persons engaged , or 
preparing to engage, as personnel in adult education programs designed 
to carry out the purposes of this title , with such stipends and 
allowances , if any ( including traveling and subsistence expenses) , 
for persons undergoing such training and their dependents as the 
Commissioner may by regulation determine. 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ADULT BASI C EDUCATION 
Sec. 310 . (a ) The President shall , within ninety days of enactment 
of this title appoint a National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic 
Education. 
(b ) The National Advisory Committee shall have eight members, 
consisting of the Commissioner of Education, who shall be chairman , 
and seven other members who shall , to the extent possible , include 
persons knowledgeable in the field of adult education , State and local 
public school officials , and other persons having speci al knowledge 
and experience , or qualifications with respect to adult basic education , 
and persons representative of the general public. Such Advisory 
Committee shall meet at the call of the chairman but not less often 
than twice a year. 
(c ) The Advisory Committee shall advise the Commissioner in the 
preparation of general regulations and with respect to policy matters 
arising in the administration of this title, including policies and pro-
cedures governing the approval of State plans under section 306 and 
policies to eliminate duplication, and to effectuate the coordination of 
programs under this title and other programs offering adult education 
activities and services . 
(d ) The Advisory Committee shall review the administration and 
effectiveness of the adult basic education program and other federally 
s upported adult education programs as they relate to adult basic educa-
tion , make recommendations with respect thereto , and make annual 
reports to the President of its findings and recommendations (includ-
ing recommendations for changes in this title and other Federal laws 
relating to adult education activities and services). The President 
shall transmit each such report to the Congress together with his 
comments and recommendations . The Secretary of Health , Educa-
tion and Wel fare shall coordinate the wor k of this committee with 
that of other related advisory committees . 
(e ) Members of the Advisory Committee who are not regular full-
time employees of the United States , shall , while serving on the busi-
ness of the Committee, be entitled to receive compensation at rates 
fixed by the Commissioner, but not exceeding $100 per day , including 
travel time; and , while so serving away from their homes or regular 
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places of business , member s may be allowed travel expenses , includ-
ing per diem in lieu of subsistence , as authorized by section 5703 of 
title 5 of the United States Code for persons in the Government serv-
ice employed intermittently. 
( £ ) The Commissioner shall engage such technical assistance as 
may be required to carry out the functions of the Advisory Committee , 
and the Commissioner shal l , in addition , make availabl e to the Advis-
ory Committee such secretarial , clerical , and other assistance and such 
pertinent data prepared by the Department of Health , Education , and 
Welfare as it may require to carry out its functions . 
(g ) In carrying out its functions pursuant to t his section , the 
Advisory Committee may uti l ize the services and faci l ities of any 
agency of the Federal Government , in accordance with agreements between 
the Secretary of Health , Education , and Welfare and the head of such 
agency. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Sec . 311. (a ) The Commissioner is authorized to delegate any of 
his functions under this title, except the making of regulations , to any 
officer or employee of t he Office of Education. 
(b ) In administering the provisions of this title , the Commissioner 
is authorized to utilize the services and facilities of any agency of the 
Federal Government and of any other public or nonprofit agency or 
institution , in accordance with agreements between the Secretary and the 
head thereof. 
FEDERAL CONTROL PROHIBITED 
Sec . 312. (a ) Nothing contained in this title shal l be construed to 
authorize any department , agency , officer , or employee of the United 
States to exercise any direction , supervisi on , or control over the curric-
u lum, program of instruction , administration , or personnel of any edu-
cational institution or school system, or over the selection of library 
resources , textbooks , or other printed or published instructional mate-
rials by any educational institution or school system. 
(b ) The National Advisory Committee on Adult Basic Education is 
authorized to encourage the establishment of State and local adult edu-
cation advisory committees in order to improve reporting of State and 
local administration of programs under this title . Such local and 
State advisory committees may be existing groups or especially estab-
lished by State and l ocal administrators of the programs to assure 
that the local program is meeting the needs of the community. 
LIMITATION 
Sec . 313. No grant may be made under this title for any educational 
program, activity , or service related to sectarian instruction or reli-
gious worship , or provided by a school or department of divinity . For 
purposes of this section, the term "school or department of divinity" 
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means an institution or a department or branch of an institution whose 
program is specifically for the education of students to prepare them 
to become ministers of religion or to enter upon some other religious 
vocation, or to prepare them to teach theological subjects . 
APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED 
Sec . 314. There is authorized to be appropriated $40 , 000 , 000 for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967 , and $60,000 , 000 for the fiscal 
year ending J une 30 , 1968 , for the purposes of this title . 
REPEALER 
Sec. 315. Part B of title II of the Economic Opportunity Act of 
1964 is repealed . 
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